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Abstract

Cosmological observations on all scales of the universe have shown that 86 % of the matter

in the universe consists of non-luminous, gravitating, dark matter, whereas the known

baryonic matter only accounts for 14 %. Although Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

(WIMPs) have not been detected so far, they are very attractive dark matter particle

candidates as they naturally explain the observed dark matter density and satisfy the basic

properties of dark matter, i.e. they are collisionless, stable, low self-interacting, neutral

and weakly interacting with normal matter. Originally, WIMPs were assumed to be heavy

with masses in the range from 100 GeV/c2 to 1 TeV/c2, however nowadays also low-mass

WIMPs with masses of a few GeV/c2 are considered as potential candidates. Direct

dark matter experiments try to measure the signature of an elastic scattering event of

a WIMP with a target nucleon. The associated energy transfer is small, therefore dark

matter detectors have to provide excellent background suppression together with very low

detection thresholds. Especially for low-mass WIMPs, thresholds have to be in the sub-keV

range.

This thesis was performed in the framework of the EDELWEISS experiment, which aims

to detect WIMP interactions in High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors. The excellent

performance of these detectors was proven in the EDELWEISS-III phase, setting limits

on the WIMP-nucleon cross-section down to WIMP masses of 4 GeV/c2. The success was

based on the hybrid detection of ionization (electron/hole-pairs) and heat (phonons) signals

of a particle interaction, which allows to discriminate nuclear recoils, caused by WIMPs,

from electron recoils, which are created by background γ- and β-rays. In addition, the

special Fully Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design allowed to reject surface events, which

are often affected by trapping and compromise a full measurement of the ionization energy.

In the next phase, having started in December 2016, EDELWEISS aims to increase its

sensitivity down to low-mass WIMPs with mχ ≈ 1 GeV/c2. To reach this goal, detection

thresholds in the sub-keV range are required. This can be achieved by operating the

HPGe detectors at high electric fields, typically up to 100 V/cm. This leads to the so-

called Neganov-Trofimov-Luke (NTL) amplification of the heat signal: Drifting electrons

and holes lead to secondary phonons, where the number of phonons is proportional to

the applied electrode voltage. This technology allows to lower the detection threshold in

the heat channel to the 100 eV-range. However, the discrimination power of electron and

nuclear recoils and surface events is lost.
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This thesis is centered on the study of the HPGe crystals, and especially on the charge

migration properties of electrons and holes at low and high electric fields. These proper-

ties and their understanding are essential to make proper use of the NTL amplification.

Therefore, we performed an extensive calibration experiment with a prototype FID HPGe

detector at ground level. We focus on the characterization and understanding of the charge

migration processes in the detector, which are crucial for a reliable detector performance.

The analysis makes use of the comparison of experimental data with simulations based on

modeling the hot carrier transport in the EDELWEISS detectors.

The first part of this work focuses on the pulse-shape analysis of the ionization sig-

nals. Pulse-shape analysis allows to study charge transport properties as the shapes of

the ionization signals are a direct consequence of electron and hole migration in the HPGe

crystal. We use the rise time of ionization signals at low and high electric fields and show

that simulation and data are in very good agreement. Further we show that the rise time

for surface events is clearly distinguishable from bulk events. We subsequently perform a

rise time cut which allows us to reject surface events. Eventually, we show that the rise

time parameter can be used to characterize the degradation and space-charge build-up in

the detector.

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the study of the detector performance at

high electric fields. The heat signals at high biases are dominated by phonons which are

created by drifting electrons and holes. Hence, charge migration processes like trapping

are influencing both ionization and heat signals. We show that also at high electric fields,

simulation and data are in good agreement. We find that the detector signals are heavily

affected by trapping, leading to incomplete charge collection and reduced heat signals.

Especially interactions close to the surface and in-between the ring electrodes are limiting

the detector performance. Therefore, we optimize the electrode configuration to reduce

poor charge collection in the surface region. In case the detectors are operated at high

biases, the detection thresholds are low, and therefore low energy backgrounds interacting

close to the surface become dominant. This requires an optimization focused on energy

deposits in a layer d ∈ [200 nm, 1µm] close to the surface. We show that for an electrode

design, which consists of only two electrodes, which fully cover the top, bottom and lateral

surface of the detector with a small gap (3 mm) on the lateral surfaces, the number of

events with reduced heat amplitude due to trapping can be reduced significantly compared

to a FID-type detector.

In the searches for low-mass WIMPs with semiconductor detectors, voltage-assisted

calorimetric amplification of heat signals will lead the path to higher sensitivity. Thus,

understanding the charge transport and avoiding charge trapping becomes an even more

important issue. This work proves that charge migration is very well understood for HPGe

detectors at cryogenic temperature and bias electric fields ranging from 2 V/cm to 50 V/cm

and even higher. This allows us to make the next experimental step towards low-mass

WIMP searches with a reliable reconstruction of energy deposits in HPGe detectors.



Zusammenfassung

Kosmologische Beobachtungen auf allen Größenskalen des Universums haben gezeigt, dass

86 % der gesamten Masse im Universum aus nicht-leuchtender, gravitativ wechselwirk-

ender Dunkler Materie besteht, wohingegen die bekannte baryonische Materie nur 14 %

ausmacht. Obwohl schwach wechselwirkende massive Teilchen (Weakly Interacting Massive

Particles, WIMPs) bisher noch nicht nachgewiesen wurden, stellen sie attraktive Anwärter

auf ein Dunkle Materie Teilchen dar, weil sie zum einen auf natürliche Weise die heute

beobachtete Dichte von Dunkler Materie erklären und zum anderen stabil und neutral

sind, selten mit normaler Materie wechselwirken und auch eine niedrige Selbstwechsel-

wirkungsrate aufweisen. Ursprünglich wurde angenommen, dass WIMPs hohe Massen

im Bereich zwischen 100 GeV/c2 und 1 TeV/c2 haben sollten, allerdings gehören heutzu-

tage auch WIMPs mit niedrigen Massen (low-mass WIMPs) von einigen GeV/c2 zu den

potentiellen Anwärtern. Die Experimente zur direkten Suche nach Dunkler Materie ver-

suchen, den elastischen Stoß eines WIMPs mit einem Target-Nukleon nachzuweisen. Da

der Energieübertrag bei so einem Stoß sehr klein ist, müssen Dunkler Materie Detektoren

eine exzellente Unterdrückung von Untergrundereignissen und sehr niedrige Detektions-

schwellen aufweisen. Insbesondere für die Messung von low-mass WIMPs sind Detektions-

schwellen im sub-keV Bereich notwendig.

Diese Arbeit wurde im Rahmen des EDELWEISS Experiments angefertigt, welches

als Ziel hat, Wechselwirkungen von WIMPs in hochreinen Germanium Kristallen (High

Purity Germanium, HPGe) zu messen. Die ausgezeichnete Funktionsweise dieser Detek-

toren wurde bereits in der 3. Phase des Experiments gezeigt und erlaubte Ausschluss-

werte für den WIMP-Nukleon Streuwirkungsquerschnitt bis zu niedrigen WIMP Teilchen-

massen von 4 GeV/c2 zu bestimmen. Dieser Erfolg basiert auf der gleichzeitigen Mess-

ung des Ionisierungs- (Elektron und Loch Paare) und Wärmesignals (Phononen) eines

gestoßenen Teilchens. Über das Verhältnis von Ionisationsenergie zu Wärmesignal können

Kernrückstöße und Elektronenrückstöße unterschieden werden, wobei erstere durch WIMPs

verursacht werden und letztere durch γ- und β- Untergrundstrahlung. Zusätzlich besitzen

die Detektoren ein spezielles Elektrodendesign (Fully Inter Digitized, FID), das die Iden-

tifizierung und Verwerfung von oberflächennahen Ereignissen erlaubt, welche oft vom Ein-

fang von Ladungsträgern betroffen sind, was wiederum zu einer unvollständigen Messung

der Ionisationsenergie führt.
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Die nächste Phase des EDELWEISS Experiments begann im Dezember 2016 und hat

zum Ziel, die Sensitivität für low-mass WIMPs mit mχ ≈ 1 GeV/c2 zu erreichen. Dies

bedingt niedrige Detektionsschwellen im sub-keV Bereich. Erreicht werden kann dies, in-

dem die HPGe Kristalle mit hohen elektrischen Feldern von bis zu 100 V/cm betrieben

werden. Dies führt zu einer Verstärkung des Wärmesignal basierend auf dem Neganov-

Trofimov-Luke (NTL) Effekt. Während Elektronen und Löcher durch den Kristall driften,

werden sekundäre Phononen erzeugt, deren Anzahl mit dem angelegten elektrischen Feld

ansteigt. Das ermöglicht eine Reduzierung der Detektionsschwelle im Wärmekanal auf

unter 100 eV. Allerdings geht die Diskriminierung von Elektronen- und Kernrückstößen,

sowie die Identifizierung von oberflächennahen Ereignissen verloren.

Im Fokus dieser Arbeit stehen die Ladungstransporteigenschaften von Elektronen und

Löchern in den HPGe Kristallen bei niedrigen und hohen elektrischen Feldern, da das

Verständnis dieser Eigenschaften wesentlich ist, um die NTL Verstärkung wirkungsvoll zu

nutzen. Zu diesem Zweck wurde ein umfangreiches Kalibrierungsexperiment mit einem FID

HPGe Detektor in einem Oberflächenlabor durchgeführt und die experimentellen Ergeb-

nisse mit Ladungstransportsimulationen in den EDELWEISS Detektoren verglichen.

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Analyse der Pulsformen der Ionisa-

tionssignale. Diese Analyse erlaubt, Ladungtransporteigenschaften zu untersuchen, da die

Form der Ionisationssignale eine direkte Konsequenz aus dem Transport von Elektronen

und Löchern in den HPGe Kristallen ist. Die Analyse der Anstiegszeiten der Ionisationssig-

nale bei hohen und niedrigen elektrischen Feldern zeigt, dass Simulationen und Messergeb-

nisse gut übereinstimmen. Zusätzlich zeigt sich, dass oberflächennahe Ereignisse kürzere

Anstiegszeiten als Ereignisse im Inneren des Detektors haben und folglich eine Diskrim-

inierung von oberflächennahen Ereignissen möglich ist. Abschließend wird gezeigt, dass

die Anstiegszeiten geeignet sind, frühzeitig das Entstehen von Raumladung und somit eine

Verschlechterung der Ladungssammlung zu erkennen.

Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Funktionsweise der HPGe Detek-

toren bei hohen elektrischen Feldern. In diesem Fall sind nicht nur die Ionisationssignale

sondern auch das Wärmesignal stark von Ladungstransportprozessen beeinträchtigt, da

das Wärmesignal von sekundären Phononen, die durch driftende Elektronen und Löchern

entstehen, dominiert wird. Auch hier zeigte sich, dass Simulation und Messung gut über-

einstimmen. Es stellte sich heraus, dass die Detektorsignale stark von Ladungseinfang

beeinträchtigt sind, was zu unvollständiger Ladungssammlung und reduzierten Wärmes-

ignalen führt. Davon betroffen sind vor allem Ereignisse, die nahe der Oberfläche und

zwischen den Ringelektroden auftreten. Um den Einfluss von reduzierter Ladungssamm-

lung für oberflächennahe Ereignisse zu minimieren, führen wir eine Optimierung der Elek-

trodenkonfiguration durch. Da im Falle von hohen elektrischen Feldern, die Detektions-

schwelle niedrig ist, dominiert niedrigenergetische Untergrundstrahlung im oberflächenna-

hen Bereich. Deswegen liegt der Schwerpunkt der Optimierung auf Energieeinträgen, die

nahe der Oberfläche einer Schicht d ∈ [200 nm, 1µm] stattfinden. Vor allem ein geändertes

Design der Elektroden, das nur noch aus 2 großflächigen Elektroden besteht, erlaubt im

Vergleich zu einem FID Detektor eine signifikante Reduktion der Ereignisse, die von un-

vollständiger Ladungssammlung beeinflusst werden.
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Die spannungsunterstützte Messung von Ionisierung als Wärmesignal in Halbleiterde-

tektoren ist ein vielversprechender und zukunftsweisender Weg um höhere Sensitivität

für low-mass WIMPs zu erreichen. Dies macht ein gutes Verständnis von Ladungstrans-

portprozessen und die Vermeidung von Signalreduzierung durch Ladungseinfang um so

wichtiger. Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass der Ladungstransport in HPGe Detektoren bei tiefen

Temperaturen und für elektrische Felder zwischen 2 V/cm und 50 V/cm und höher gut

verstanden ist. Dadurch wird eine zuverlässige Rekonstruktion der Energieeinträge im

Detektor auch bei hohen elektrischen Feldern möglich. Diese in dieser Arbeit gezeigte

Verlässlichkeit der Energieskala erlaubt, den nächsten Schritt in Richtung der Detektion

von low-mass WIMPs anzugehen.
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1. Dark matter and detection

Cosmological observations in the last 100 years have shown that 26 % of the energy in

the universe consists of non-luminous gravitating dark matter, whereas known baryonic

matter only accounts for 5 % of the energy. Although dark matter is well established

today, e.g. from measurements of the temperature fluctuations of the Cosmic Microwave

Background (CMB) or the rotation curves of galaxies, its particle nature is still unknown.

Many theories about dark matter particle candidates exist, where theories with Weakly

Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) as dark matter candidates are very attractive.

WIMPs naturally explain the nowadays observed dark matter density in the universe and

fullfill all requirements for a dark matter particle candidate: They are heavy, cold, stable,

highly collisionless and low self-interacting. In addition, WIMPs can be easily motivated by

the Super Symmetric (SUSY) extension of the Standard Model (SM) of particles. Hence,

WIMPs are expected to couple via the weak force to SM particles, they provide different

detection channels.

In this chapter, we will present evidence for dark matter in the universe, followed by

a discussion of dark matter particle candidates. As this thesis was performed within the

EDELWEISS experiment, we will focus on WIMP dark matter candidates and direct dark

matter searches.

1.1 Evidence for dark matter

The first to name a new kind of matter, which contributes about a factor 5 more to the

matter density in the universe than the known baryonic matter, was F. Zwicky [2]. In 1933,

he studied the velocities of galaxies in the Coma Cluster and found that the gravitational

Figure 1.1: Power spec-

trum of the CMB in depen-

dence of the multipole mo-

ment as measured by the

Planck satellite [1]. The

red curve marks the results

from a best fit according to

the ΛCDM model.

1



2 1. Dark matter and detection

mass must be 400 times higher as expected from the gravity of the luminous mass in order

to provide a stable system according to the virial theorem. As this additional mass was of

an unknown kind and non-luminous, he named it Dunkle Materie (dark matter).

Since then a lot of additional observations have formed our picture of the universe and

revealed that the energy densities in the universe can be constrained into baryonic matter

ΩB, non-baryonic dark matter ΩDM and dark energy ΩΛ, with

ΩB = 0.049± 0.001 (1.1)

ΩDM = 0.264± 0.005 (1.2)

ΩΛ = 0.686± 0.005 . (1.3)

These values are extracted from measurements of the temperature fluctuations of the Cos-

mic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation with the Planck satellite [3], which provides

the most convincing evidence for dark matter on the scale of the universe.

The CMB background is a close to perfect black body radiation with a temperature of

T = 2.72548 K± 0.00057 K and angular temperature fluctuations on the order of 10−5. It

was first measured in 1965 by Penzias and Wilson [4], although its existence was already

predicted in 1948 by Gamow [5]. The interpretation of the CMB and its fluctuations

is standardly performed within the nowadays established Standard Model of Cosmology

(ΛCDM)1. This model is based on Big Bang physics and correctly predicts the CMB

temperature fluctuations, the large scale structures in the distribution of galaxies, the

abundance of the light baryonic particles H, He and Li, and the accelerating expansion of

the universe.

In the framework of the ΛCDM model, the CMB can be explained as follows: Shortly

after the Big Bang the universe consisted of a hot dense plasma, which contained electrons,

baryons (protons and neutrons) and photons. Since the plasma was hot photons could not

travel far as they interacted often, especially with the charged components in the plasma.

With the expansion of the universe, the hot plasma cooled down. About 380,000 years

after the Big Bang, it was cold enough to allow the formation of stable neutral atoms

(H, He and Li). Thus, the interaction rate of photons with neutral atoms became much

smaller than for charged particles, so the photons decoupled from baryonic matter in the

plasma. The early universe became transparent to this so-called relic radiation, which is

nowadays measured as the CMB. At the time the CMB decoupled, structure formation in

the universe had not yet started. Therefore we expect the CMB temperature to be isotropic

and homogeneous at every localization in the universe. However, already before structure

formation slight temperature fluctuations existed. They were caused by small variations

of gravity, originating from regions with slight over densities of matter and regions with

higher radiation pressure, and are today measured as angular temperature fluctuations of

the CMB on the order of 10−5.

1Λ refers to the cosmological constant, which is assumed to be the dark energy content in the universe.

CDM refers to cold dark matter, which moved with non-relativistic speed at the time of structure formation

in the universe.
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Figure 1.2: Image of the collision of two

galaxies in the Bullet cluster [6]. The red

color marks the luminous matter as mea-

sured by X-ray spectroscopy. The blue

color marks the mass distribution, mea-

sured by gravitational lensing. Clearly

the luminous mass is centered in the over-

lap region of both cluster, whereas two

separated gravitational centers show up.

Results from measurements of the CMB with the Planck satellite are shown in fig. 1.1.

The red curve is a fit to the temperature spectrum based on the ΛCDM model and allows

to determine the baryonic and dark matter densities. The ΛCDM model is based on six

parameters, which besides the baryonic and dark matter density (see eq. 1.1 - 1.3), includes

the expansion rate of the universe (Hubble parameter) and the age of the universe [3].

Beside the original evidence presented by Zwicky, additional indications for the presence

of dark matter on the scale of galaxy clusters originate from observations of gravitational

lensing. If a light source is separated from the observer by a large distribution of matter,

the light from the source can be bend on its way to the observer, according to Einstein’s

theory of general relativity. The strength of the bending allows one to reconstruct the total

mass M of the gravitational lens. If in addition, the luminous mass L is measured, the

ratio L/M reveals the amount of dark matter contributing to the gravitational lens. In

general, we distinguish between strong gravitational lensing, where the foreground mass

leads to multiple images of the source or Einstein rings, and weak gravitational lensing,

where the distortion of the images around a foreground mass does not allow to reconstruct

individual sources but the calculation of the foreground mass is still possible.

Gravitational lensing and X-ray measurements of the collision of two galaxies in the Bul-

let cluster (see fig. 1.2) strikingly show the different interaction mechanisms for luminous

and dark matter. The baryonic matter in the two colliding galaxies interacts electromag-

netically and leads to a strong deceleration of the baryonic clouds. Therefore the baryonic

cloud after the collision is centered in the overlap region of both galaxies. The dark matter

clouds only interact via the much weaker gravitational force. As a consequence the dark

matter clouds pass through each other without much deceleration leading to two separated

mass centers. The amount of gravitational mass in the Bullet Cluster is measured to be

five times higher than the luminous mass.

On the galactic scale, the rotation curves of disk galaxies provide evidence for dark

matter. In equivalence to planets orbiting around the sun, the rotation velocity v of

objects inside the galaxy is expected to depend on the distance between the center and

orbiting object R via
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Figure 1.3: Rotation curve for spiral

galaxy NGC 6503 [7]. The points rep-

resent the measured velocity distribu-

tions of the objects in the galaxy. The

dashed and dotted curves represent the

expected rotation curves from measure-

ments of the luminous mass of disk and

gas cloud. The solid line combines lumi-

nous and dark matter mass from a halo

and describes correctly the measured ro-

tation curve.

v =

√
GM(R)

R
, (1.4)

where G is the gravitational constant and M(R) is the mass of the orbit system. In spiral

galaxies, the luminous mass can be determined by measuring the light emission and is

found to be located in the center region of the galaxies. Thus, based on eq. 1.4 the rotation

velocity of objects in the outer regions of a disk galaxy should decrease with V ∝ 1/
√
R.

However this behavior is not observed. An example for the velocity distribution of objects

in galaxy NGC 6503 is shown in fig. 1.3. The so-called rotation curve shows that the orbital

speed stays constant with distance from the center. The expected rotation curve based on

measurements of the luminous mass is marked by the dashed curve. The discrepancy can

be solved by introducing dark matter. It enhances the gravitational mass of the galaxy but

it is non-luminous and can not be measured via the light emission of the galaxy. Since V.

Rubin in 1970 [8] first observed the rotation curves of galaxies in the Andromeda Nebula,

measurements of many other galaxies have been added.

Based on N -body simulations of structure formation in the universe, we nowadays

assume dark matter is clumped in a spherical dark matter halo around the galaxy centers.

Following Navarro, Frenk and White [9], the dark matter density ρ in such a halo can be

parametrized by

ρχ =
ρcritδc

R/Rs (1 +R/Rs)
, (1.5)

where ρcrit = 3H2/(8πG) is the critical density of the universe that depends on the actual

value of the Hubble parameter H. δc is the characteristic over-density of the halo and Rs

the scale radius, which is determined by the halo mass. The analysis of rotation curves

for the Milky Way and the parametrization of the dark matter halo according to eq. 1.5

allows one to determine the dark matter density at the localization of our solar system.

The resulting dark matter density is ρ(RSun) ≈ 0.3 ( GeV/c2 )/cm3 [10].
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Figure 1.4: Thermal freeze out of a WIMP dark matter particle with a mass of 100 GeV/c2. The

comoving number density (Y) as well as the resulting thermal relic density Ωχ in dependence of

the temperature and life time of the universe are shown. The solid line marks the annihilation

cross-section, which provides the dark matter density observed today. The yellow, green and blue

regions mark cross-sections that differ a factor 10, 100, 1000 from this value. Picture from [11].

1.2 Dark matter candidates

Although many cosmological observations have established the existence of dark matter,

its nature is still unknown. Standardly, we assume nowadays that the majority of dark

matter in the universe consists of non-baryonic and non-luminous matter.

Actually also dark matter models based on baryonic matter exist. A class of baryonic

matter are Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs), which contains ob-

jects like brown dwarfs, neutron stars, and also black holes, which are also non-luminous.

However, recent observations conclude that MACHOs can not account for more than 20 %

of the dark matter content in the universe [12].

Besides of being non-baryonic nature and non-luminous, dark matter particle candi-

dates have to have additional properties following from the cosmological observations (see

sec.1.1): A dark matter particle has to be electrically neutral, stable on the time scale of

the universe, highly collisionless and weakly self-interacting. In the following, an overview

of different dark matter particle models is given.

An attractive dark matter theory is based on Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

(WIMPs). WIMPs naturally explain the observed dark matter density in the universe. In

addition, they are expected to interact weakly with particles of the Standard Model (SM)

and therefore allow the detection via different channels (see. 1.3). WIMPs are expected

to be produced as thermal relic of the Big Bang. The early universe consisted of a hot
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and dense plasma, where all particles, also WIMPs, were in a thermal equilibrium2. With

the cooling of the universe, the annihilation rate of the SM particles creating dark matter

particles is decreased. For a temperature T < mχ, where mχ is the dark matter particle

mass, the production of dark matter particles becomes Boltzmann suppressed according to

∝ exp (−mχ/T ). This is marked by the dashed curve in fig. 1.4. We see, that in this case

the dark matter particles stay in thermal equilibrium and the dark matter density drops to

zero. However, in addition to the cooling, the universe expands. At some time it became

so dilute, that annihilation of dark matter particles become negligible. This freeze-out fixes

the number density of the dark matter in the universe (solid line in fig. 1.4). Although

this decoupling stops the annihilation of WIMPs into SM particles, interactions and energy

transfers with SM particles may still be possible. The freeze-out of WIMP dark matter

can be described by the Boltzmann equation

dn

dt
= −3Hn− 〈σAv〉

(
n2 − n2

eq

)
, (1.6)

where n is the number density of the dark matter particle χ, H the expansion rate of the

universe (Hubble parameter), 〈σAv〉 the average annihilation cross-section for WIMPs and

neq the equilibrium number density of dark matter. To be more precise, n relates to the

loss of dark matter particles via χ χ→ SM SM, and neq relates to the production of dark

matter particles via SM SM→ χ χ. A numerical solution of eq. 1.6 connects the thermal

relic density Ωχ with the annihilation cross-section σA via

Ωχ ∝
T 3

0

ρcMPl
〈σAv〉−1 , (1.7)

where ρc is the critical density of the universe, MPl the Planck mass and T0 todays tem-

perature of the universe. Eq. 1.7 shows that the dark matter density we observe today, can

be retrieved by adjusting the annihilation cross-section of dark matter. In WIMP theory

the annihilation cross-section is connected to the dark matter particle mass mχ via

〈σAv〉 = k
g4

weak

16π2mχ2

, (1.8)

where k is used for parametrization and gweak is the weak coupling constant. The typical

mass of a weak-scale WIMP dark matter candidate, which provides the correct annihila-

tion cross-section to explain the observed dark matter density is then predicted to be in

the range mχ ∈
[
100 GeV/c2, 1 TeV/c2

]
. However, several direct dark matter experiments

have found hints for signatures of WIMPs with masses below 100 GeV/c2 (see sec. 1.4.4).

Accompanied by possible dark matter annihilation signals from the Galactic Center [13],

which also favor low mass dark matter candidates, additionally low-mass WIMP are nowa-

days considered as dark matter candidates. According to eq. 1.8, a lower WIMP mass leads

to a higher annihilation rate and therefore to an earlier freeze out of dark matter WIMPs.

2Annihilation of SM particles creates dark matter particles χ and vice versa
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Figure 1.5: Schematic overview

of different detection channels for

WIMP dark matter [17].

The lowest limit for the mass of a WIMP that still provides a thermal relic density in

agreement with cosmological observations is about 2 GeV/c2 (Lee-Weinberg bound [14]).

A WIMP dark matter particle candidate is provided by the Super Symmetric extension

of the Standard Model of particles, which provides a very elegant solution to the gauge

hierarchy problem. In SUSY models, every particle of the SM has a super partner. These

super partners have the same quantum numbers and gauge interactions as the SM particles,

but differ in spin by 1/2. The 4 neutral fermions with spin 1/2 form 4 mass eigenstates,

so-called neutralinos, where the lightest neutralino provides a good WIMP dark matter

candidate. The requirement of stability for dark matter particles on the time scale of the

universe is solved by introducing a new quantum number, the R-parity, which prevents

the neutralino from decaying into SM particles. For an overview of WIMP dark matter

candidates see [11] or [13].

Other possible dark matter candidates are axions, which were originally postulated

to solve the strong CP -problem in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In comparison to

WIMP dark matter candidates, axions are produced non-thermally and can have very

small masses (µeV). However, they also fullfill the basic requirements for a dark matter

candidate: They are sufficiently cold to allow structure formation, lead to the correct

dark matter density and are highly collisionless. For an introduction to axion dark matter

see [15].

Another explanation for dark matter, which also allows low-mass dark matter candi-

dates, is given by asymmetric dark matter (ADM) models (see e.g. [16]). ADM models are

based on the observation that dark matter and baryonic matter density are very similar,

only differing about a factor 5 (see eq. 1.1 - 1.3). The baryonic matter density we ob-

serve nowadays is a consequence of the asymmetry in the number density of particles and

anti particles. The ADM models assume that a similar particle - antiparticle asymmetry

explains the dark matter density. Dark matter candidates based on ADM models favor

low-masses in a typical range of mχ ∈ [1, 15] GeV/c2.
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1.3 Detection of WIMP dark matter

WIMPs are very attractive candidates for particle dark matter as they are expected to

interact with standard particles via the weak force, and can be studied via different pro-

cesses: They can either scatter with SM particles (direct search) or they can be produced

in collider experiments or they annihilate to SM particles (indirect search) (see fig. 1.5).

We briefly discuss the different detection channels in this section. However, we focus on

the direct detection channel, as this thesis was performed within the direct dark matter

search experiment EDELWEISS.

1.3.1 Direct detection principle

Experiments like EDELWEISS are primarily interested in the search of WIMP dark mat-

ter, although most of them also provide sensitivity for other types of dark matter such

as axions [18, 19]. In this section, we will focus on WIMP dark matter. The goal of ex-

periments, which search for WIMPs, is to extract the WIMP-nucleon cross-section σχA in

dependence of the WIMP mass mχ. In order to extract these parameters several assump-

tions are necessary, which are discussed here. WIMP dark matter candidates are expected

to elastically scatter with the detector target nuclei. As the WIMP-nucleon cross-section is

expected to be very small, σχA
(
mχ = 100 GeV/c2

)
< 10−45 cm2 (see sec. 1.4.4), multiple

scattering events in the detectors can be excluded. According to [20] the differential recoil

spectrum for WIMP interactions in a target can be written as

dR

dErec
(Erec,t) =

ρ0

mχmA

vmax∫
vmin

v · f (v,t) ·
dσχA
dErec

(Erec,v) d3v , (1.9)

where dσχA/dErec (Erec,v) is the differential cross-section, mA the target nucleon mass, v

the dark matter velocity and ρ0 and f (v,t) the local density and velocity distribution of

dark matter. The local velocity density depends on time, as the earth rotates around the

sun. This offers two detection channels: The WIMP scattering rate can either be measured

in dependence of the recoil energy Erec, which is done in the EDELWEISS [21] experiment,

or as an annual modulation [22], as it is done by the DAMA [23] experiment.

In order to extract the WIMP-nucleon cross-section from eq. 1.9, the velocity distribu-

tion of dark matter in the Milky Way has to be known. Normally the standard halo model

(SHM) is used, which assumes an isotropic and isothermal spheric distribution of dark

matter around the galaxy center with a density ρ(R) ∝ R−2 (see eq. 1.5), where R is the

distance from the galactic center. The numerical solution of the collisionless Boltzmann

equation then lead to a velocity distribution [24] described by

f (v,t) = N · exp

(
−3 |v|2

2σ2

)
, (1.10)
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where N is a normalization parameter and σ =
√

3/2vc is defined by the speed vc of

objects orbiting around the galactic center. For the position of the earth in the Milky

Way the SHM uses the local dark matter density ρ = 0.3 GeV/cm3 and the local circular

speed vc = 220 km/s [25]. An additional mandatory parameter is the escape velocity, up

to which objects are bound in the Milky Way. The escape velocity was measured to be

vesc = 544 km/s by the RAVE survey [26]. It provides the upper bound of the integral in

eq. 1.9 with vesc = vmax.

In order to calculate the WIMP-nucleon cross-section σχA in dependence of the WIMP

mass mχ from the measured recoil spectrum (see eq. 1.9) further assumptions have to be

made, concerning the particle-physics model for WIMP interactions with SM particles.

Standardly, the differential cross-section dσχA/dErec can be expressed as the sum of a

spin-independent (SI) and a spin-dependent (SD) part

dσχA

dErec
=
mA

2µ2
A

·
(
σSI

0 ·F 2
SI(E) + σSD

0 ·F 2
SD(E)

)
, (1.11)

where µA describes the reduced WIMP-nucleus mass, and FSI and FSD are the nucleus

form factors of SI and SD interactions. To the spin-independent cross-section, protons and

neutrons of the target nuclei contribute equally via

σSI
0 =

µ2
A

µ2
p

· (Z · fp + (A− Z) · fn)2 , (1.12)

where µp is the reduced WIMP-proton mass and fp and fn are the contributions of protons

and neutrons to the coupling strength. Standardly fp = fn is assumed and the SI cross-

section becomes proportional to the number of nucleons A2. The spin-dependent cross-

section is given by

σSD
0 =

32

π
µ2

A ·G2
F · (ap · 〈Sp〉+ an · 〈Sn〉)2 · J + 1

J
, (1.13)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and J the total nuclear spin. The SD cross-

section is further determined by the effective coupling strengths of WIMPs to protons ap

and neutrons an and the expectation values for the nuclear spin contributions of protons

〈Sp〉 and neutrons 〈Sn〉. If we assume a WIMP-nucleon cross-section of σχA = 10−45 cm2

and a WIMP mass of 100 GeV/c2, the expected WIMP rate in a detector with germanium

target is < 10−5 events/(kg days keV) [17].

1.3.2 Collider experiments and indirect searches

In fig. 1.5 it was illustrated, that in addition to the elastic scattering, WIMPs can be

produced in collisions of SM particles or can annihilate to SM particles. In this section, we

will briefly discuss the potential of dark matter searches resulting from these two channels.

The production of WIMPs in SM particle collisions can be studied with the CMS [27]

and the ATLAS [28] detectors of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LHC
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searches for signatures of new particles in proton-proton collisions with a center-mass

energy of 7 TeV and higher, and already allowed the discovery of the Higgs particle [29, 30].

The production of dark matter particles would lead to a signature

pp→ χχ̄+ x , (1.14)

where x could be a hadronic jet, a photon or also a decay of Z and W bosons into leptons.

Although the produced WIMPs can not be detected directly, a dark matter signature

would show up as missing momentum and energy in the jet x. So far no signatures of

the production of dark matter at LHC have been found by ATLAS and CMS, but further

searches will be performed with increasing center-mass energies.

Indirect searches are looking for the annihilation signal of dark matter via channels like

χχ̄→ γγ, γZ, γH, qq̄,W−W+, ZZ , (1.15)

which can even decay further into e−e+-, pp̄, γ-rays or neutrinos. The idea is to use tele-

scopes, point them at structures in the universe which contain a large amount of dark mat-

ter like stars, galaxies, the galactic center etc. and measure the emitted particle flux. If this

flux is larger than expected from luminous-matter, this could be caused by annihilating dark

matter particles. For example imaging atmospheric telescopes like HESS [31], MAGIC [32]

or VERITAS [33] are scanning the sky and measure the γ-ray flux in the TeV-range for

different directions. Other experiments like IceCube [34] or Super-Kamiokande [35] can

measure excesses in the neutrino flux. Neutrinos produced by annihilating dark matter are

attractive signals, as they interact only weakly and the direction of their flux can point

back to the source. In comparison to that, charge particles are deflected by magnetic fields

and γ-rays can interact with cosmic dust, which makes a reconstruction of the location

of the source very difficult. So far no significant dark matter signal have been detected.

However, satellite experiments like PAMELA [36] or AMS [37] have measured an increased

positron flux in the galactic halo for energies in the range of 10 GeV to 250 GeV, which

could be interpreted as a dark matter signal but is also consistent with an unknown popu-

lation of millisecond pulsars or interactions of cosmic rays with cosmic dust. A good review

on indirect and collider dark matter searches can be found in [38].

1.4 Direct detection techniques

Dark matter experiments which aim to detect WIMPs face in general two challenges:

Firstly, the energy transfer in an elastic scattering event of a WIMP and a target nucleon

is small. For standard WIMPs, the recoil energies are in the keV-range and for low-

mass WIMPs even in the sub-keV range. Therefore appropriate detectors have to provide

a low detection threshold. In fig. 1.6 the possible signatures of a WIMP scattering in

different types of detectors are illustrated. Depending on the target material, phonons

(heat), ionization (electron/hole pairs) or scintillation light are produced, and provide the

mandatory low detection thresholds.
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Figure 1.6: Direct detection

techniques [17].

Secondly, the expected scattering rate of WIMPs with baryonic matter is low. As a

consequence detectors need excellent shielding and discrimination methods for background

events. Standardly, shielding against cosmic muons is provided by an operation in an un-

derground laboratory. In addition, low radioactive materials are used for the experimental

set-up in order to reduce the amount of γ- and β-backgrounds. Still, background interac-

tions dominate the event rate in the detectors. Therefore many experiments rely on the

simultaneous measurement of two signals. The hybrid detection of ionization/scintillation

and heat allows to discriminate electron recoils, mainly caused by β- and γ-background

radiation, from nuclear recoil (neutrons, WIMPs) and provide a significant background

reduction. Hence β- and α-radiation, as well as low energy γ-rays (30 keV) do not pene-

trate very deep into a detector. Thus, many experiments use surface event discrimination

techniques and only consider the inner (fiducial) volume of their detectors for the dark

matter search.

In this section, we will focus on dark matter experiments based on the techniques

presented in fig. 1.6. An overview of other techniques like bubble and drift chambers can

be found in [17].

1.4.1 Scintillating and ionizing crystals

Scintillating crystals made of NaI(Tl) and Cs(Tl) operated at room temperature are used

in the dark matter experiments DAMA [39] and KIM [40]. Nuclear recoils expected from

WIMPs excite atoms or molecules in the crystals. Thus, the de-excitation leads to the

emission of light. Thallium (Tl) atoms are placed in the crystals by purpose and act as

luminescence centers. They shift the primary photon wavelengths to longer values, typically

about 400 nm to 600 nm, at which photon sensors are more efficient. Based on their high

density, scintillating crystals have a large stopping power. In addition, the can also be

operated in stable manner stable over long terms and provide high exposures. However,

these experiments can not discriminate between electron and nuclear recoils, and therefore

these backgrounds have to be considered during the analysis.
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Ionizing detectors are mainly made of High Purity Germanium (HPGe) crystals. They

can be produced with the smallest impurity density of all semiconductor crystals, reaching

even impurity densities below 1010 cm−3. Furthermore, they can easily provide detection

thresholds of a few keV, as the energy to produce an electron/hole-pair in Ge crystals is

small (about 3 eV). However, HPGe detectors have to be at least operated at a liquid ni-

trogen temperature (77 K), in order to avoid significant noise contributions from thermally

activated e−/h+-pairs. The exclusive measurement of ionization signals is used by the

CoGent [41] experiment. With a 443 g HPGe crystal they were able to reach a detection

threshold of 500 eV. In addition their detector is a p-type (acceptor atoms dominate the

impurity density) point contact detector, which benefits from an increased dead layer that

shields α- and β-background radiation. In addition, rise time analysis of ionization signals

are used to discriminate surface events, which are typically more affected by incomplete

charge collection due to trapping and recombination (see sec. 3.3.4) than bulk events.

1.4.2 Hybrid detection of ionization/scintillation and heat

with calorimetric detectors

Calorimetric dark matter detectors are massive solid state crystals operated at cryogenic

temperatures T < 100 mK. At these temperatures the heat capacities of the detectors are

low enough to allow the measurement of recoil energies in the keV-range as a significant

temperature rise in the µK-range (see sec. 2.4). In general calorimeters provide very low

energy thresholds as the energy to produce a phonon is very small, typically a few meV.

However, most dark matter experiments measure the ionization or scintillating signal in

addition to the heat signal. This allows to discriminate electron and nuclear recoils, as the

amount of ionization or scintillation light produced per unit energy deposit depends on the

recoil type.

The EDELWEISS experiment uses HPGe crystals as dark matter targets. The HPGe de-

tectors are operated in an electric field, and energy deposits are simultaneously measured as

heat and ionization signals. The heat signals are measured with a Neutron Transmutation

Doped (NTD) Ge thermistor, which allows to measure thermal phonons. Supplementary,

since the EDELWEISS-II phase, the charge collecting electrodes have an interleaved elec-

trode design. This allows to discriminate surface events by measuring the ionization signals

on different sets of electrodes (see [42]). A detailed description of the HPGe detectors in

EDELWEISS is given in chap. 2.

Another dark matter experiment based on semiconductor detectors is the CDMS exper-

iment. In its first and second phase, the experiment was based on 19 HPGe and 11 silicon

detectors [43, 44]. Like EDELWEISS, the detectors measure simultaneously heat and ion-

ization in order to provide discrimination of electron and nuclear recoils. The heat signal

is read-out with Transition Edge Sensors (TES), which allow to detect athermal phonons.

Athermal phonons are high energy phonons with long mean free paths, which allow to

localize energy deposits by the timing of the heat signals. The z-sensitive ionization and

phonon-mediated (ZIP) detectors originally measured phonons with 4 TES, each covering
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one quarter of the detector. Pulse-shape analysis of the phonon signals [45] allowed to

reject 1 surface event in 106. The iZIP technology of the next phase (SuperCDMS experi-

ments) used in addition interleaved electrodes, which allowed to discriminate surface event

based on the asymmetry of the charge signal on these electrodes [46]. The next phase

CDMSLite, as in EDELWEISS (see sec. 2.6.3), is dedicated to reduction of the energy

threshold of the detectors, in order to increase sensitivity for low-mass WIMPs. This is

done by applying high electric fields to the detector. The heat signal is then enhanced

by secondary phonons produced by drifting electrons and holes (Neganov-Trofimov-Luke

effect). In this case electron and nuclear recoil discrimination is not possible anymore.

However, the CDMS collaboration has already successfully operated a detector with an

energy threshold of only 56 eV [47].

The CRESST experiment [48] uses CaWO4 tungsten crystals and simultaneously mea-

sures heat and scintillating light, which also allows to discriminate electron and nuclear

recoils. Both signals are readout as heat signals with two tungsten TES. The scintilla-

tion light is absorbed in a semiconductor target, which is glued to a TES. Using the NTL

effect for the scintillation light measurement can reduce the detection threshold for the

scintillating light significantly [49]. Even without NTL amplification CRESST detectors

have very low detection thresholds. This allowed them to set limits on the WIMP-nucleon

cross-section for WIMP masses mχ < 1 GeV/c2 [50].

1.4.3 Liquid noble gas detectors

Liquid noble gas detectors are either based on Ar (LAr) or Xe (LXe). This allows to

construct detectors with large volumes and homogeneous targets. In addition, LAr and

LXe provide high ionization and scintillation yields. Liquid noble gas detectors can be

classified in two categories: Single phase detectors like DEAP [51] or XMASS [52] contain

only liquid noble gas. The liquid is stored in a spherical container and surrounded by

PMTs, which measure the scintillation light. A discrimination of electron and nuclear

recoils can be performed via pulse-shape analysis. Especially for Ar, the states that provide

the luminescence have different life-times (6 ns and 1.6µs) and are populated differently

depending on the type of the interacting primary particle [53].

Double phase liquid noble gas detectors, like XENON10/100 [54, 55], LUX [56], Pan-

daX [57], measure scintillation and ionization signals. Typically, the liquid Xe or Ar is

stored in a cylindrical vessel. The scintillation signal is measured as a prompt signal with

PMTs on the top and bottom of the tank. Ionized electrons are drift upwards in an electric

field and enter a gas phase, where their signals are amplified and also measured with the

PMTs. The time difference of ionization and scintillation signal defines the z-axis of the

energy deposit and the pattern of the PMTs allows to reconstruct the (x,y)-position.
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Figure 1.7: Spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section for direct dark matter experiments.

The solid lines exclude the parameter space above. The closed contours mark regions, in which

signals where indicated. The dashed lines represent projected limits. The yellow shaded area marks

the neutrino floor, which will be an irreducible background for future dark matter experiments.

1.4.4 Status of direct dark matter experiments

In fig. 1.7 a selection of results for the WIMP-nucleon cross-section measured by various

direct dark matter experiments is shown. For a more complete collection of data the reader

is referred to e.g. [17]. Although solid state detectors like CDMS-II Si [58], CoGent [41],

CRESST-II [59] and DAMA/LIBRA [23] initially found indications for WIMP signal with

low masses in the range mχ ∈ [10,30] GeV/c2, none of these signals have been verified

to date or the signal regions have been ruled out by other experiments. However, based

on theories about low-mass WIMPs, dark matter search experiments plan to extent their

search to low-mass WIMPs with masses below 1 GeV/c2. The experimental limits and

projections in fig. 1.7 show, that especially solid state detectors have the potential to

reach very low detection thresholds. Since for experiment like EDELWEISS, CDMS and

CRESST, a lowering of the detection threshold down to ≈ 100 eV leads to the loss of

discrimination power between electron and nuclear recoils, future experiments have to put

more effort into background reductions and estimations. Especially the energy calibration

has to be performed with great care.
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The results on the WIMP-nucleon cross-section for liquid noble gas experiments clearly

show, that they provide the best exclusion limits at WIMP masses above 10 GeV/c2. As

the increase of the detector mass is relatively easy, they are expected to hold their leading

sensitivity for standard WIMP masses in the future. The projected exclusion limits for

XENONnT [60], LZ [61], DARWIN [62] show, that the sensitivity of actual dark matter

experiments will soon reach areas, where the detectors become sensitive to neutrino back-

grounds originating from solar and atmospheric neutrinos. As coherent neutrino scattering

can produce nuclear recoils as well as electron recoils, new background rejection techniques

have to be found, and will make the WIMP dark matter search even more challenging [63].
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2. The HPGe detectors of the EDELWEISS experiment

The EDELWEISS experiment aims to detect dark matter WIMPs with High Purity Ger-

manium (HPGe) crystals. Typically, these detectors have a mass of about 800 g and are

operated at cryogenic temperatures (T = 18 mK) and low electric fields (< 2 V/cm). A

WIMP candidate is expected to produce a nuclear recoil in the HPGe crystal by an elastic

scatterin event with a Ge nucleon. The nuclear recoil creates electron/hole-pairs, which are

separated by the electric field and measured as the ionization signal Eion. In addition, the

recoil leads to the production of phonons, which are measured as a temperature rise with a

Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Ge thermistor and define the heat signal. This hy-

brid detection of ionization and heat signal allows one to discriminate nuclear recoils from

background electron recoils, mainly caused by γ- and β-radiation, as the number of created

e−/h+-pairs per recoil energy depends on the recoil type. For this discrimination a full

collection of the ionization and heat energy is mandatory. Hence, especially e−/h+-pairs

created by recoils in the surface region are heavily affected by trapping, the HPGe detectors

have a Fully Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design, which allows to discriminate surface

events. A description of the FID800 detectors and the active background discrimination

methods, as well as an explanation of the heat measurement with a NTD Ge thermistor is

given in sections 2.1 - 2.4.

In fig. 1.7 the results from phase III (July 2014 until April 2015) of the EDELWEISS

experiment were presented. The EDELWEISS collaboration was able to set upper limits on

the WIMP-nucleon cross-section down to low-mass WIMPs of 4 GeV/c2 [21], which rules

out existing claims of dark matter signals of various experiments. This success was based

on the excellent technology of the FID800 detectors, which allows to discriminate nuclear

and electron recoils and to reject surface events. The results for background rejection

efficiencies are presented in sec. 2.5.

The goal for the next phase of the EDELWEISS experiment is to improve sensitivity

for low-mass WIMPs with mχ < 4 GeV/c2. It includes a further reduction of the detection

threshold below 1 keV as well as the reduction of background events. The strategies to reach

these goals include the usage of new low noise electronics, an improved understanding

of charge migration processes, the evaluation of new parameters for the surface event

discrimination like the rise time of ionization signals, the voltage-assisted calorimetric read-

out of charge signals and the reduction of the heat-only backgrounds. A discussion of these

strategies is presented in sec. 2.6.

17
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Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic illustration of the EDELWEISS detection principle. The aim is to

measure the elastic scattering event of a WIMP with a Ge-nucleon simultaneously as a heat and

ionization signal. The blue and red arrows mark the drift of electrons and holes to electrodes. The

heat signal is measured with a NTD Ge thermistor. Right: Picture of a FID800 Ge detector in its

copper casing. The crystal has a height of 4 cm and a diameter of 7 cm.

2.1 Hybrid detection of ionization and heat signals for electron and nu-

clear recoil discrimination

The detectors of the EDELWEISS experiment measure simultaneously the heat and ioniza-

tion signal of an energy deposit in the detector. This enables the discrimination of electron

recoils, caused by γ- and β-background radiation, from nuclear recoils, which are expected

from WIMP candidates and neutrons.

The detectors consist of cylindrical HPGe crystals, which are operated in an elec-

tric field. If a particle scatters in the detector, the recoiling electron or nucleon creates

electron/hole-pairs. These are separated by the electric field and measured as an ionization

signal at a set of electrodes. In Ge the number of produced e−/h+-pairs per energy deposit

depends on the recoil type. For electron recoils, the energy needed to produce one e−/h+-

pair is εer ' 3.0 eV, whereas for nuclear recoils it is significant larger. The dependence of

the ionization signal on the recoil type can be expresses as

Eion = cion
Erec

εxr
= QxrErec , (2.1)

where cion is the calibration factor for the ionization channel, Erec the recoil energy, εxr the

energy to produce an e−/h+-pair and Qxr the so-called ionization yield, where x stands for

e or n in case of electron and nuclear recoil respectively.

Standardly with-in the EDELWEISS experiment, the ionization energy as well as the

heat energy is calibrated according to bulk electron recoils created by interactions from a

γ-ray calibration source. Therefore the unit is given in keVee. Typically a 133Ba source

is used for calibration. It emits γ-rays with an energy of 356 keV, and as the penetration

depth of 356 keV γ-rays in Ge is about 18 mm, it illuminates the detectors approximately

uniformly. The calibration factor cion is then defined by the position of the 356 keV peak in
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the ionization amplitude spectrum with Eion(356 keV) = 356 keVee. According to eq. 2.1,

the ionization yield for electron recoils is then defined as Qer = 1 and for nuclear recoils it

is smaller with Qnr < 1.

The ionization yield Qnr for nuclear recoils depends on the recoil energy Erec. For the

EDELWEISS detectors this energy dependence was measured in a calibration experiment

with a neutron source. The resulting parametrization

Qnr = 0.16E0.18
rec for Erec in keV , (2.2)

is in good agreement with a semi-empirical approach derived by Lindhard [64]. For a Ge

nucleus, this would for example lead to an ionization yield ≈ 25 % with respect to an

electron at a recoil energy of 10 keV.

Hence, the HPGe detectors measure the heat and ionization energy of an energy deposit

and for low electric fields, the heat signal is approximately a direct measurement of the

recoil energy with H ≈ Erec (a detailed discussion on the heat signal and the so-called

Neganov-Trofimov-Luke effect follows in sec. 2.3), the ionization yield Q can be used to

discriminate electron and nuclear recoils via

Q =
Eion

H
≈ Eion

Erec
. (2.3)

Eventually this discrimination is limited by the resolution in the ionization channel. Es-

pecially for recoil energies below 200 eV, the number of created e−/h+-pairs (see eq. 2.5)

is small as the production threshold for e−/h+-pairs is in the eV-range. Therefore the

measurement of the ionization signal suffers from the small statistics of charge carriers. In

comparison to that the heat channel is not limited by the statistics of phonons. The pro-

duction threshold for individual phonons is only a few meV. Thus, the number of phonons

produced per energy deposit is much higher than the number of e−/h+-pairs. Limitation

in heat resolution follows more from parasitic heat capacities and athermal phonon losses,

and will be discussed in sec. 2.4.

2.2 Interleaved electrode design for surface event discrimination

In the last section, we showed that the discrimination of electron and nuclear recoils with

the HPGe EDELWEISS detectors is based on the ionization yield Q (see eq. 2.3). Clearly

a full measurement of the ionization and heat signals is necessary to achieve a high dis-

crimination factor. Especially e−/h+-pairs created in the near-surface region are affected

by trapping and recombination, as will be described in sec. 3.3.4. Thus the measured

ionization energy for energy deposits in this region can be reduced. Based on the short

absorption lengths (< 1 mm) of background α-, β- and low energy γ-rays (< 30 keV) in

Ge, surface events are mainly characterized by electron recoils. A reduced measurement

of the ionization signal therefore leads to an ionization yield Q < 1 and consequently the

event could be misinterpreted as nuclear recoil.
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Figure 2.2: Left: Schematics of a Fully Inter Digitized (FID) detector, with 4 types of ring

electrodes. The green rings represent the collecting and the violet the veto electrodes. Veto and

collecting electrodes of the upper and lower half of the detector can be biased independently. A

standard bias configuration is shown in fig. 2.3. In addition the electric field structure inside the

detector is shown, where the blue colored region marks the fiducial volume. Right: Picture of an

actual cylindric FID800 detector with a mass of 800 g, a diameter of 7 cm and a height of 4 cm.

In order to avoid misinterpretations of electron recoils as nuclear recoils, the EDEL-

WEISS HPGe detectors have a Fully Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design, which is

presented schematically in fig. 2.2 left. The cylindrical FID detectors are completely cov-

ered by ring electrodes made of aluminum with a typical width of 200µm and a height of

100 nm. The ring electrodes are divided into 4 groups, which can be biased independently.

The top electrodes cover the upper half of the detectors and the bottom electrodes the

lower half. The ring electrodes at the top and the bottom are alternately connected by

aluminum bonds, grouping the electrodes into 2 collecting and 2 veto electrodes (green and

violet rings in fig. 2.2 left). For a standard detector operation, the collecting electrodes

are biased with +4 V and −4 V, and the veto electrodes with a smaller bias with opposite

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the surface event discrimination principle with a FID800

detector. As presented in fig. 2.2 the electric field lines in the inner part of the detector are parallel

to the cylindric axis and therefore e−/h+-pairs created in this so-called bulk region are drifted

to the top and bottom collecting electrodes, as shown in the left graphic. At the borders of the

detectors the electric field lines are parallel to the surface and e−/h+-pairs created there drift to

the collecting and veto electrodes on one side of the detector, as shown in the right graphic.
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signs −1.5 V and +1.5 V. The resulting electric field configuration is shown in fig. 2.2 left.

In the near-surface area the electric field lines are parallel to the crystal border and in the

bulk region parallel to the z-axis of the cylindrical detector. If we assume as a first approx-

imation that electrons and holes drift along the electric field lines1, e−/h+-pairs produced

in the surface region of the detector are collected at a veto and a collection electrode and

e−/h+-pairs created in the bulk region are collected at the two collecting electrodes (see

fig. 2.3). Thus by measuring the ionization signals on the 4 types of electrodes, surface

events can be discriminated from bulk events. The bulk region is called fiducial volume

of the detector (blue area in fig. 2.2 left) and represents around 75 % of the total detector

volume.

2.3 Neganov-Trofimov-Luke effect

In sec. 2.1 we discussed that the hybrid detection of ionization and heat signals in the

FID800 detectors, allows one to discriminate electron and nuclear recoils, based on the

ionization yield Q (see eq. 2.3). In a first approximation, we assumed that the heat energy

is proportional to the recoil energy and independent from the ionization signal. Actually

heat and ionization signals are not independent. Supplementary to the primary phonons

produced by the recoil, electrons and holes create secondary phonons during their propaga-

tion to the electrodes. The creation of secondary phonons is called Neganov-Trofimov-Luke

(NTL) [65, 66] effect and leads to an enhanced heat signal H according to

H = Erec + ENTL with ENTL = qN∆V , (2.4)

where Erec is the recoil energy, N the number of produced e−/h+-pairs, q the electrical

charge and ∆V the electrode bias between the electrodes on which a charge carrier is

collected. The number of produced e−/h+-pairs follows from the recoil energy Erec and

the energy to produce one e−/h+-pair εxr via

N =
Erec

εxr
. (2.5)

As we discussed in sec. 2.1 the energy εxr to produce an e−/h+-pair in a HPGe crystal

depends on the recoil type, with εer = 3 eV for electron recoils and a significantly higher

value for nuclear recoils. Moreover, εnr depends on the recoil energy according to eq. 2.2.

Eq. 2.4 clearly shows that for low electrode biases ∆V , the heat signal is dominated

by the recoil energy Erec. The typical bias for the collecting electrodes of the FID800

detectors in the EDELWEISS-III phase was ∆V = 8 V. It was low enough to provide an

efficient discrimination of electron and nuclear recoils [67]. Based on eq. 2.4 and 2.5, the

heat energy H is described by

1A detailed discussion on charge migration in HPGe detectors follows in chap. 3. We will show that

especially the electron transport properties are heavily affect by the crystal structure and electrons in the

EDELWEISS crystals actually do not drift parallel to the electric field lines.
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H = cheatErec

(
1 +

q∆V

εxr

)
, (2.6)

where cheat is the calibration factor of the heat channel and is chosen to fullfill H = Erec

for electron recoils. The heat signal caused by an arbitrary recoil is then

Hxr = Erec

(
1 + q∆V Q/εer

1 + q∆V/εer

)
, (2.7)

where Q is the ionization yield, with Q ≈ 1 for electron recoils, whereas for nuclear recoils

Q is energy dependent according to eq. 2.2. Combining eq. 2.3 and 2.7, the recoil energy

of an event can be calculated from the heat and ionization energy measurement via

Erec = H

(
1 +

q∆V

εer

)
− Eion

V

εer
. (2.8)

For the standard operation of the EDELWEISS detectors the NTL effect is distracting,

as the measured heat energy has to be corrected according to eq. 2.8 in order to determine

the recoil energy. On the other hand, the NTL effect can be used to amplify the ionization

signal by applying high biases to the electrodes (∆V = 100 V). In this case, the heat signal

will be dominated by secondary phonons produced during the drift of electrons and holes

in the applied electric field. Therefore the heat energy H is proportional to the ionization

energy via

H = cheatEion , (2.9)

where cheat is the calibration factor, which is defined by calibration measurements with

γ-sources, wherefore [H] = keVee. This operation mode allows one to lower the detection

threshold to recoil energies < 1 keV and increases the sensitivity for low-mass WIMPs with

mχ < 5 GeV/c2. However, the discrimination of electron and recoil based on the ionization

yield Q is not possible any more, as from eqs. 2.3 and 2.9 it becomes clear that Q is always

one. In addition, the baseline resolution in the ionization channels is typically around 1 keV

and therefore higher than the resolution in the heat channel operated at high biases. It

follows that for low energy deposits, significant pulses only show up in the heat channel.

Thus, a surface event discrimination is not possible any more. On-going developments in

EDELWEISS to use the NTL effect for the detection of low-mass WIMPs are discussed in

sec. 2.6.

2.4 Calorimetric detection principle for a FID800 detector

In fig. 2.4 left a simplified schematic model of the calorimetric set-up for a FID800 detector

is shown. It consists of a HPGe crystal, which functions as a target for WIMP candidates,

and is in good thermal contact with a temperature sensor and weakly coupled to a thermal
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Figure 2.4: Left: Illustration of the calorimetric principle for a FID800 detector. The total heat

capacity Ctot is the sum of the heat capacities of the HPGe crystal CGe and the temperature sensor

CNTD. Gep and Gpb mark the thermal couplings between HPGe crystal and temperature sensor

and between HPGe crystal and thermal bath. Right: Illustration of the general shape of a heat

pulse. The relaxation time τ of the calorimetric system is determined by the thermal coupling Gpb

and the total heat capacity Ctot.

bath with constant temperature Tb. An energy deposit ∆E in the HPGe crystal leads to

a temperature rise ∆T of the detector with

∆T =
∆E

Ctot
, (2.10)

where Ctot is the total heat capacity of the detector system, including the heat capacity

of the HPGe crystal CGe and the heat capacity of the temperature sensor CNTD. In case

the total heat capacity is known, the energy deposit ∆E can be reconstructed from the

measured temperature rise ∆T .

In order to measure a large temperature rise, the total heat capacity Ctot has to be low.

For a FID800 detector, the total heat capacity is dominated by the phonon contribution

from the HPGe crystal with

CGe =
12π4NkB

5
· T

3

Θ3
D

, (2.11)

where N is the number of atoms in the crystal, kB the Boltzmann constant and ΘD =

373 K [68] the Debye temperature of Ge. As the heat capacity decreases with temperature, a

large temperature rise requires an operation of the detector at low temperatures. Typically

the FID800 detectors are operated at T ≈ 18 mK. According to eq. 2.11, the heat capacity

of a 800 g HPGe crystal at T ≈ 18 mK is CGe ≈ 1.8 nJ/K [69] leading to a temperature

rise of ∆T ≈ 0.18µK/keV. The low temperatures needed for the operation of the FID800

detectors are provided by a 3He/4Hedilution refrigerator. A description of this cooling

technique is given in sec. 4.2.
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The temperature rise ∆T caused by an energy deposit ∆E, as well as the relaxation

of the detector system to the base temperature Tb are time dependent. A schematic pulse

shape is shown in fig. 2.4 right. Primary phonons created by a recoil are strongly athermal,

meaning their energies are around a factor 10 to 100 times higher than the energies of the

thermal phonons, determined by the operating temperature. The rise time of the heat

pulse is therefore determined by the time, the athermal phonons need to thermalize with

the temperature of the crystal lattice and is typically around 10 ms. The relaxation time is

determined by the thermal coupling between the HPGe crystal and the thermal bath. For

the FID800 detectors this thermal link is provided by gold bonds, leading to a relaxation

time of τ ≈ 100 ms.

2.4.1 Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Ge thermistors

as temperature sensors

In EDELWEISS the temperature rise ∆T caused by a recoil in a FID800 detector is mea-

sured with a Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Ge thermistor. Standardly, the FID800

detectors are equipped with two NTD Ge thermistors, which are glued to the center veto

ring electrodes (see fig. 2.2 right) at the top and bottom of the HPGe crystals. As shown

in eq. 2.10 the NTD Ge thermistor heat capacity contributes to the total heat capacity

and therefore reduces the temperature rise ∆T . However with CNTD(18 mK) ≈ 0.2 nJ/K

the NTD Ge thermistor heat capacity is small in comparison to heat capacity of the HPGe

crystals with CGe (18 mK) ≈ 1.8 nJ/K.

NTD Ge thermistors belong to the category of semiconductor thermistors and make use

of the strong temperature dependence of their electrical conductivity at low temperatures.

In reality these semiconductor thermistors are almost exclusively made of silicon and ger-

manium. The special production process for a NTD Ge thermistors is explained later. In

the following, we explain the general principle of these devices.

In comparison to doped semiconductors2 at room temperature, where most of the

dopant impurities are ionized due to interactions with thermal phonons, at low tempera-

tures the mean phonon energy is small and the fraction of ionized impurities is close to

zero. In this low temperature regime, two types of conducting behaviors exist. If the

dopant density exceeds a critical density, a so-called metal-insulator transition occurs, and

the semiconductor conductivity goes to zero for zero temperatures. Different to that, semi-

conductor thermistors make use of doped semiconductors with a doping density below the

metal-insulator transition. In this case even at zero temperature a finite conductivity exists

(for more details see e.g. [70]). The charge transport in these devices can then be described

very similar to amorphous materials [71]. Dopant impurities create a large distribution of

localized energy levels close to the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum

of the crystalline semiconductor. Therefore at sufficiently high temperatures, the conduc-

tivity is based on the hopping of charge carriers from one localized state to the nearest

unoccupied state by interacting with a thermal phonon. At low temperatures the mean en-

2An introduction to semiconductors, band structures and dopant impurities is presented in chap. 3.
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ergy of the phonons is decreased and so-called variable-range hopping is favored. A charge

carrier hops to an unoccupied localized state with an energy level close to its initial energy

level, which is not necessarily the neighboring localized state. The temperature dependent

resistivity R of a semiconductor in the variable-range hopping regime can be described by

R (T ) = R0 exp

(
T0

T

)−1/4

, (2.12)

where the value of T0 is determined by the dopant density and R0 can be calculated from

the dopant density and the geometry of the semiconductor (see e.g. [72]).

Production of NTD Ge thermistors

NTD Ge thermistors are highly valuable devices as they can be produced with high re-

producibility by irradiating germanium with reactor neutrons [73]. Natural Ge has four

stable isotopes, where three of them (70Ge, 74Ge and 76Ge) are the isotopes of interest

as their reactions with neutrons produce the electrically active impurities 71Ga, 75As and
77Se. The last two impurities are donors and 71Ga is an acceptor. Based on the abundance

of the different germanium isotopes and their cross-sections with neutrons, the NTD Ge

thermistor created is p-type, although 32.2 % of the 71Ga acceptor impurities are com-

pensated by the 75As and 77Se impurities [74]. The advantage of neutron transmutation

doping is, that it leads to a uniform distribution of dopant impurities in the Ge lattice as

the primary distribution of the Ge isotopes is uniform. In addition, the neutron-Ge cross-

section is low, wherefore large blocks of NTD Ge can be produced at once and cut into

slices afterwards. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the resistivity of a NTD

Ge thermistor mainly depends on the net doping density, and uniform NTD thermistors

with different characteristic can be produced by simply changing the neutron dose for the

natural Ge block. Results for the characterization of NTD Ge thermistors can be found

in [75].

NTD Ge thermistors have proven to be very attractive devices for temperature measure-

ments at cryogenic temperatures, as they have very uniform and predictable properties. In

addition, they can be produced in large numbers, which make them very valuable for large

detector arrays not only for dark matter searches but also for other rare event searches

like LUMINEU [76] and CUORE [77], which aim to measure the neutrinoless double beta

decay. Another advantage is that NTD Ge thermistors are easy to read-out by using Field

Effect Transistors (FET) (a typical read-out set-up is shown in sec. 4.3.2).

2.4.2 Other temperature sensors

There exist other techniques to measure the temperature rise in a calorimetric detector. In

the following two are mentioned: Transition Edge Sensors (TESs) and Metallic Magnetic

Calorimeters (MMCs).
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TESs measure a temperature rise via the strong resistance change of a superconductor,

operated close to its transition temperature to the normal state Tc (see e.g. [78]). In

comparison to semiconductor thermistors with a logarithmic sensitivity α = d logT/d logR

between 1 and 10, TESs can be produced with α > 1000 (see e.g. [79]). They have shown to

provide excellent performances in dark matter experiments like CRESST and CDMS but

their production is much more complicated as the critical temperature of the fabricated

devices is hardly reproducible. In addition, the electronic read-out is more complicated

and involves SQUID electronics [80, 81].

MMCs measure a temperature rise as magnetic flux change created by a paramagnetic

material, that is placed in an external magnetic field (see e.g. [82]). This technique is

very promising as it provides excellent energy resolution (100 eV-range). In addition, in

comparison to NTD Ge thermistors, MMCs are hardly affected by microphonic noise [83].

MMCs have not yet been used in dark matter experiments, however the KIT group of

EDELWEISS in cooperation with the Heidelberg MMC group is developing a prototype

detector.

2.5 Results for background discrimination with the HPGe detectors of

EDELWEISS

As the scattering rate of WIMPs with baryonic matter is expected to be very low, actual

dark matter experiments point to < 1 events/kg/year, it is crucial for dark matter exper-

iments to operate their detectors in an as background free environment as possible. In

addition, active background discrimination techniques are important to reject remaining

background interactions.

In order to provide a low background environment, the detectors of the EDELWEISS

experiment are shielded by different layers. First of all, the experiment is located in

the Modane underground laboratory (LSM) in the French alps. The laboratory is cov-

ered by a 4800 m w.e. thick layer of rock, which reduces the cosmic muon flux down to

5 muons/m2/day, which is a factor 106 less than at sea level [86]. Remaining cosmic muons

are tagged with an active muon veto [87]. The reduction of the muon flux is important as

muons can induce neutrons, which are not discriminable from WIMP candidates, as they

also produce nuclear recoils in the detector.

Other background neutrons are produced by the natural decay chains of 238U and 232Th,

which contaminate the rocks around the laboratory and (α,n) reactions. They are shielded

with different layers of polyethylene.

In the EDELWEISS-III experiment, interactions from γ-rays provide the dominant

background in the detectors. These originate from the natural radioactivity of 238U and
232Th, as well as from contaminations of 40K, 60Co and 137Cs in the rocks of the laboratory.

In order to reduce the amount of γ-background events, the EDELWEISS experiment is

shielded with additional layers of lead, including a very low radioactive ancient roman lead

shield close to the detectors. In addition, all components were screened before installation
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Figure 2.5: Left: Schematics of the surface region of a FID800 detector. The grey area marks

the surface, the yellow one the fiducial region. α- and β-rays originate from the natural decay

chain of 210Pb, resulting from radon contaminations in the copper, and create energy deposits in

the surface region. Right: Ionization yield versus recoil energy for a calibration experiment with a
210Pb source. Although the primary interactions are electron recoils, a lot of events have a reduced

ionization yield Q < 1, even leaking down into the nuclear recoil band (top graphic). After a surface

cut (bottom graphic), only one event remains in the nuclear recoil band. Pictures from [84].

and only materials with low radioactive contaminations were used, e.g. the copper casings

in which the detectors are held are made from ultra-pure copper. Beside interactions origi-

nating from external γ-background sources, EDELWEISS has to deal with internal γ-rays.

Before the FID800 detectors were the installed in the Modane underground laboratory,

they were stored at sea level. Hence, they were exposed to cosmic radiation. This led to

long-lived isotopes in the detector with typical half-lives of 100 days. A detailed analysis of

internal γ-ray sources within the EDELWEISS detectors can be found in [88]. It showed

that the external γ-ray background is low enough to even measure the internal decay of

tritium.

Another prominent background source follows from radon contamination of the ma-

terials in the experiment. The radon decay chain contains 210Pb, which has a half-life

of T1/2 = 22.3 years and creates β- and α-radiation. Like γ-rays, β- and α-rays produce

electron recoils in the detector. However, the α- and β-particles have small absorption

depths and interact mainly in the surface areas of the detectors (see fig. 2.5 left). As radon

has a high mobility and is easily absorbed at surfaces, it is a very resistant background

source [89]. In order to reduce the radon contamination, the whole EDELWEISS experi-

ment is operated in a clean room and the remaining volumes in the cryostat are flushed

with deradonized air on a regular basis.
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Figure 2.6: Ionization yield Q ver-

sus recoil energy for γ-ray interactions

in the fiducial volume, originating from

a 133Ba calibration source. The solid

lines mark the electron recoil (black) and

the nuclear recoil band (red). Picture

from [85].

The importance of an active discrimination technique for α- and β-interactions is shown

in figure 2.5 right. The ionization yield of a FID800 detector was measured in a calibration

experiment with a 210Pb calibration source. It shows many events with reduced ionization

yield, populating the electron recoil band as well as the nuclear recoil band. As all pri-

mary interactions were actually caused by electron recoils, the reduced ionization yields Q

originate from trapping effects, which are especially strong at the surfaces. Events with

reduced ionization yield due to trapping are very critical, as they can be misinterpreted

as nuclear recoils and therefore as WIMP candidates. After applying the EDELWEISS

surface cut (see sec. 2.2) to this data set, only one critical event above Erec = 15 keV in

the nuclear recoil band remained, allowing one to quantify the surface rejection factor [90]

to

Rsurf < 4 · 10−5 events/alpha (90 % C.L.) . (2.13)

The surface event rejection cut defines the fiducial volume of the detector. Remaining

background interactions are caused by γ-rays, which can penetrate deeper into the crystal.

As γ-rays produce electron recoils in the detector, they can be identified by the ionization

yield Q (see sec. 2.1). Fig. 2.6 shows the results for a calibration run with a 133Ba-source.

This source produces γ-rays with an energy of 356 keV. They penetrate deeply into the

crystal, but are also often scattered before they interact in the sensitive region of the

detector. Therefore the measured recoil spectrum includes many events with a smaller

energy than 356 keV. For the calibration run 425585 events were measured and no event

leaked into the nuclear recoil band, resulting in a very powerful γ-ray rejection factor [90]

of

Rγ < 6 · 10−6 nuclear recoils/γ (90 % C.L.) . (2.14)
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2.6 On-going developments for the next phase of the EDELWEISS ex-

periment

The next phase of EDELWEISS, started in December 2016, and is dedicated to the search

for low-mass WIMPs with mχ < 5 GeV/c2. In this measurement phase, EDELWEISS

detectors are operated at high electrode biases, which leads to an amplification of the charge

signals in the heat channel and allows one to extend the detection thresholds significantly to

recoil energies Erec < 1 keV. Moreover, additional strategies exist to improve the detector

performance in order to lower the detection threshold, and are discussed in this section.

2.6.1 Low noise charge amplifiers

In case the EDELWEISS Ge detectors are operated in a low electric field, they allow

to discriminate background electron recoils from nuclear recoils based on simultaneous

measurements of ionization and heat signals (see sec. 2.1). The detection threshold in this

operation mode is mainly limited by the resolution in the ionization channel and therefore

directly connected to the noise in the used charge amplifiers. In order to lower the detection

threshold significantly below < 1 keV, EDELWEISS is planning to use modern amplifiers

with significantly reduced noise.

So far the ionization signals of the FID800 detectors are amplified by Junction Field

Effect Transistors (JFETs), which are operated at T ≈ 100 K and allow a typical resolution

for the baseline in the ionization channel of σion ≈ 300 eVee. Recently, High Electronic

Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) were developed at CNRS/LPN [91], which are operated at

T = 4 K. Tests with a massive Germanium detector showed that HEMTs have a noise level

around 3 times lower than JFETS and the baseline resolution in the ionization channel

can be lowered to σion ≈ 91 eVee [92]. Examples of typical electronic read-out systems for

ionization and heat signals are presented in sec. 4.3. An exact description of the electronics

and read-out circuits in the EDELWEISS-III experiment can be found in [93].

2.6.2 Fast ionization read-out and pulse-shape analysis for improved surface

event discrimination

The final results for the WIMP search with the 400-g interleaved Germanium detectors of

the EDELWEISS-II experiment [94] showed, that for a total exposure of 427 kg · days in the

recoil energy range of Erec ∈ [20,200] keV, 5 events were found in the nuclear recoil band,

although only 3 were expected from background estimates [95]. In order to clarify, if these

events are misinterpreted surface events, EDELWEISS developed the improved FID800

detectors, which consist of HPGe crystals which have additional ring electrodes at the

lateral surfaces (see sec. 2.2). A second approach was to develop a Fast Ionization Channel

(FIC) read-out card, which allows a sampling frequency of 40 MHz for the ionization signals

instead of the standard sampling with 100 kHz. This enables one to measure the transient

times of the ionization signals, which are typically between 50 ns and 1µs. Tests with
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Figure 2.7: Total phonon energy spec-

trum for different electrode biases for a

calibration run with a 133Ba source. The

red line marks the expected peak po-

sition of the 356 keV γ-rays calculated

from its position at the lowest electrode

bias with ∆V = 8 V (see eq. 2.4). Pic-

ture from [90].

EDELWEISS-type detectors have shown, that the pulse-shape analysis of these signals

also allows to discriminate bulk and surface events [96, 97].

For the EDELWEISS-III run 309 (June 2015 - December 2015) a FIC prototype read-

out card was installed for one of the FID800 detectors and allowed one to record ionization

signals on two collecting electrodes with a 40 MHz sampling frequency. Pulse-shape analysis

of the ionization signals showed that the rise time allows to rejection of surface events with

an efficiency of 95 % [98].

As the basis for the rise time analysis for the EDELWEISS-III ionization signals, an

extensive pulse-shape analysis of ionization signals was performed in the framework of this

thesis. Since the ionization signals are caused by drifting electron and hole pairs, the

analysis of ionization pulse-shapes also allows one to study charge migration processes in

HPGe. A comparison of simulation and data enables us to probe our understanding of

electron and hole transport in the EDELWEISS detectors and to evaluate and improve the

detector performance. The set-up for simulations and experiments, as well as the results

for pulse-shape analyses of ionization signals will be presented in the chaps. 3, 4 and 5.

2.6.3 Amplification of the ionization signal based on the NTL effect

The current phase of the EDELWEISS experiment focuses on the extension of the detection

threshold to recoil energies Erec < 1 keV in order to improve the sensitivity for low-mass

WIMPs. In sec. 2.3 we explained that this can be done by using the NTL effect. Electron

and hole pairs, which are created by a recoil in the detector are separated in an electric field

and produce secondary phonons while they migrate through the crystal. This additional

heat signal is proportional to the electrode bias and therefore with increasing bias the

detection threshold in the heat channel is lowered.
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First results from Run 309, which was finished in March 2016, showed that some EDEL-

WEISS detectors could hold voltages up to 100 V without a break down caused by leakage

currents. The heat amplitude spectrum for one FID800 detector operated at different volt-

ages is presented in fig. 2.7. The data were taken in a calibration experiment with a 133Ba

calibration source, which emitted γ-rays with an energy of 356 keV. The 356 keV peak

showed the expected linear behavior based on the NTL effect (see eq. 2.4). In addition, an

energy threshold of 150 eVee could be achieved for one of the detectors [98].

For Run 310, which started in December 2016, a long period low-mass WIMP search run

is planned with 7 EDELWEISS detectors operated at high voltages. Based on these efforts,

in the framework of this thesis, we performed an extensive calibration experiment with an

EDELWEISS-type detector operated at high electrode biases in a ground experiment at

CSNSM in Orsay, France. As the heat signal caused by drifting charge carriers is heavily

affected by the transport properties of electrons and holes in the HPGe crystal, we made

use of a hot carrier transport simulation in order to characterize and optimize the detector

performance.

2.6.4 Influence of heat-only background events

The actual limits for the WIMP-nucleon cross-section retrieved from EDELWEISS exper-

iments are based on data which was taken between July 2014 and April 2015 (Run 308),

including data from 24 FID800 detectors with a total exposure of 496 kg · days. The re-

sults from an extended likelihood and a Boost Decision Tree (BDT) analysis showed that

especially in the low-mass WIMP search region, the experiment is limited by heat-only

events [21, 99].

The name heat-only events follows from the fact that they show a clear temperature rise

in the NTD Ge thermistors, whereas no signal above the baseline fluctuations is measured

in any of the 4 ionization channels. Although the actual origin of these events is not

known so far and studies are on-going, several explanations have been suggested. Heat-

only events caused by particle interactions in the NTD Ge thermistors can be excluded.

The FID800 detectors are equipped with two NTD Ge thermistors placed on the top and

bottom surface of the detector. If an interaction in one of the NDT Ge thermistors occurs,

the other NTD Ge thermistor would show a much smaller signal. The asymmetry of the

heat amplitudes can then be used to identify such events. As heat-only events survive

the so-called asymmetry cut [100], they can not originate from NTD Ge thermistor-only

events. Actually, EDELWEISS assumes that the heat-only events do not origin from actual

particle interactions. This is reinforced by the observation that in Run 308 the heat-only

event rate was nearly constant and showed no correlation between the detectors. The

most favored explanation for this type of events is that they originate from the glue, which

connects the NTD Ge thermistor with the HPGe crystal. Therefore studies are on-going

to produce deported NTD Ge thermistors, which are already implemented in the electrode

design and need no gluing.
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As heat-only events eventually limit the low-mass WIMP search in EDELWEISS-III,

we also performed a study of heat-only events within this thesis. Our approach was very

practical. Although we also could not clarify the nature of these events, we made use of

our high sampling frequency for the heat channel (20 kHz), which allowed us to record the

pulse-shapes of the heat signals. A pulse-shape analysis showed that heat-only events differ

in shape from regular events producing e−/h+-pairs. The pulse-shape analysis enabled

us to reject about 96 % of the heat-only events (see sec. 6.5.3). However, in the actual

EDELWEISS set-up a pulse-shape analysis is not possible, as the heat signals are stored

with an effective sampling frequency of 500 Hz, which is not sufficient to resolve the heat

pulse-shapes.



3. Hot carrier transport in germanium

The EDELWEISS dark matter detectors consist of High Purity Germanium (HPGe) crys-

tals, which are operated at cryogenic temperatures. If operated at low electric fields,

typically around 2 V/cm, the detectors allow to discriminate electron recoils, caused by

γ- and β-background radiation, from nuclear recoils, expected from WIMP dark matter

candidates, by the hybrid detection of ionization and heat signals, as the amount of ion-

ization per recoil energy is higher for electron recoils than for nuclear recoils. Mandatory

for a good discrimination is a full measurement of the ionization and heat energy. As the

ionization signal is caused by e−/h+-pairs, which are separated by the electric field and

drift to a set of electrodes, a full measurement of the ionization energy is equivalent to the

full collection of all electrons and holes at the electrodes. Therefore the charge migration

processes in HPGe crystals, especially the processes which prevent full charge collection,

have a huge impact on the detector performance and discrimination power of electron and

nuclear recoils.

In addition, the charge migration processes are also relevant if the detectors are operated

at high electric field, typically around 50 V/cm as planned in EDELWEISS for the search

of low-mass WIMPs. In this case, the heat signals are dominated by secondary phonons

which are produced by drifting charge carriers. Consequently, heat signals then also suffer

from an incomplete charge collection.

As the main goal of this thesis was to optimize the detector performance in respect to

charge migration processes and to evaluate limitations for the detector performance origi-

nating from charge migration processes, the following chapter describes the main properties

of charge migration in HPGe crystals at cryogenic temperatures. We discuss the conse-

quences of the crystalline structure for electron and hole transport in section 3.1, followed

by a description of impurities in HPGe crystals in sec. 3.2. In section 3.3, we present the

main features of electron and hole transport, like the transport anisotropy of electrons,

scattering effects and most important trapping effects reducing the collection of ionization

signals. The charge migration properties in HPGe crystals described here, are selected

by their relevance for the EDELWEISS detectors. All effects have been studied in special

measurements.

In the second part of this chapter (sec. 3.4), a simulation tool for charge migration in

the EDELWEISS detectors is presented. It is based on the charge migration properties

discussed before. This tool allows one to simulate ionization and heat signals. It was

used in the framework of this thesis to study charge migration processes by comparing

simulations with experimental data.

33
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Figure 3.1: Unity cell of germanium, the

atomes are shown as greyish spheres. The

crystal has Diamond structure: Face cen-

ter cubic with two base atoms (0,0,0) and

(1/4,1/4,1/4). Figure adapted from [101].

3.1 Consequences of the crystalline structure

Germanium is a crystalline solid and is determined by the repetitive arrangement of its

atoms. The smallest cubic unit in the crystal is the unit cell. In germanium it contains

8 atoms with a basis that is described by two atoms at the Cartesian coordinates (0,0,0)

and (1/4,1/4,1/4) (see fig. 3.1). By repeating the unit cell many times along all three

dimensions, it forms the crystal.

The periodic structure determines the allowed energy ranges for electrons in a crystals

and is described by the band structure. The band structure for germanium is shown in

fig. 3.2. The y-axis represents the electron energies and the x-axis the electron wave vectors.

Generally, the electron wave vectors are expressed in terms of characteristic directions in

the Brillouin zone1. For our purpose the important directions in the Brillouin zone are:

1. [100]-direction: This direction is parallel to the z-axis of the Brillouin zone and

describes the orientation of the electric field in the EDELWEISS detectors. The

X-point is the boundary point of the Brillouin zone in [100]-direction.

2. Γ-point: Center point of the Brillouin zone.

3. [111]-direction: The L-point is the boundary point of the Brillouin zone in [111]-

direction. For Ge it describes the position of the conduction band mimima.

In germanium at zero temperatures, all states up to the maximum of the valence band

are occupied by electrons, and the conduction band which is separated from the valence

band by an energy gap Eg = 0.67 eV is empty. This also holds for the temperatures at

which the Ge detectors of the EDELWEISS experiment are operated which is typically at

T ≈ 20 mK. Germanium is a so-called semiconductor, as the energy gap is small and at

1The Brillouin zone is the unit cell of the reciprocal space, which is a concept to allow a reconstruction

of crystal structures from spectroscopic measurements, e.g. with X-rays or neutrons.
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Figure 3.2: Energy band structure

of Germanium. Germanium is an

semiconductor with an indirect band

gap of Eg = 0.67 eV at T = 20 mK.

The L wave vector is pointing in

[111]-direction of the crystal. Figure

adapted from [102].

room temperatures the thermal energy in the crystal is high enough that some electrons

overcome the energy gap and contribute to the electric conductivity.In contrast to Ge,

metals with high conductivity, typically 1000 times higher than semiconductors, have even

at zero temperature partially filled energy bands, so that unoccupied energy states are

easily reachable. In comparison to that the energy gaps of insulators are so large, typically

above 5 eV , that even at room temperature the conductivity is close to zero.

Another characteristic property of a semiconductor is, that in case an electron is excited

into the conduction band and contributes to the electrical conductivity, an empty state in

the valence band is created, which is defined as hole and also contributes to the conductivity.

Therefore, in case conductive charge carriers are produced in Ge, we talk of electron hole

pair creation. Germanium is an indirect-gap semiconductor, which means the smallest gap

between valence and conduction band is not vertical in k-space (see fig. 3.2). In order

to create an e−/h+-pair with minimal energy, in addition to the energy Eg to overcome

the energy gap, the momentum kg is necessary to transfer the electron from the valence

band maximum at the Γ-point to the conduction band minimum at the L-point. As

a consequence, the production of an e−/h+-pair by the absorption of a photon is only

possible, if the momentum is provided by a phonon2. This follows from the conditions for

energy and momentum conservation,

~ωγ ± ~ωq = Eg and ~kγ ± ~q = kg , (3.1)

where ~ωγ is the photon energy, kγ the photon momentum, ~ωq the phonon energy, q the

phonon momentum. As ~ωq � Eg and |kγ | � |kg|, the photon provides the energy for

2Phonons are quasi particles which describe the collective excitations in a crystal caused by the oscilla-

tion of the individual crystal atoms. For an introduction to solid state physics and semiconductor physics

see e.g. [101], [103], [104]
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the electron hole creation and the phonon provides the momentum. Actually, the phonon

assisted photon absorption is not effective at cryogenic temperatures, as the energy and

momentum of thermal phonons is very small according to the operation temperature.

In case the germanium crystals are used to measure an energy deposit via the number

of created e−/h+-pairs, it is important to know the threshold for e−/h+-pair production.

It turns out that it is εer = 3.0 eV for electron recoils (see sec. 2.1) and therefore larger than

the band gap energy Eg = 0.67 eV. The “missing” energy of 2.33 eV flows into the creation

of phonons. This is caused by the high non-equilibrium process that leads to the creation

of e−/h+ pairs and is not so well understood. An idea of the involved processes is given

in [105]. If we assume the primary interaction being caused by a γ-ray, this interacts with

the electrons of the Ge atoms in the crystal, creating a primary free electron with a high

kinetic energy. This electron interacts with the crystal and produces e−/h+-pairs via im-

pact ionization, which involves the production of mainly optical phonons3. The secondary

e−/h+-pairs produce additional charge carriers and phonons until the kinetic energy falls

below the threshold of impact ionization. The produced e−/h+-pairs then are still hot

and thermalize by emitting additional phonons, until they reach the equilibrium, where

electrons have energies according to the conduction band minimum and holes have energies

according to the valence band maximum. Although the kinetics of e−/h+-pair production

processes are complicated, they have a straightforward consequence. The e−/h+-pairs are

not created at one defined location in the crystal but in a creation volume around the

interaction point of the primary radiation. This is included in the simulation code for

carrier transport used in this work: The creation volume is assumed to be spherical, with

an energy dependent radius rcr as

rcr = 10−4 · 0.064 g/cm3

ρ
·E1.68

dep , (3.2)

where ρ = 5.36 g/cm3 is the density of Ge and Edep, the deposited energy. In the simulation

code the exact locations of the produced e−/h+-pairs are chosen randomly, using the Monte

Carlo method.

3.2 Character of impurities in the EDELWEISS germanium crystals

The EDELWEISS experiment uses High Purity Germanium (HPGe) crystals which have

a very low impurity density ρimp . 1010 cm−3. Although the impurity density is very low,

at cryogenic temperatures impurities have a huge influence on charge migration processes

like scattering and trapping (see sec. 3.3.2 and 3.3.4). Therefore, in this section, we will

discuss the nature of the impurities in the EDELWEISS detectors.

3The unity cell of Ge contains two basis atoms. In case a lattice excitations leads to a coherent

movement of the two basis atoms, the phonon is called acoustic, in case the atoms move out of phase, it is

called optical. Typically, optical phonons have higher energies than acoustic phonons.
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In general, we distinguish two types of semiconductors according to the type of the

dopant impurities. The n-type semiconductors contain donors, which are atoms that have

at least one additional valence electron in comparison to the crystal atoms. The additional

valence electron remains unbound in the crystal, and is easily ionized, leading to an ad-

ditional electron in the conduction band and a charged donor impurity D+ in the crystal.

For Ge atoms with four valence electrons, typical donor impurities in the crystal are from

the group V in the periodic system, e.g. As or P. In addition, there are p-type semicon-

ductors, which contain acceptors. Acceptors are impurity atoms with at least one valence

electron less than the crystal atoms. Therefore acceptor impurities in the crystal have an

open bound to the crystal atoms. Thus, they can easily bound an electron from crystal the

valance band crystal creating a hole at the valence band maximum and a charged acceptor

impurity A−. Typical acceptor impurities in p-type Ge crystals are from the group III

in the periodic system, e.g. B or Al. Eventually, if we refer to the impurity density in a

crystal, we mean the net donor or net acceptor density with Nd − Na > 0 for a p-type

or Na − Nd > 0 for a n-type semiconductor, where Nd is the donor density and Na the

acceptor density.

The binding energies of the extra electrons and holes of dopant atoms are typically in

the meV range [106]. Thus, at room temperature the thermal energy is high enough that

normally all dopant atoms are ionized. This kind of impurities are called shallow-level

impurities as their energy levels are close to the minimum of the conduction band (donors)

or close to the valence band maximum (acceptors). However, the EDELWEISS detectors

are operated at mK temperatures. Therefore the thermal emission of bounded electrons is

very unlikely, which means the dopant atoms are in a neutral state.

In addition to the shallow-level impurities, their are other types of impurities, like

crystal defects, often occurring at the surface due to detector processing (see sec. 4.1.2), or

deep-level impurities. Deep-level impurities have binding energies in the range of the band

gap and are normally very localized. Examples for this kind of impurities are metal atoms

like gold, zinc or cadmium. Typically, their concentration is in the order of 109 cm−3 and

they play a minor role for doped semiconductors. However for HPGe crystals with net

dopant densities in the order of 1010 cm3 they can affect charge migration processes like

scattering (see e.g. [107]).

3.3 Main features of charge transport in Ge crystals

The band structure of germanium presented in sec. 3.1 has important consequences for

the drift of electrons and holes in an electric field and differs from the behavior of the

migration of free charge carriers in vacuum. In vacuum, the acceleration Γ of a charge

carrier is parallel to the electric field E with

Γ = (1/m)(qE) , (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Left: Electron transport in an external electric field, in vacuum and in a germanium

crystal. Right: First Brillouin zone of Ge. The surfaces of constant energies for electrons are located

along the [111]-direction and have the shape of ellipsoids. The 8 L-points represent the conduction

band mimima. The applied electric field in the Ge crystals of the EDELWEISS experiment points

in [100]-direction as is marked by the green arrow.

m∗l,e− m∗t,e− m∗heavy,h+ m∗light,h+

Germanium 1.64 0.082 0.28 0.044

Silicon 0.98 0.19 0.49 0.16

Table 3.1: Effective masses relative to the free electron masses. For electrons m∗l,e− and m∗t,e− mark

the effective masses in transversal and longitudinal direction. For holes m∗heavy,h+ and m∗light,h+ are

the effective masses of heavy and light holes. Data from [104].

where m is the mass of the free charge carrier and q the charge of the carrier. In a crystal

the acceleration of electrons and holes is not necessarily parallel to the applied electric field

as it is determined by the band structure. For a crystal the band structure is taken into

account by replacing the free carrier mass m in eq. 3.3 with the effective mass

(
1

m∗

)
ij

=
1

~2

∂2E

∂ki∂kj
, (3.4)

where ∂2E/∂ki∂kj is the curvature of the energy band E in the k−space (see fig. 3.2). It

follows that the acceleration Γ actually becomes a tensor.

In the following the effects of band structure on the drift velocity for electrons (sec. 3.3.1)

and holes (sec. 3.3.2) is discussed. Afterwards scattering (sec. 3.3.2) and trapping (sec. 3.3.4)

effects, caused by the residual impurities in the crystal are presented.
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Figure 3.4: Electric field dependence of the drift velocity for electrons at different temperatures.

Left: Field in [100]-, Right: Field in [111]-direction of the crystal. (Figure from [108]). Results from

Monte Carlo simulation (solid lines), and experimental and theoretical results from [109] (symbols

and dashed lines).

3.3.1 Transport anisotropy of electrons

In Ge crystals the surfaces of constant energy in k-space for the conduction bands are

ellipsoids with major axis along the [111]-direction (see fig. 3.3 right). The surfaces of

constant energy E can be expressed via

E = Ec + ~2

[
k2

1 + k2
2

2m∗
t,e−

+
k2

3

2m∗
l,e−

]
, (3.5)

where Ec is the energy of the conduction band minimum. The k1,k2 and k3 directions

describe a Cartesian coordinate system with k3 pointing in the [111]-direction of the crystal,

and m∗l,e− and m∗t,e− are the effective masses in transversal and longitudinal direction.

From the difference in the effective mass in transversal and longitudinal, it follows that

the acceleration Γ for an electron in Ge crystal as well as it drift velocity depends on

the direction of the electric field. Value for the effective masses are given in tab. 3.1. A

comparison with silicon shows, that the difference of the effective masses in longitudinal

and transversal direction is much larger in Ge crystal than in Si.

The results for simulations of the drift velocity for electric fields in [100]- and [111]-

direction of an Ge crystal are presented in fig. 3.4. If we choose a low electric field of

2 V/cm and T = 20 mK, which is typical for an EDELWEISS detector, we see that the

drift velocity in [100]-direction is about a factor 4 higher than for the [111]-direction.

An additional property of electrons in Ge crystals manifests in the partial negative slope

of th electric field dependency of the drift velocity in [111]-direction. The conduction

band minima in [111]-direction split up in 4 so-called L-valleys4, which are energetically

equivalent (see fig. 3.3 right). It follows that an electron can be excited in any of these

valleys. Therefore its drift velocity depends on the L-valley to which it belongs. In case an

4The four directions [111] are labeled: [111], [11̄1], [111̄] , [11̄1̄]
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electric field is applied in [100]-direction, excited electrons are uniformly distributed in all 4

L-valleys and have the same drift velocities. However, the L-valleys are not parallel to the

electric field but at an angle of 35 ◦ and electrons drift under this angle with respect to the

field direction. In case an electric field is applied in [111]-direction, one L-valley is parallel

to the electric field, whereas the other three point in transversal directions to the field. As

the transversal effective mass mt,e− is much smaller than the longitudinal effective mass

mt,e− (see tab. 3.1), electrons in the transversal L-valleys are accelerated stronger with

increasing electric field as electrons in the longitudinal L-valley (see eq. 3.3) and gain more

kinetic energy. This process can be interpreted as a heating and electrons occupy states

with higher energies in the transversal L-valleys. At a certain electric field strength their

energy is high enough to perform an intervalley transition from the so-called hot valleys

to the cold valley by emitting phonons. The start of this transition marks the negative

slope of the field dependence of the drift velocity. With further increasing electric fields,

all electrons accumulate in the cold longitudinal L-valley and the drift velocity increases

again with field (for more details see [108] or [109]).

By explaining the dip in the drift velocity for electric field in [111]-direction, we already

mentioned another important process for electron propagation in Ge crystals, which is

the intervalley transition of electrons from one L-valley to another. This process will be

discussed in section 3.3.2.

In the framework of this thesis, we will use the phrasing electron transport anisotropy

to describe the dependence of the drift velocity from the electric field direction as well as

the drift of the electrons in an angle of 35 ◦ to an electric field in [100]-direction.

The electric field dependence of electron drift velocities in the EDELWEISS detectors

was extracted from special measurements [110], where the electric field was applied in

[100]-direction. The results of these measurement are presented in figure 3.6 and show no

dependence of the drift velocity on the net dopant impurity density.

3.3.2 Intervalley scattering of electrons

In the last section we described that conduction electrons in Ge crystals at cryogenic

temperatures belong to 4 L-valleys. Since the electric field in EDELWEISS is applied

in [100]-direction, electrons drift in an angle of 35 ◦ with respect to the electric field. In

addition, electrons can interact with impurities and phonons, which leads to scattering.

Generally, we distinguish two types of scattering. In case of intravalley scattering the

electrons are only slightly distracted from a straight path and they stay in the same L-

valley before and after the interaction. This leads to a diffuse path of the electrons along

the direction of the L-valley, to which the electrons belong. In case of intervalley scattering,

the interaction causes a transition of an electron from one L-valley to another and its drift

direction changes completely.

The measured transition rates for intervalley scattering for EDELWEISS detectors with

different dopant impurity densities at T = 20 mK are presented in figure 3.5. We see that,
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Figure 3.5: Intervalley transition rate

versus applied electric field in [001]-

direction for different EDElWEISS Ger-

manium crystals (fig. from [111]). The

top axis shows the effective field in the

L-valleys. Experimental results for 3

different crystals are presented. Red cir-

cles: n-type with a net dopant density of

Nd − Na ≈ 1010 cm−3, Blue diamonds:

n-type with Nd − Na ≈ 1011 cm−3,

Black squares: p-type with Na − Nd ≈
1010 cm−3, T = 20 mK. The dashed

line represents the expected contribu-

tion of phonons to the intervalley tran-

sition rate.

although the impurity concentration in HPGe crystals is very low (≈ 1010 cm−3), scattering

by impurities has a significant effect at low temperatures and low electric fields. In addition

we see, that the transition rates for fields < 10 V/cm split up in three curves. Thus, the

three detectors used for this measurements mainly differ in the net dopant density, we

conclude that for low electric fields actually dopant impurities play the major role. At

higher electric fields all three detectors show the same electric field dependence of the

intervalley transition rate, which is consistent with phonon scattering. As the prototype

detector used for this thesis was operated in an electric field range E ∈ [1,50] V/cm,

both contributions to the intervalley scattering rate, impurity and phonon scattering, are

relevant.

The simulation code presented in this work includes both intravalley and intervalley

scattering using a simplified approach. As intravalley scattering occurs on a time scale

much smaller than intervalley scattering, both processes can be decoupled [112]. The

actual diffuse path caused by intravalley scattering is not calculated. Instead the path is

averaged by a discretization of the overall drift time in the ns-range. For every time step,

the path of an electron in valley i is calculated as straight drift based on the field dependent

drift velocity vi = vi (E).

Intervalley transitions are treated as a random process, with a probability function based

on the measurement of the transition rate depending on the electric field and presented in

fig. 3.5. The decision whether an intervalley occurs is made after every discretized time step

using the Monte Carlo method. In case no transition occurs for an electron, its probability

for a transition will be increased after the next time step.
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Figure 3.6: Measured drift velocities in projection along the [001]-direction, for left electrons and

right holes, T = 20 mK. The three different measurements belong to three different detectors with

different dopant densities (for more details see [110]).

3.3.3 Hole transport properties

As shown in figure 3.2 two valence bands converge in one maximum at the Brillouin zone

center (Γ-point) and are called heavy and light hole band. The curvature of the heavy

hole band is flatter (see eq. 3.4) than the light hole band and therefore has the higher

effective mass (see tab. 3.1). At the Γ-point the heavy holes tend to dominate the hole

propagation properties as the density of states per unity energy and volume is proportional

to the effective mass. Actually, the number of light holes is only around 4% in comparison

to the heavy holes (for more details see e.g. [113]). For that reason only heavy holes were

considered for this work.

Like for electrons, the drift velocity of holes depends on the direction of the electric field,

although the variation of the drift velocity with electric field direction is much smaller [114].

For low electric fields, as used for standard operation of the EDELWEISS detectors, the

anisotropy of the hole drift velocity is nearly zero. Thus, the surface of equal energies of the

valence band maximum is described by a nearly perfect sphere. However, especially at low

temperatures, the anisotropy of the hole drift velocity increases with the electric field. At

T = 8 K and E = 50 V/cm the drift velocity was measured to be about a factor 1.3 higher

for the [100]- than for the [111]-direction [115]. Therefore this anisotropy is particularly

important for the operation of the detectors at high electrode bias, as will be presented in

chapter 6.

The simulation tool used in this thesis, does not take the hole transport anisotropy into

account. Therefore, in the simulation holes follow strictly the electric field lines as expected

from the propagation of free electrons in vacuum. The field dependence of the hole drift

velocity is taken into account according to the measurements presented in fig. 3.6 right.

Also no scattering processes leading to a diffuse path of holes along the electric field lines

are included.
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Figure 3.7: Measured electric field dependence of the trapping length in projection along the [100]-

direction, for left electrons and right holes, T = 20 mK [110]. The three different measurements

were performed with the same three detectors as presented in fig. 3.5.

3.3.4 Bulk and surface trapping of electrons and holes

Interactions in the HPGe crystals of the EDELWEISS experiment lead to the creation of

electron and hole pairs, which are separated by an electric field and collected as ionization

signal at a set of electrodes. If the ionization signals are fully collected, they allow a

reconstruction of the primary energy deposit. Effects that prevent a full measurement of

the ionization energy are trapping and recombination and will be discussed in this section.

As electrons and holes propagate through a Ge crystal, they can be captured by localized

states caused by impurities. Thus, they do not contribute to the ionization signal anymore.

The captured carrier can be released after some time into crystal, in which case the capture

center is called a trap. However the relaxation time of the trapped carrier is much longer

than the collection time of an ionization signal and often the trapped charges are not

released at all during normal operation times of the detector. In addition, a second carrier

with opposite charge can be captured at the same localized state, in which case the pair

annihilates, and the capture center is called a recombination center.

In this work, we will always refer to trapping, meaning both trapping and recombination,

as the result is the same, a reduced ionization signal. In general, we distinguish between

bulk and surface trapping, as the nature of impurities which cause the localized states are

different in the two regions.

Bulk trapping

In section 3.2 we already discussed that the dominant population of impurities is equivalent

to the dopant density. The fact that these dopant atoms act as trapping centers is confirmed

by measurements of the field-dependent inverse trapping length for electrons and holes. In
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figure 3.7 we see that the mean free path of electrons and holes depends on the net doping

density of the crystal. It is longest for the crystal with the smallest net dopant density of

1010 cm−3 (ID201).

We also discussed in sec. 3.2 that donor and acceptor atoms are in a neutral state, as

the crystals are operated at low temperature, where intrinsic free charge carriers are. It

follows that the trapping center are in a neutral state. Studies of charge trapping in the

EDELWEISS Ge crystals have shown, that actually electrons are captured by acceptor

atoms via A0 + e− → A− and holes by donor atoms via D0 + h+ → D+ [110]. In addition,

trapping leads to charged dopant atoms in the crystal and causes space-charge build-up.

The space-charge alters the internal electric field in the crystal and also reduces the charge

collection efficiency. In order to minimize the effect of charged trapping centers, a reset

process is applied to the detector on a regular basis. Therefore the electrodes are grounded

and the crystal is irradiated with γ-radiation. The produced e−/h+-pairs then drift to the

charged trapping centers and neutralize them. A detailed description of the reset process

is given in section 4.5.

In the simulation code for hot carrier transport used in this thesis, bulk trapping is

treated as a random process, with a probability function based on the measurement of the

electric field-dependent trapping length presented in fig. 3.7. If a charge carrier is trapped,

it is removed from the simulated event. The net charge the trapped carrier induced on all

electrodes is kept, whereas the charge-build up caused by the charged impurity atom is not

taken into account. The crystal atoms are assumed to be always in an uncharged state.

Surface trapping

The main difference between bulk and surface trapping is, that the density of trapping

centers at the surface is much higher than in the bulk region. In addition to the dopant

impurities in the bulk region, at the surface, point defects, surface states, dangling bonds,

and also localized mechanical stresses can act as trapping centers. Since the surfaces of

the EDELWEISS detectors are polished and etched in order to reduce leakage currents,

mechanical stresses and scratches are favored at the surface, as well as at small penetra-

tion depths in the order of µm. A detailed explanation of the surface treatment of the

EDELWEISS detectors is found in sec. 4.1.2. A detailed description of surface effects for

high purity Germanium crystals can be found in [116] or [117].

Additional losses of charge carriers at the surface can occur during the production

process of e−/h+-pairs. In sec. 3.1 we explained that e−/h+-pairs created in a single

energy deposit are created in a finite volume, which we approximated by a sphere. If we

assume an interaction of 10 keV, the creation volume would have a radius of 600 nm. If this

interaction takes place at a distance to the surface smaller than this radius, parts of the

created charge carriers are produced either directly in the electrodes or in the amorphous Ge

layer which covers the surface5. In both cases the charge carriers do not contribute to the

5The amorphous Ge layer is used for passivation. Open bonds of crystal atoms at the surface are closed
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Figure 3.8: Structure of the simulation tool developed to describe the hot carrier transport in the

EDELWEISS detectors.

ionization signal. For more details on the charge collection efficiency of the EDELWEISS

detectors see e.g. [118].

The enhanced trapping at the surfaces, motivated the EDELWEISS collaboration to

develop an interleaved electrode design which allows the discrimination of energy deposits

in the surface region (see sec. 2.2).

The charge migration tool used in this thesis includes surface trapping in a simplified

way. A charge carrier reaching the surface in areas uncovered by electrodes is treated as

trapped. The carrier is removed from the simulation, while the net charge it induced on

all electrodes is taken into account. Analog to bulk trapping, space-charge build-up based

on charged trapping centers is not considered.

3.4 Modeling hot carrier transport in germanium

Figure 3.8 shows the structure of the Monte Carlo simulation tool for hot carrier transport

in germanium used in this work. The MC package is a stand alone program based on

Matlab [119] and was developed to describe charge migration in the EDELWEISS detec-

tors [120]. Actually this tool is reviewed and adjusted to results from charge migration

experiments within EDELWEISS on a regular basis. Especially within this work, we found

that at high electric fields the holes transport anisotropy has a measurable effect on the

by atoms in the amorphous layer.
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Figure 3.9: Results from

electric field and potential

simulations. The geometry of

the detector is chosen accord-

ing to the prototype detector.

The electrodes are fully inter-

leaved and the cylindric detec-

tor has a radius r = 2.4 cm

and a height h = 2.0 cm. As

the detector is cylindric, it

has rotational symmetry and

a two-dimensional simulation

with r ≥ 0 cm describes the

whole set-up.

detector performance (see sec. 6.7.2). Therefore an implementation of the hole transport

anisotropy is planned for the next version of the hot carrier transport tool.

The different parts of the simulation package are explained in this section. The software

needs as input the actual geometry of the detector and the voltages that are applied to the

electrodes. These informations allow a calculation of the electric potentials and electric

fields in the germanium crystal. The calculation is based on the finite element method and

is presented in sec. 3.4.1. The electric field maps are used to determine drift velocities,

intervalley transition rates and trapping lengths of the charge carrier at every point in the

crystal according the measurements presented in the last section. In addition, the maps

of the electric potential of the individual electrodes, the so-called weighting potentials,

allow to calculate the induced charges for each electrode by using the Shockley-Ramo

theorem (sec. 3.4.2). An introduction to the calculation of the motion of the charge carriers

is given in sec. 3.4.3. Examples for trajectories and ionization signals are presented in

sec. 3.4.5. Eventually, the simulation calculates the heat signals based on the Neganov-

Trofimov-Luke effect which is explained in sec. 3.4.6. In order to be able to compare

the simulated ionization signal with experimental data, the locations of simulated energy

deposits in the crystal have to agree with expectations from the experimental set-up. Since

experimental results from a calibration experiment with an 241Am are presented in this

thesis, we simulated energy deposits according to this source. Details are explained in

section 3.4.7.

3.4.1 Calculation of the electric field

The results for electric potentials and electric fields in our prototype detector are shown

in figure 3.9. The EDELWEISS detectors have a cylindrical shape, and therefore a two-

dimensional field map describes the complete set-up. The calculation was performe using

the Partial Differential Equation Toolbox [121] of Matlab, which is based on the finite

element method.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the

calculation of induced charge on an

electrode with the Shockley-Ramo

theorem. The induced charge on

electrode A (violet rectangles for

h > 0 cm) for a charge carrier q,

moving from r1 to r2, is ∆QA =

−q (V01 − V02), where V01 and V02

are the potentials at the two posi-

tions. The color bar on the right rep-

resents the weighting potential, rang-

ing from 0 to 1.

The prototype detector has the same fully interleaved electrode design (FID) as the

EDELWEISS detectors installed in the Modane underground laboratory (see sec. 2.2).

Ring electrodes cover all surfaces of the crystal and are interconnected leading to 4 types

of electrodes. The electrode biasing was chosen similar to the configuration which is used

for the standard WIMP search mode in EDELWEISS. This means that two electrodes are

used as a veto to allow rejection of surface events and the electric field is kept in a low

electric field range (≈ 1 V/cm). In figure 3.9 the violet rectangles on the upper half of

the detector at heights h > 0 cm are schematic for the top veto electrodes with a voltage

Va = 0.0 V, the ones on the lower half at heights h < 0 cm are the bottom veto electrodes

with Vc = 0.0 V. The green rectangles on the upper half represent the top collecting

electrodes and were biased with Vb = +2.0 V, the ones on the lower half are the so-called

bottom collecting electrodes with Vd = −2.0 V. This prototype detector is smaller than

the FID800 detectors and has a radius r = 2.4 cm and height h = 2.0 cm. In order to

provide an adequate description of the experiment, the copper casing of the detector at

ground potential was included in the finite element simulation. As the outer copper box is

grounded, it affects the electric field lines at the surface of the detector. Only the electric

field lines inside the crystal are shown in figure 3.9.

3.4.2 Application of the Shockley-Ramo theorem

The Shockley-Ramo theorem [122, 123] allows a straight forward way to calculate the

induced Q on an electrode created by a moving charge q. Originally it was developed

for the case of a charge carrier moving in a vacuum tube, but it can be extended to

semiconductor detectors [124].

Two two basic equations connect the induced charge Q and the current I on an electrode

by a moving point charge q with the weighting potential V0 and the weighting field E0 via
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Q = −qV0(r) and I = qvE0 (r) , (3.6)

where v is the drift velocity of the charge at position r. The weighting potential and the

weighting field are calculated independently for every read-out electrode. As the prototype

detector has 4 electrodes, we had to determine 4 weighting potential maps. The weighting

potential and field of a specific electrode is calculated by simulating the electric fields and

potential for a case where the potential of this electrode is set to a unit potential of 1 and

all other electrodes are set to a potential of 0.

Figure 3.10 shows the weighting potential for the A electrode (violet rectangles in the

upper half) of the detector. When a charge carrier moves from the position r1 to r2

and the weighting potential changes from V01 to V02, the induced charge on electrode A

is ∆QA = −q (V01 − V02) (see eq. 3.6). In addition, the weighting potential map shows

that the induced charge on an electrode is larger the smaller the distance between drifting

charge carrier and electrode is. It also becomes clear that a moving charge carrier induces

charge on all electrodes, regardless whether a charge carrier is collected at this electrode

or not. The difference between electrodes that collect charges and electrodes which do not

is, that the net amplitude of the ionization signal is only non-zero for electrodes which

finally collect charges. Not that this statement only holds if no trapping occurs. In case a

charge carrier is trapped, a net ionization signal remains even on electrodes which are not

collecting any charge. The net ionization amplitude then again depends on the distance to

the electrode in which the trapped carrier was drifted. In order to calculate the induced

charge signal for a moving charge carrier, firstly one has to calculate the path of the carrier,

which is then described by the positions r1 to rn, where n is the number of steps necessary

for a carrier to reach the electrode or to be trapped. Secondly, the induced charge on an

electrode is calculated for every step via

Qn+1 = −q (V0(rn+1)− V0(rn)) . (3.7)

As the steps are discretized in propagation time for the charge carriers (see sec. 3.4.3), the

induced electrode signal can be expressed in dependence of time. We see that the Shockley-

Ramo theorem is a very powerful tool that solves the problem of a moving charge in an

electric field by simplifying it to electrostatics at each path position of the charge carrier.

A good overview, including some examples for the application, can be found in [125].

3.4.3 Extraction of the motion of electrons and holes

In the following an overview of the part of the simulation is given which processes the

motion of electrons and holes. Details can be found in [126]. Initially the start positions

of the e−/h+-pairs are chosen by randomly picking a position in a creation volume defined

by eq. 3.2 around the location of the primary energy deposit. As no Coulomb interactions

between the charge carriers are taken into account, every charge carrier is propagated

independently. The carrier motion is discretized, and during one step the drift velocity
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Figure 3.11: Example of simulated trajecto-

ries of electrons and holes in a fully interleaved

EDELWEISS detector. The gray rings on top,

bottom and lateral surface represent the detec-

tor electrodes. Blue, green, violet, gray lines

represent the electron trajectories. The blue

dots mark the locations of intervalley transi-

tions. Red lines represent the hole trajectories.

The green arrow points in the direction of the

electric field ([100]-direction).

of the carrier is assumed to be constant. The typical time for one step is ∆t = 5 ns,

however the time intervals can be shortened if the drift velocity changes more than a

certain threshold between two steps. Before and after every step, the positions of the charge

carriers, the simulated time, the electric fields and the drift velocities are determined, as

well as the induced charges on all electrodes according to eq. 3.7. In addition, the Monte

Carlo method is used to decide whether an electron undergoes an intervalley transition

or a charge carrier is trapped. If no transition or no trapping occurs, the probability for

intervalley transition and trapping after the next step increases and is taken into account

by the simulation. The simulation stops if at the end of a step, the carrier is located at

an electrode or at the surface. Technically the simulation stops when the charge carriers

are located within 200 nm distance from electrodes or surfaces. After the simulation is

stopped, carrier paths, timing, induced charge signals, as well as the heat signal6 and

positions, where charges were trapped, are stored. This allows to reconstruct the time-

resolved ionization signals.

Actually the simulation does not simulate each created charge carrier, as the number of

computations would be huge. As we saw before, the energy needed to create an e−/h+-pair

is 3 eV. Therefore, an energy deposit of 60 keV leads to the creation of 20000 e−/h+-pairs

which would need a lot of computation time. Hence, charge carriers are treated as charge

packages with a total charge of qpack = Ncaq, where Nca is the number of charge carriers

per package. A typical number of packages created which has shown to be sufficient to

describe the carrier motion in the crystal properly, is Npack = 100. It follows that for a

60 keV energy deposit one charge package typically contains Nca = 200 electrons or holes.

3.4.4 Trajectories of electrons and holes

Figure 3.11 shows an example of trajectories of electrons and holes in a FID EDELWEISS

prototype detector. The charge carriers were created in an interaction in the bulk region of

6The heat signal is simulated according to the Neganov-Trofimov-Luke formula presented in eq. 2.4.

No simulation of phonons is performed.
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Figure 3.12: Simulated time-resolved ionization signals for the four interleaved electrodes A,B,C,D

for the prototype detector used in this work. Voltage configuration on the electrodes was VA =

VC = 0 V and VB = −VD = +2.0 V. Left: surface event located at the bottom of the detector; right:

bulk event. Solid red line: bottom collecting electrode D, solid blue line: top collecting electrode

B, dashed red line: top veto (A), dashed blue line: bottom veto electrode (C). Further explanation

see text.

the detector, where the electric field lines are parallel to the z-axis of the cylindric detector.

We clearly see the effect of the electron transport anisotropy, as the electron trajectories

approximately lay on the surface of a cone with an opening angle of 2 · 35◦. The electron

trajectories are marked by 4 different colors which represent the 4 different L-valleys of

the conduction band. The actual color of a trajectory contains the information to which

L-valley the electron belongs. Intervalley transitions of electrons are marked by the blue

dots and, as discussed in sec. 3.3.2, they cause an instantaneous change of drift direction

for the scattered electron. In this example, the transport anisotropy of electrons, as well

as intervalley transitions, cause a collection of the signals on 6 ring electrodes. We stress,

however that these 6 rings belong to one electrode, which is here the top collecting electrode

named B throughout this thesis (see fig. 4.1). In comparison to the electron trajectories,

the hole trajectories are straightforward (red lines) and they follow the electric field lines.

Therefore holes are collected on one electrode ring which belongs to the bottom collecting

electrode D.

3.4.5 Time-resolved ionization signal

In this section, we discuss the development in time of ionization signals on the four elec-

trodes A,B,C,D, resulting from the charge migration simulation used in this thesis. We

focus on two examples based on two energy deposit with a primary energy of 59.5 keV but

at different locations in the cylindric detector. The voltage configuration at the electrodes

was the same for both examples with VA = VC = 0 V and VB = −VD = +2.0 V. The electric

field and potential map resulting from this configuration was already shown in fig. 3.9.
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The first example event is a surface event, where the e−/h+-pairs were created by an

interaction close to the bottom surface, at a radius r = 0.88 cm and a height h = 0.85 cm.

In this region the electric field lines are parallel to the surface and inter-connect the C and

D electrodes (see fig. 3.9). Therefore holes are collected at the C and electrons at the D

electrode (see fig. 3.12 left). As no charge carrier are collected at the A and B electrode, the

net ionization signal is zero, although a small bump occurs, as electrons and holes induce

charge while they are drifted.

The second exemplary event is a bulk event, where the e−/h+-pairs were created by

an interaction in the bulk region, at a radius r = 0.72 cm and a height h = 0.79 cm. As

the electric field lines in this region are parallel to the z-axis of the crystal, electrons and

holes are drifted to the collecting electrodes B and D on the opposite sides of the detector.

The actual shapes of the ionization signals in the B and D channels are consistent with the

positions where the e−/h+- pairs were created. As shown in fig. 3.12 right, the ionization

signal in the D channel has a steep slope at the beginning. Therefore the charge carriers

were created closer to the D electrode than to the B electrode, as the induced charge per

drift length of the carrier is larger close to an electrode (see sec. 3.4.2). We clearly see

that the ionization signal in the B channel is steeper at the end of the signal, when the

electrons start to drift closer to the B electrode. The net ionization amplitudes for this bulk

event, reveals also the effect of trapping: The net amplitude in the D channel is 59.5 keVee,

as expected from the simulated energy deposit. In contrast to that the net amplitude in

the B channel is reduced to 57 keVee and in addition the induced signal on the A and C

electrodes also show small net ionization amplitude of about 1 keVee, although no charge

carriers were collected by these electrodes.

If we compare the timing of the two signals in fig. 3.12, we see that the ionization

signals of surface events have a much faster collection time than bulk events. In this case

the charge of the surface event is collected after around 50 ns, whereas the collection time

of the bulk event is around 1µs. There are two reason for this difference in collection time.

Firstly, e−/h+-pairs created by a surface event have to migrate a much shorter distance

than e−/h+-pairs created by the bulk events. Secondly the drift velocities for electrons

and holes are field dependent (see sec. 3.6). At the surface the electric field is ≈ 12 V/cm,

whereas it is only about ≈ 2 V/cm in the bulk. Therefore the drift velocities of electrons

and holes are about a factor 1.5 higher, when they are drifted along the surface electric field

lines than along the bulk field lines. In section 2.2, it was described that the net amplitudes

on the different sets of electrodes can be used for surface event rejection. From the timing

of the pulses shown here, we clearly see that also the collection time of ionization signals

depends on the event location. Therefore the collection time and shape of the ionization

signals can also be a parameter for surface event discrimination. The potential of such a

pulse-shape analysis will be described in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic view of the ex-

perimental set-up with an 241Am source

with locations of energy deposits in the

detector based Monte Carlo simulation.

Field lines are shown for a voltage con-

figuration with VA = VC = 0 V and

VB = −VD = +2.0 V. Red: bulk events,

green: surface events. Details see text.

3.4.6 Heat signals extracted from charge migration simulations

As already mentioned, the simulation package presented in this chapter also allows to

calculate the heat signals. Although it does not include any processes of phonon production

and migration. It simply calculates the heat signal based on the Neganov-Trofimov-Luke

formula (see eq. 2.4). Especially at high electric fields, the heat signals are dominated by the

phonon signals originating from drifting electron hole pairs. Therefore the measurement of

the heat signals is actually a measurement of the ionization energies, and charge migration

processes affect the heat signals. Therefore a study of heat signals at high electric field is

equivalent with a study of charge migration processes in HPGe crystals.

3.4.7 Modeling of γ-ray interactions

The analysis presented in this thesis is based on the comparison of simulations with ex-

perimental data. Thus, we had to implement the experimental set-up in our simulation

tool. In figure 3.13 the schematic set-up is shown. Above the center electrode of the de-

tector a 241Am source was placed. Between source and crystal surface a lead layer with

1 mm thickness was placed in order to reduce the interaction rate in the detector to a level

of 1 event/s. In addition, the lead layer nearly blocks all radiation of the 241Am source,

despite the 59.5 keV γ-rays.

The energy deposits caused by the 241Am were simulated using simplified Monte Carlo

method based on the following assumption7:

7Energy deposits can be modeled using simulation tools like GEANT4, which allow full tracking. How-

ever for our analysis the simplified model is sufficient.
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• The 241Am source is assumed to be point-like emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays isotropically.

This assumption is justified, as radiation with smaller energy, is anyway blocked by

the Pb layer.

• Only single energy deposits are allowed in the Pb layer and in the Ge crystal. As pho-

toelectric absorption is dominant for γ-rays with energies below 100 keV (90 % [127] of

all interactions), Compton scattering leading to multiple interaction can be neglected

in a first approximation.

• The γ-rays can be stopped in the lead layer with a probability defined by the pene-

tration depth of 59.5 keV γ-rays in lead which is λPb ≈ 0.18 mm. If they are stopped,

they are removed from the simulation.

• The locations of the γ-ray interaction in the Ge crystal are determined by using the

penetration depth8 of 59.5 keV γ-rays in Ge which is λGe ≈ 1 mm.

As the energy deposits caused by the 241Am are mainly located in the near surface

region, we show only the upper half of the detector in figure 3.13. The simulated event

locations are marked by green and red dots. The events where grouped in surface and bulk

events according to the net ionization amplitudes on the 4 sets of electrodes:

• Surface event (green dots): |A| > 0.5 keVee ∨ |C| > 0.5 keVee

• Bulk event (red dots): |A| < 0.5 keVee ∧ |C| < 0.5 keVee

In addition the electric field lines are shown which demonstrate nicely the connection

between the shape of the electric field lines and the event categories. For bulk events the

electric field lines connect top and bottom collecting electrode and for surface events the

field lines connect veto and collecting electrode.

8The values for the penetration depths of 59.5 keV γ-rays in Pb and Ge are taken from [128].
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4. Calibration experiment with a HPGe prototype detector

The aim of this thesis was to analyse charge migration processes in the High Purity Ger-

manium (HPGe) crystals of the EDELWEISS experiment. We especially focused on time-

resolved measurements of ionization signals and voltage-assisted heat detection with bias

fields up to 50 V/cm. As both operations modes were not yet studied in detail for the

EDELWEISS detectors in the Modane underground laboratory, we performed a calibra-

tion experiment with a HPGe prototype detector in a ground experiment at the Centre de

Sciences Nucléaires et de Sciences de la Matière (CSNSM) in Orsay, France.

We mainly used an 241Am calibration source which was shielded with a 1 mm lead layer.

The lead layer was installed to reduce the event rate in the detector and to avoid pile-up

pulses. The lead layer had the additional effect that almost exclusively 59.5 keV γ-rays

could pass it, providing us with an almost monoenergetic source. In addition, energy

deposits from 59.5 keV γ-rays are high enough to be detectable in the ionization and heat

channels. Furthermore, the energy deposits occur in the surface region as well as in the bulk

region which enabled us to study events originating from different regions of the detector.

The experimental set-up is shown in fig. 4.1 and the different parts are explained in this

chapter. In sec. 4.1, we start with a description of the prototype HPGe detectors and it

interleaved ring electrode design which is very similar to the FID800 EDELWEISS design.

One of our main goals was to operate the detector at high electrode biases, which made a

special surface treatment mandatory in order to avoid leakage current between neighboring

electrodes. As the detector was also used as bolometer, it had to be operated at cryogenic

temperature which was reached with a 3He/4He-dilution refrigerator (see sec. 4.2). The

electronic read out circuits for the ionization channels and the heat channel, which mea-

sures the heat energy as temperature rise with a NTD Ge thermistor, are presented in

section 4.3. As ionization signals, especially originating from surface events, can have very

short physical transition time, the band-width limit of the ionization channels had to be

considered for a final comparison of simulation and data. For the calorimetric detection,

the bias current for the NTD Ge thermistor had to be optimized in order to provide the

best Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The calibration sources are presented in sec. 4.4. We

mainly used the 241Am source but for some measurements also 109Cd sources were installed.

In order to provide a good detector performance, the detector was reset on a regular basis

with LEDs (see sec. 4.5).

Finally, examples for measured time-resolved signals are shown in sec. 4.6. This the-

sis covers two measurement periods with different focus. The first measurements were

performed to evaluate time-resolved ionization signals, wherefore a window triggered data

acquisition system with a typical sampling frequency of 100 MHz was used, which was

necessary to resolve the transient time. The second measurement period focused on heat

signals. As heat pulses are slower than the ionization signals with typical rise and decay

55
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Figure 4.1: Left: Schematic of the detector set-up. The 4 types of electrodes are named A,B,C,D

and can be biased separately. As the 241Am calibration source, which we mainly used for the

measurements presented in this work, faces the detector side covered by the A and B electrodes,

we will refer throughout this work to the A and B electrodes as top electrodes. The detector is

held in the copper casing by Teflon clamps, which are not shown here. In addition to the 241Am

source, partially three 109Cd sources were installed. L1 to L6 refer to a set of LEDs, which were

used for regeneration. The whole casing could be screwed to the experimental platform via a copper

cylinder (right).

time in the ms-range, we used a data acquisition system with a lower sampling frequency

of 20 kHz, which allowed us to store data continuously.

4.1 Electrode design and fabrication of a FID prototype detector

The HPGe prototype detector used in this work is smaller than the FID800 detectors used

in the EDELWEISS-III phase (see chap. 2). It has a mass of 200 g and a cylindric shape

with a radius of r = 2.4 cm and a height of h = 2 cm. However, the electrode design is very

similar, and specific parameters are described in the following.

4.1.1 Fully Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design

As shown in figure 4.1 left, our FID200 prototype detector is surrounded by a copper

casing, in which it is held by Teflon clamps. A copper cylinder on top of the casing, allows

to screw the detector to the experimental platform of the cryostat (see fig. 4.1 right). The

FID200 detector has the Fully Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design with ring electrodes

covering top, bottom and lateral surfaces of the HPGe crystal (see fig. 4.2 right). The ring
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Figure 4.2: Left: Picture of the the FID200 prototype detector used in this thesis. The detector

is hold in a copper casing by Teflon clamps. The NTD Ge thermistor is glued to the center C

electrode ring. Ring electrodes and NTD Ge thermistor are connected via Aluminum bonds with

the connector bridge to the cryostat. Right: Schematic of the FID electrode design (from [129]).

For further details see text.

electrodes are made of aluminum and have a height of 200 nm. The typical width of a ring

is w = 150µm, however the center and the corner electrodes are broader with a width in

the order of 3 mm. The distance between the ring electrodes is d ≈ 5 mm and therefore

about a factor 2 larger than for the FID800 detectors. This change was made in order to

avoid leakage currents in case the detector is operated at high electrode biases. Actually

the FID200 detector could hold electrode biases up to ∆V = 100 V (see sec. 6.4).

The ring electrodes form 4 types of electrodes A,B,C,D as shown in fig. 4.1 left, which

can be biased individually. The ring electrodes of one type are connected by aluminum

bonds and end at connector bridge to the cryostat as shown in fig. 4.2 left. This picture

also shows the NTD Ge thermistor, which is used to measure the heat signal. It is glued

to the center electrode of the C-type electrode.

4.1.2 Surface passivation and etching

As we wanted to use the FID200 prototype especially for calibration measurements at high

electrode biases, we had to put attention to leakage currents. Particularly, neighboring

ring electrodes are critical. Even small leakage currents can limit the detector performance

as the inject noise in the ionization channels as well as in the heat channels. For leakage

currents above typically 2 pA, we even observed a heating of or detector, which made

operation impossible.

As mentioned in the last section, problems arising from leakage currents were already

considered for the FID electrode design. The distances between the ring electrode of the

FID200 detector are are larger than for the FID800 detectors. In addition, before the Al

electrodes are evaporated, the surface is passivated with an amorphous Ge layer. However

this passivation is mainly done to avoid open bonds of crystal atoms at the surface, which

can act as trapping centers (see sec. 3.3.4). Effectively, some EDELWEISS detectors showed
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Figure 4.3: Left: Optical picture of the top surface of the presented FID prototype detector after

XeF2 dry etching. The surface is not shiny anymore. Right: Image of the germanium surface made

with a scanning electron microscope. We mark the scratches and craters caused by the etching

process. The scale is 1µm. Pictures from [130] .

already significant leakage currents for electrode biases between two electrodes of 1 V [130].

Therefore the EDELWEISS collaboration developed a dry etching process with XeF2, which

was also applied to our FID200 detector. The complete detector, including the electrodes,

is put in a vacuum and XeF2 is injected in cycles. The main chemical reaction is

Ge + 2XeF2 → GeF2 + 2Xe , (4.1)

where both products GeF2 and 2Xe are in the gas phase and can be pumped out. By

repeating the cycle the strength of the etching can be regulated. The limiting factor for

this process is the thickness of the electrodes, as also aluminum is etched by 2XeF2, but

the rate is much slower than for Ge. This technique has proved to be very sufficient for

avoiding leakage current for the EDELWEISS detectors and 19 of 20 detectors dry etched

with XeF2 showed no leakage currents above 1 pA. In sec. 5.5, we show that dry etching

also solved the problem of leakage currents in our detector.

However this etching technique reduces leakage currents, it is quite destructive. In

figure 4.3 left an optical image of the surface of the FID200 detector after XeF2 dry etching

is shown and in comparison to our expectation of a shiny surface, the reflectivity is reduced.

The image of the surface, made with a scanning electron microscope, (see fig. 4.3 right)

reveals scratches and craters all over the surface. Some of the crater and scratches are

quite large and may penetrate deeply in the crystal (mm-range). As they can act as

trapping centers, they are very critical for the detector performance and their effect on

charge migration processes is not known yet.

4.2 Dilution refrigerator

As already described in sec. 2.4, the temperature rise in a calorimeter caused by an energy

deposit is inverse proportional to the heat capacity. As the heat capacity decreases with
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Figure 4.4: Left: Schematic of the inner part of a 3He/4He-dilution refrigerator. Right: Design of

a commercial dilution refrigerator. Images from [70] and [131].

temperature, a low operation temperature in the mK-range is necessary to measure a

significant temperature rise.

For our experiments, the former EDELWEISS-I cryostat [132], used for the WIMP

search with a sapphire detector, was used. Currently, the base temperature of this cryo-

stat is 21 mK, which allowed as a stable temperature regulation at T = 23 mK. The base

temperature is actually expected to be lower, at least T = 16 mK, however loses of 3Hedue

to temporarily leaks in the 3He/4Hecircuit, have decreased the cooling power. The dilution

refrigerator has to the advantage to be build on ultra radio pure materials and therefore

provides a very low background radioactivity. As the cryostat is located in the ground

laboratory at CSNSM in Orsay, France, it is not shielded against cosmic muons, which

contribute to the background, especially at high energies (MeV-range). The cryostat is

equipped anti shock system, significantly reducing the contribution of mechanical vibra-

tions to the noise. In addition, the electric circuits are installed with great care to avoid

noise from different electric masses.

The components and the working principle of a cryostat with a 3He/4He-dilution unit are

explained in the following. The cryostat consists of several stages. The outer vessel contains

liquid nitrogen, which cools the whole set-up to 77 K. It is followed by a liquid 4Hecontainer,

allowing a cool down to 4 K. By pumping the 4He-liquid, the temperature can be further

lowered to around 1.5 K. The most inner part contains the 3He/4He-dilution circuit and
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can, depending on the specific performance, cool down the experimental platform to 5 mK.

The minimal temperature reached with such a system was 1.75 mK [133].

A scheme of the the inner 3He/4He-circuit is shown in figure 4.4. The main parts

contain the mixing chamber, where the minimal temperature is reached, the still and

the counterflow heat exchanger. The whole cooling process is based on the property of
3He/4Hemixtures at T = 0 K to have two phases, which are separated by the so-called

miscibility gap. There is the heavier phase, which consists of 4He-liquid in which 6.5 %
3He-liquid are dissolved. On top floats the lighter phase, which consists of pure 3He-

liquid. If the 3Heconcentration in the mixed phase falls below 6.5 %, additional 3He-liquid

is dissolved from the pure 3He-phase. This process has the same effect as a gas expanding

in a vacuum (Joule-Thomson effect) and leads to cooling.

The cooling circle is driven by pumping on the still, which has a temperature around

0.7 K. As the vapor pressure of 3Heis less than for 4He, 90 % of the gas in the still consists of
3Heatoms, whereas the liquid contains less than 1 % of liquid 3He. The still is connected to

the mixing chamber and pumping creates a concentration gradient for 3Hebetween still and

mixing chamber. As a consequence 3Heis pumped to the still and reduces the 3Hecontent

in the mixed phase. Additional 3He-liquid from the pure phase can then dissolve in the

dilute phase and leads to a cooling effect. The almost pure 3Hegas in the still is cleaned

and then passed through a flow impedance so that it condenses. While flowing down to the

mixing chamber, the liquid is pre-cooled by heat exchange with the still and the upcoming

gas from the dilute phase. An important role is played by the heat exchanger. The down

coming warm liquid flows in a pipe covered by a tube (continuous heat exchanger) with

upcoming cold 3Hefrom the dilute phase. In addition there are so called step heat exchanger

with guarantee a high contact area between concentrated and dilute phase (see e.g. [134]).

4.3 Electronic set-up and noise spectrum

In the following a very brief introduction to the electronic circuits for ionization/charge

and heat channels are given. For the ionization channel, we present the measurement of

band-width, as this was necessary to compare rise time simulations with data (see sec. 5.2).

For the heat channel, we show the results for the optimization of the NTD Ge thermistor

bias current.

4.3.1 Charge measurement

The electronic read-out scheme for the charge signals is shown in figure 4.5. As preamplifiers

field effect transitors (FETs)1 are used. As the FETs were installed at the 4 K stage of the

cryostat, we had to heat them via a heating resistance for around 1 min before operation.

A re-coupling system is used to hold the detector at a constant bias. The connecting cables

between the FETs at the 4 K stage to the outside of the cryostat are the critical parts of

1A detailed explanation and introduction to field effect transistors can be found in [136]
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the electronic read-out used for the charge signals, showing the different

temperature stages of the cryostat. The detector is installed at the 20 mK stage, the Field Effect

Transistors (FETs) follow at the 4 K stage. Charge amplifiers and post amplifiers are placed outside

the cryostat at room temperature. Figure after [135] .

Figure 4.6: Noise spectrum for ionization channel B. Left: Overall spectrum based on the Fourier

analysis of the part of the signals recorded before the transient region (see fig. 4.6.1). Right: Zoom

in the region of the band-width limitation. In a first approximation the noise spectrum agrees with

a first order Butterworth filter (red line) with a cut-off frequency of 5 MHz at −3 dB (green lines).

the experimental set-up, as no changes can be made while the cryostat is cooled down.

Therefore they have to be treated very carefully. Post amplifiers are installed outside the

cryostat before the signal is feed into a data acquisition system. The electrodes are biased

by a battery source, which uses the cryostat as electric mass. The batteries are installed

at room temperatures with cables going down to coldest stage of the cryostat, where the

detector is installed.

The measured noise spectrum of the B ionization channel is shown in figure 4.6. Actually

the noise spectra for the other channels look very similar. On the left the overall spectrum
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of

the electronic read-out for the

heat channel showing the dif-

ferent temperature stages of

the cryostat.

Figure 4.8: Measured

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

versus NTD Ge thermistor

bias Ibias at T = 23 mK. The

optimal bias with a maximal

SNR was Ibias = 4.5 nA.

is shown and on the right a zoom in the cut-off region. The shape as well as the position

of the plateau is in good agreement with earlier measurements on the set-up [135]. In a

first approximation the experimental noise spectrum follows the shape of a Butterworth

low pass filter of first order. The red line is a fit to the experimental noise spectrum using

a Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 MHz. To know the band width of the

experimental set-up is very crucial for this work. The aim of this work was to perform

a pulse-shape analysis of the charge signals. In sec. 3.4.5, we saw that ionization signal

from interaction close to the surface can have very short physical collection times in the

order of 100 ns. In this case the band-width limitation of the experimental set-up will

affect this signals. For the comparison of simulated ionization signals with experimental

pulses, it is therefore important to take the band-width limitation into account. This is

done by filtering simulated signals with the appropriate filter according to the measurement

presented in figure 4.6. A detailed description of the electronics and the noise spectrum

for experimental set-up can be found in [135]. In [93] the EDELWEISS electronics are

described in detail.
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4.3.2 Heat measurement

A schematic of the electronic set-up for the heat read-out is shown in figure 4.7. The

NTD Ge thermistor is biased with a constant current, which is provided by a voltage

source and a load resistance of 10 MOhm, which are both installed at room temperature.

The JFET transistor is installed on the 4 K stage. This so-called DC biasing of the NTD

Ge thermistor is different from the approach used for the EDELWEISS detectors in the

Modane underground laboratory. The NTD Ge thermistors in EDELWEISS are biased

with a square modulated current of 500 Hz. The advantage here is that the noise is not

affected by this modulation and can be separated from the actual signals. For a detailed

explanation see [93] and [98].

The sensitivity of the NTD Ge thermistor varies with the bias current and with the

temperature of the device, as well as the read-out noise of the device. To determine the

optimal operation parameters for the NTD Ge thermistor the Signal-to-Noise (SNR) in

dependence of the applied current was measured for every operation temperature. The

signal were generated by an LED with an absorption length of 1.67µm, which is facing

the center electrode of the top surface (see fig. 4.1). The LED is installed in-between the

lead shield and the detector. As the detector was mainly operated at T = 23 mK, the

sensitivity curve for this temperature is shown in figure 4.8. The optimal bias Ibias with

maximal SNR at T = 23 mK was Ibias = 4.5 nA.

4.4 Calibration sources

The aim of this work was to study the prototype detector in the low energy regime Erec <

100 keVee. Therefore 241Am and 109Cd were used as calibration sources. The experimental

set-up and the positions of the sources are shown in figure 4.1 left.

The 241Am source is shielded by a 1 mm lead layer from the detector surface. This

reduces the event in the detector to around 1 Bq and reduces the amount of pile-up pulses.
241Am decays to 100 % via α-decay to 237Np

∗
. In 84.6 % of all cases the excited state of

237Np
∗

deexcites by emitting a 59.5 keV γ-ray. Their exists other deexcitation chains for
237Np∗, which lead to γ-rays with lower energy, but with decreasing energy the probability

for absorption in the lead layer increases [137] and this γ-rays are absorbed before reaching

the detector. The α particles, caused by the decay of 241Am are as well shielded by the

lead layer. For that reason 241Am calibration source can be assumed to be mono energetic,

producing nearly exclusively energy deposits of 59. keV in the detector. The 59.5 keV γ-

rays can interact in Ge either via the photo electric effect and deposit there total amount

of energy in one interactions (90 % of all interactions for γ-rays with an energy of 59.5 keV)

or they interact more than once via the Compton effect (10 % of all interactions) [127].

The absorption depth for a 59.5 keV γ-ray in Ge is λGe(59.5 keV) = 1 mm [128]. Therefore

the 241Am source causes interactions in the surface and bulk region and allows to study

events from different regions in the detector.
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LED number LED ref. Wave length in µm Aborption length

L1, L6 L7866 1.3µm ≈ 1µm

L3, L4 L7850 1.45µm 400µm

L2, L5 L8245 1.65µm 17 cm

Table 4.1: Wave length and absorption length for the different infrared LEDs used for regeneration.

The LED number refers to position of the LED in the experimental set-up (see fig. 4.1). The LED

reference numbers are the product numbers according to the company Hamamatsu. Data from [139].

For parts of the measurement three 109Cd sources were installed facing the top, bottom

an lateral surface (see fig. 4.1 left). The event rate for this sources was small in comparison

to the 241Am source (< 1 Bq), therefore pile-up events from this sources were not relevant.
109Cd decays via electron capture: 109Cd →109 Ag∗ →109 Ag. The excited 109Ag∗ state

is reached via e− + p → n + νe and a prompt X-ray with an energy of 22 keV or 25 keV

is emitted [138]. The deexcitation of the 109Ag∗ releases γ-rays with an total energy of

88 keV, which can take different paths. In 4 % of the cases a single γ-ray with 88 keV is

emitted. In the other cases the excitation energy is transfered to one of the electrons in

the outer shells of the 109Ag∗ atom and it is set free. This Auger electron has an energy

according to the difference between the 88 keV excitation energy and the binding energy of

the shell from which the electron is emitted. In 41 % of the cases the deexcitation of 109Ag∗
leads to an Auger electron with an energy of 62.5 keV originating from the K shell, in 45 %

of the cases the Auger electron has an energy of 84 keV and originates from the L shell and

in 10 % of the cases the Auger electron has an energy of 87 keV. The corresponding X-rays

have energies of 25.5 keV, 4 keV or 1 keV. The sum of electron plus X-ray energy is always

88 keV. The absorption length of a 88 keV γ-ray in Ge is λGe(88 keV) = 2.5 mm [128].

4.5 Detector regeneration with infrared LEDs

A detector reset on a regular basis is important, as the detector performance degenerates

over time. As described in sec. 3.3.4 electrons and holes can be trapped by neutral dopant

impurities before they are collected by the electrodes. Besides a reduced ionization signal,

this causes a charged impurity in the HPGe crystal. Therefore with operation time of the

detector, more and more charged impurities occur and lead to space-charge build up and

alters the electric field in the crystal. Clearly this reduces the charge collection efficiency

and has to be avoided. An example for a measurement affected by degradation is discussed

in sec. 5.5.

Therefore the detector is regenerated on a regular basis, typically after every measure-

ment. All electrodes are shorted to ground and the detector is irradiated with infrared

light from 6 LEDs (see tab. 4.1 and fig. 4.1 left). The photons emitted by the LEDs, pro-

duce e−/h+-pairs, which are then drifted in the electric field of the charged impurities and
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neutralize them. The density of trapping centers varies for different detector regions and

is especially high in the surface region. At the surface open bonds of Ge crystal atoms,

as well as dislocations, e.g. scratches from the XeF2-etching (see sec. 4.1.2), enhance the

trapping center density in comparison to the bulk region, where only dopant impurities

contribute. Therefore the used reset LEDs have different absorption lengths, especially

allowing to efficiently neutralize space-charge build up in the surface region [139].

For the reset process the LEDs were operated one after the other. A function generator

was used to generate LED pulses with an energy of ≈ 1 MeV. This allowed a maximal

repetition rate of ≈ 1 ms. For higher rates the injected energy per time was so high that

the detector heated up. The energy of the pulse was determined by the length of the

pulse, typically in the range of a few hundred ns, and the applied voltage to the LED.

During the reset the ionization signals on all channels were observed. If no significant

ionization amplitudes was observed anymore the reset process was stooped. It typically

took around 1 h to reach a sufficient space-charge cancellation. If before the reset, the

detector was operated at high voltages, the reset took longer. The reset procedure was

performed after every measurement. The longest periods without reset were overnight

measurements, which lasted up to 12 h.

4.6 Data-acquisition of ionization and heat pulses

In this thesis two different analysis were performed. The first focused on pulse-shapes of

the ionization signals and therefore required a high data sampling frequency in the MHz-

range, as the transient times of the signals are in the 100 ns-range. The second part of this

thesis focused on heat pulse and amplitude analysis at different electrode biases. Therefore

a sampling frequency in the kHz was sufficient to reconstruct the signal amplitudes on all

channels properly. The slower sampling frequency allows to resolve the shape of the heat

pulses, which have rise and decay time in the ms-range. The data acquisition systems for

the two parts and example pulses are shown in this section.

4.6.1 Window triggered data acquisition with MHz-sampling for time-resolved

ionization measurements

The time-resolved charge signals were recorded with window triggered data acquisition

system based on oscilloscopes and stored with a labview program. The oscilloscopes provide

adequate sampling frequency of typical 100 MHz, which allowed to resolve the transient

regions of the ionization signals. The time window for every ionization pulse consisted of

5000 points. Depending on the sampling frequency the points belonged to time intervals of

5 ns to 40 ns. In y-direction the oscilloscopes provided a 8 bit resolution. From that follow

a discretization of the voltage amplitude of the charge signals in 256 points. The triggering

was also done with the oscilloscopes. Standardly we triggered on ionization channel B.

As electrode B is facing the 241Am source (fig. 4.1 left)) most event take place close to

this electrode. As channel B collects charge for surface event as well as for bulk events,
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Figure 4.9: Time-resolved charge signals for 3 ionization channels: A (dashed blue line), B (straight

red) line and D (straight blue) line. Left: surface event, right: bulk event. The voltage configuration

was VA = VC = 0 V and VB = VD = −2.0 V.

by triggering on channel B the maximal number of events is recorded in comparison to

triggering on one of the other ionization channels. Triggering on heat was not reasonable

here, as the heat signals were much slower than the ionization signals.

The time-resolved ionization signals recorded by channel A,B and D for two exemplary

events are shown in figure 4.9. The time step was 10 ns and the detector was operated in

a veto mode with VA = VC = 0 V and VB = VD = −2.0 V. The ionization signals shown in

theleft graphic were caused by a surface event. e−/h+-pairs were drifted to the A and B

electrodes, manifesting in a non-zero net amplitude in the A and B channels and zero net

amplitude in the D channel. The ionization signals shown in theright graphic were caused

by a bulk event. e−/h+-pairs were drifted to the B and D electrodes, manifesting in a

non-zero net amplitude in the B and D channels. The net amplitude in the A channel is

zero, although the induced signal by drifting electrons and holes showed up (see sec. 3.4.2).

In fig. 4.9 we see, that the ionization signals have a plateau before and after the tran-

sient region. As the transient regions of the pulses were adjusted to be in the center of

every triggered time window (around point 2500), the net ionization amplitudes could be

straightforward calculated from the difference of the mean value of the amplitudes of the

first 2000 points and the last 2000 points. Actually the ionization signals relax exponen-

tially but this did not show up as the relaxation times were much larger in size as the

triggered time window.

The next chapter 5 will present the results of a pulse-shape analysis of ionization signals,

with the rise time being the parameter of interest. The rise time was defined as the

time between 10 % and 90 % of the net amplitude signal in every channel. It is obvious

that a rise time can only be determined when the net signal amplitude is large than the

amplitudes of the baseline fluctuations and therefore depends on the resolution in the

ionization channels. Rise time extraction are typically possible for ionization amplitudes

larger than 50 keVee [96].
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Figure 4.10: Uncalibrated time-

resolved heat signal. The pulse orig-

inates from a 59.5 keV energy deposit

of a γ-ray emitted by the 241Am

source. The detector was operated

in planar mode with electrode biases

VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V.

For the the time-resolved measurement of the ionization signals, the veto electrodes

were always grounded to the cryostat mass. This was necessary as a strong leakage current

occurred in case the C electrode was biased. In addition, the ionization channel C electrode

appeared to be unconnected after cool down, so no data could be recorded for this channel.

As the 241Am source is facing the side with the A and B electrodes (see fig. 4.1), only few

events would cause a net signal on the C veto electrode and therefore the missing channel

was not crucial for our rise time study.

4.6.2 Continuous data acquisition with kHz-sampling at high electrode biases

The second part of this thesis was dedicated to the study of the performance of our pro-

totype detector at high electrodes biases. In this case, we used a data acquisition system,

which allowed us to take data continuously (data streaming). The sampling frequency was

20 kHz for all channels, which means the time intervals for the pulses was 50µs. This

frequency is obviously not high enough to resolve the transient regions of the ionization

signals but sufficient to extract their amplitudes. For the heat pulses the 20 kHz sampling

is high enough to resolve their pulse-shapes and also the transient regions. The advantages

of the continuous data taking are that data accumulation is fast and triggering can be

performed afterwards with different conditions. The most interesting trigger for this kind

of experiments is the heat channel, as especially for high voltages trigger levels as small

as 200 eVee were possible. In addition, triggering on heat provides the most complete data

set, as the trigger includes all events independently at which combination of electrodes it

was collected and also allows to study heat-only events with not signals in any ionization

channels.

In figure 4.10 an example heat pulse is shown. It was recorded for an operation of the

detector at high electrode biases, with the aim aim to study the Neganov-Trofimov-Luke

(NTL) effect. The time scale is larger than for the charge signals. For our detector the

rise time of the heat signal is in the order of 10 ms and much shorter than the ionization
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signals with rise times between 100 ns and 1µs. The rise time of the heat signals depends

on the thermalization processes in the detector and the NTD Ge thermistor (see sec. 2.4).

A study of the heat signals and a dedicated heat model for the EDELWEISS detectors can

be found in [69]. The decay time of the heat signal depends on the coupling to the thermal

bath. In this experiment gold wires were used for the connection and the decay time was

around 20 ms.
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The detectors of the direct dark matter search experiment EDELWEISS consist of High

Purity Germanium (HPGe) crystals operated at cryogenic temperatures (< 20 mK) and

typically at low electric fields (< 2 V/cm). A WIMP candidate is expected to elastically

scatter with a crystal Ge-nucleus and the created nuclear recoil is measured simultaneously

as heat and ionization signal. At low electric fields the heat energy H is proportional to

the recoil energy Erec and the ionization signal depends on the recoil type. Therefore, the

ionization yield Q = Eion/Erec can be used to discriminate nuclear recoils and electron

recoils, which are created by γ- and β-background radiation. Clearly, this method depends

on a full measurement of the ionization and heat energies. As especially in the near-

surface region of the detector, the ionization signal, which is proportional to the number of

electron/hole pairs created by the recoil, can be reduced by trapping effects and can lead to

a misinterpretation of the recoil type, a rejection of surface events is crucial. Therefore, the

EDELWEISS detectors have a special ring electrode design which allows the discrimination

of surface events by an independent measurement of the ionization amplitudes on different

sets of electrodes.

Clearly, the discrimination power of electron and nuclear recoils is strongly influenced by

the charge collection efficiency in the HPGe crystals. For the collection efficiency, surface

and bulk trapping, intervalley scattering and the drift velocities of electrons and holes play

the main role. As these properties determine the time dependence of the ionization signals,

pulse-shape analysis can be used to study charge migration processes in the HPGe crystal.

Especially the rise time of ionization signals is a good parameter to study the quality of

the detector performance and can even be used to discriminate surface events.

In this chapter, we present results of a study of electron and hole migration in the HPGe

crystals of the EDELWEISS experiment. Furthermore we analyze the potential of a surface

event discrimination based on ionization rise time. We make use of the comparison of hot

carrier transport simulations with data measured with an EDELWEISS-type detector.In

sec. 5.1, we describe the set-up for simulation and experiment, followed by a discussion

on the optimal way to extract the rise times of the ionization signals in sec. 5.2. The

results for the rise time distributions from simulations are discussed in sec. 5.3, as the

connection between rise time and event location is straightforward in this case. Also the

potential of a discrimination of surface events by using the rise times is presented in this

section, allowing to reject 95 % of the surface events. Afterwards, the simulated rise times

are compared with results from the experiment (sec. 5.4). We show that the rise time

distributions for simulation and experiment are in very good agreement. Thus, we can

conclude that charge migration processes included in the simulation tool for hot carrier

transport in HPGe crystals provide an adequate description of charge transport in the

EDELWEISS detectors. In addition, we show that a cut on the experimental rise times is

as sufficient for surface events rejection as expected from simulation.

69
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In section 5.5, we show that the rise time of the ionization signal is a more sensitive

parameter for detector degradation and space-charge build-up than the ionization ampli-

tudes. In addition, we show that leakage currents limit the detector performance at higher

biases and explain that leakage currents can be significantly reduced by a dry etching with

XeF2.

Finally, in sec. 5.6 we present results for a rise time analysis of data taken with a FID800

prototype detector equipped with a Fast Ionization Channel (FIC) card, installed in the

EDELWEISS-III experiment at the underground laboratory in Modane.

5.1 Description of the experimental set-up and Monte Carlo modeling

of γ-ray interactions

The experiment was set up like presented in chapter 4 and a schematic is shown in fig-

ure 4.1. For the measurement discussed in the following the 109Cd sources were not in-

stalled. Therefore the interactions in the detector are mainly caused by 59.5 keV γ-rays

from the 241Am source, allowing to study energy deposits in the surface and bulk region.

The used detector was dry etched with XeF2 and the 4 interleaved electrodes are structured

as shown in figure 4.2. For data acquisition the window triggered acquisition system was

used, where the trigger was set on the B channel with a threshold of around 20 keV (see

sec. 4.6.1).

The Monte Carlo modeling of the γ-ray interactions was performed according to the

description in sec. 3.4.7. As explained there, the energy deposits in the crystal are assumed

to be single energy deposits and no Compton scattering in the crystal or in other parts of

the set-up is taken into account.

Two voltage configurations were studied within this thesis. The first configuration was

a low electric field configuration with VA = VC = 0 V and VB = VD = −2.0 V. As the γ-rays

emitted by the 241Am source interact close to the surface which is covered with the A and

B electrodes, the charge signals of bulk events are dominated by the charge migration of

electrons drifting through the whole crystal to the D electrode. The second configuration

was a high electric field configuration with VA = VC = 0 V and VB = VD = +50.0 V. For the

same reason as before, in this case charge collection for bulk events is determined by holes.

Both configurations are called veto mode as the voltages on the A and C electrodes (veto

electrodes) are lower than the voltages on the B and D electrodes (collecting electrodes).

5.2 Extraction of rise time from charge signals

The aim of our pulse-shape analysis of charge signals was to connect the rise time of a

signal with the locations of an energy deposit and determine a discrimination of surface

and bulk events based on a rise time cut. Actually, event locations are only directly ac-

cessible for simulations. Therefore, the discrimination of locations of energy deposits from
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Figure 5.1: Left: Time-resolved charge signal for a typical surface event with a very short rise

time. The green line represents the pure simulated signal, the red curve represents the simulated

signal low pass filtered with a Butterworth filter of 1st order and 5 MHz roll-off (−3 dB). Right:

Low pass filtered signal (green line) and low pass filtered signal plus actual experimental noise (red

line). The blue line represents the 10 % and 90 % levels of the maximal signal amplitude. Their

intersections with the signal mark the rise time. By applying a low pass filter to the surface event,

the rise time is shifted from 110 ns for the pure signal to 160 ns.

experiment is based on a good agreement between rise time distributions from experiment

and simulations. Furthermore, it is crucial to find an optimal process for the extraction

of the pulse rise time out of an event trace by including experimental limitations into the

simulations and by taking advantage of the knowledge about the shapes of the charge sig-

nals. In the following the influence of noise and band-width on the charge signals as well

as the consequences of the Shockley-Ramo theorem for an optimal rise time extraction are

presented.

5.2.1 Impact of the experimental band-width for simulated charge signals

The rise time of a charge signal was defined as the time interval between 10 % and 90 % of

the maximal amplitude of the signal. The data sampling frequency had a typical value of

20 MHz leading to charge signals resembling step functions with around 1800 data points

before and after the transient region (see sec. 4.6.1). Therefore, the maximal amplitude

was defined as mean value of the data points after the signal transition.

The Monte Carlo tool treating charge transport in high purity Germanium presented in

chapter 3 does not include effects on the charge signal originating from the experimental

band-width. As shown in figure 5.1, these effects can have a large impact on the shape

of the simulated charge signals. In the left graphic the green curve represents the charge

signal of a typical surface event resulting from simulation. It has a short rise time of

only 110 ns as the created charge carriers do not drift through the whole crystal but reach

the veto and collecting electrode very fast. In our case the band-width of the read-out
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Figure 5.2: Induced ionization sig-

nals on the two collecting electrodes

B (red line) and D (blue line) for an

energy deposit in the bulk region,

which occurred closer to the B elec-

trode than to the D electrode. The

green curve shows the charge signal

based on the sum of the two signal,

(|B|+ |D|) /2 and allows an optimal

rise time determination, because the

10 % to 90 % level of the maximal

ionization amplitude (blue horizontal

lines) fall in the region of a charge

signal with large slope.

electronics is not fast enough to resolve the pure physical shape of the signals. Hence,

finally we compare the simulated rise time with the experiment, we have to include the

effect of band-width limitations in the simulation. Therefore, first of all the experimental

band-width was measured as already explained in section 4.3.1 with the result that it can

be described by a low pass filter of 1st order with a 5 MHz roll-off at −3 dB. For that reason

the pure simulated charge signals were filtered with the same low pass (fig. 5.1 left, red

curve) before extracting the rise time. After filtering the rise time increased significantly

from 110 ns to 160 ns. The band-width mainly affects surface events which have a much

shorter rise time. Signals from bulk events are only slightly altered by the low pass filter

as the charge carriers migrate through the whole crystal leading to rise times up to 1µs.

In addition to the low pass filtering, actual noise extracted from the measured signals

was added to the simulated signals. A typical signal trace is presented in figure 5.1, right.

5.2.2 Application of the Shockley-Ramo theorem for pulse-shape analysis

In the last section it was explained that bulk signals originating from electrons and holes

drifting through the whole crystal are minor affected by the band-width limitation of the

electronic read-out. However, they are strongly affected by the shape of the Shockley-

Ramo potentials for the top (B) and bottom (D) collecting electrodes. In section 3.4.2 we

explained that the induced signal on an electrode by a charge carrier drifting the distance

∆r is proportional to the change of the weighting potential between these two position

(eq. 3.6). In addition, the change of the weighting potential for a track ∆r increases with

the distance to electrode on which the signal is induced. Therefore, charge signals have a

steep slope when the charge carriers are drifted close to the recording electrode and a flat

slope when the carriers are drifting far away.
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In figure 5.2 two exemplary charge signals are shown, created by an energy deposit that

was located close to the B (top collecting) electrode but far enough away from the surface

to be collected at the B and D electrodes. The red curve marks the charge signal on the

B electrode with a sharp increase at the beginning, as the charge carriers are drifted close

to this electrode and a flat gradient at the end. The charge signal at the D electrode,

represented by the blue curve has the opposite shape with a high slope at the end. Also

shown in the graphic is the 10 % and 90 % level of the maximal ionization amplitude. It is

obvious that the rise time is much better defined in the regions where the charge signals

are steep. As we wanted to have the best possible estimator for the rise time, we combined

both signals by summing the charge signals according to (|B|+ |D|) /2. The resulting curve

(green line) profits from two steep parts at the beginning and the end of the charge signal

and allows a well defined rise time extraction.

Although the shape of the wighting potentials affect mainly the bulk events, we conclude

that the most uniform way to extract the rise time of an event is based on the sum of all

signals on all four electrodes according to (|A|+ |B|+ |C|+ |D|) /2. In this case one does

not have to make any decision on the nature of the event before the determination of the

rise time.

5.3 Analysis of simulated charge signals

In section 2.2 we described how events are categorized for the FID EDELWEISS detectors

by using the net amplitude signals on the four set of electrodes. This categorization was

necessary to discriminate surface events which are more affected by trapping effects and

incomplete charge collection and therefore are critical for the discrimination of electron

and nuclear recoils.

The rise time of the charge signals also contains information about the location of an

interaction in the detector and can be reconstructed for experimental and simulated charge

signals. We will start our analysis by categorizing event locations by the net ionization

amplitudes on the various electrodes and then connect these categories with the rise time

of the events. As the connection between event locations, net ionization amplitudes and

rise times is straight forward for simulated γ-ray interactions, we present results from

simulation before comparing them to the experimental data.

5.3.1 Localization of γ-ray interactions by ionization amplitudes

In the following, event categories are presented based on the net ionization amplitudes

on the A, B, and D electrodes. The events are created by 59.5 keV γ-interactions from

an 241Am source facing the top surface of the crystal, which is covered by the A and B

electrodes. The C electrode is not considered here, because the net amplitude spectrum

would be centered around 0 keVee as the interactions all take place close to the A and

B electrodes. Sine the electrodes are biased in veto mode with VA = VC = 0 V and
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Figure 5.3: Net simulated amplitude spectra of the ionization signals of the A, B and D electrodes.

The color code is: gray for all simulated events, red for bulk events, green for surface events, cyan

for shared events, magenta for events with incomplete charge collection. For the detailed definitions

see text. The signs of the amplitude spectra are caused by the type of charge carriers which are

collected. The voltage configurations are VA = VC = 0 V and for the low field case presented on

the left side VB = −VD = −2.0 V with hole collection on B and electron collection on D and for the

high field case presented on the right VB = −VD = +50.0 V with hole collection on D and electron

collection on B.
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Figure 5.4: Cross-section through upper half of detector, showing two sets of electrodes A,B

(purple, dark green) (C,D are on the opposite site and not shown here). Electric field lines are

shown as black lines. Simulated energy deposits created by 59.5 keV γ-rays from an 241Am source

are represented as dots, where the color code is: red for bulk events, green for surface events, cyan

for shared events, magenta for events with incomplete charge collection. The voltage configuration

on the electrodes is VA = VC = 0 V, left: VB = −VD = −2.0 V (low field with electron collection on

B) and right: VB = −VD = +50.0 V (high field with hole collection on D).

VB = −VD = −2.0 V or VB = −VD = +50.0 V, no charge collection on the C electrode will

occur.

The amplitude spectra for the A, B and D electrodes in case of the two voltage config-

urations are presented in figure 5.3. The various colors mark the events that fall in one of

four event categories listed in the following:

1. Bulk: Full charge collection on the B and D electrode.

2. Surface: Full charge collection on the A and B electrode.

3. Shared: Full charge collection on B and the sum of A and D.

4. Incomplete: No full charge collection on one of the electrodes.

Events are defined as full charge collection, if they belong to the 5σ region around the

59.5 keVee peak in the spectrum of the specified channel after fitting a Gaussian function

to the peak.

In addition to the amplitude spectra of the ionization signals for low and high elec-

tric fields shown in fig. 5.3, in fig. 5.4 the associated locations of the energy deposit are

presented. The obvious qualitative difference between the low field and the high field con-

figuration is that there are more shared events (cyan line/dots in fig. 5.3 and 5.4) in the low

field case. This is caused by the different types of charge carriers which dominate charge

collection in the two cases. As presented in figure 5.4, γ-rays from the 241Am source, de-

posit energy near the top surface area covered by the A and B electrodes. Therefore, in
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Figure 5.5: Simulated rise time distribution for the low and high electric field case. The voltage

configurations on the electrodes are VA = VC = 0 V, left: VB = −VD = −2.0 V (low field) and right:

VB = −VD = +50.0 V (high field).

case an interaction is deep enough in the crystal that the produced electrons and holes

are drifted to the electrodes on the opposite sites of the detector, the charge transport is

dominated by either holes or electrons.

In the high field case the B electrode is biased with VB = +50.0 V. Therefore charge

transport is dominated by hole transport as electrons are collected very fast at the B

electrode. As the simulation of holes assumes no transport anisotropy the holes are drifted

very strictly along the field lines and in the critical region where the electric field lines

change from connecting B and D electrodes to connecting A and B electrode, holes follow

the shape of the electric field lines and interactions either belong to the surface category

or the bulk category. Therefore shared event are strongly suppressed and do hardly show

up in fig. 5.3 right and 5.4 right (cyan histogram/dots).

In the low field case the B electrode is biased with VB = −2.0 V and charge transport is

dominated by electrons. As electrons have a transport anisotropy (see sec. 3.3.1) they do

not drift along the electric field line but in an 35 ◦ angle, leading to an extended area in the

crystal between the bulk and surface event regions, where part of the electrons are drifted

to A and D electrode (cyan dots in fig. 5.4 left) and causing charge sharing between A and

D electrodes (cyan histogram in fig. 5.3 left). Therefore this major difference between the

low and high field case can be understood by the different transport properties of electrons

and holes.

5.3.2 Combination of event categories and rise time distributions

After categorizing the energy deposits created by 59.5 keV γ-rays from an 241Am source

based on the ionization amplitude, we study the rise time distribution for these categories.

The results for the rise time distributions are presented in figure 5.5 and show a significant

difference in the rise time for bulk and all other events. For the bulk events, we note
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a difference in the rise time from the low field to the high field case, which reflects the

field dependence of the drift velocity of electrons and holes. We can use the bulk rise

time distribution for cross checking our simulation: In the low field case the rise times

for bulk events are distributed around 800 ns. For bulk events, charge carriers have to

drift through the whole crystal. We can than approximate the mean drift velocity to

2 cm/800 ns = 2.5 · 106 cm/s. As the electric field is 2 V/cm in the low field case and charge

migration is dominated by electrons, we can compare the drift velocity with the special

measurements presented in figure 3.6. There we find vel,drift(2 V/cm) ≈ 2.9 · 106 cm/s which

agrees rather well with our approximation. In addition it confirms that the bulk rise time

distribution is consistent with the assumption electrons are drifted at an electric field of

2 V/cm. The same agreement is given for the high field case: The distribution of rise times

for bulk events around 500 ns leading to a drift velocity of 4 · 106 cm/s. This is consistent

with hole transport at an electric field of 50 V/cm with vho,drift(2 V/cm) ≈ 4.1 · 106 cm/s

(values extrapolated from 3.6 right).

As the goal of our pulse-shape analysis and of the EDELWEISS fast ionization chan-

nel approach is to perform a surface event rejection based on the rise time of the charge

signals, we performed a rise time cut and determined the efficiency of such a cut by com-

paring the remaining events with the event categories based on the ionization amplitudes

defined in the last section 5.3.1. The results are summarizes in table 5.1. We note that

in the low field case we can rejects 95.3 % of the events in the combined category of (sur-

face+shared+incomplete) with a rise time cut of 600 ns. In the high field case 99.7 % of

theses event are rejected by a rise time cut of 400 ns. That the rise time cut is more efficient

for the high field case is based on the fact charge collection improves with increasing fields

as especially the probability for bulk trapping decreases.

In conclusion, we could show that the simulation is consistent with our expectation

how the charge transport in HPGe crystal works. Clearly, we are able to connect rise time

with event locations in the detector. A rise time cut based on the simulated charge signals

shows promising results. A comparison of simulated and experimental data will be shown

in the next section, testing the reliability of the simulation tool.

5.4 Comparison of experimental and simulated rise time distributions

After discussing the simulation of our prototype set-up, where we connected the locations of

γ-ray interactions with event categories based on the charge amplitudes on the interleaved

electrodes and then presented the difference for bulk events and all other events in rise time,

we now compare the simulations with measured data. Therefore we performed the same

analysis backwards, by starting with the rise time distributions and then comparing the

event categories, which allows us then to conclude about the primary interaction locations.

Finally we performed the same rise time cut as explained in the section 5.3.2.

The rise time distributions presented in figure 5.6 show that the simulations well repro-

duce the experimental data for the low and high field case. Therefore we can conclude that
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LF: Sim. LF: Exp. HF: Sim. HF: Exp .

tcut in ns 600 600 400 400

εbg in % 95.3 97.4 99.7 98.5

εbulk in % 3.6 9.5 6.2 10.1

Table 5.1: Cut efficiencies for a rise time cut in the low field (LF) and high field (HF) case. The cut

efficiency εbg is defined as εbg = (Nsur(t < tcut)+Nshar(t < tcut)+Nin(t < tcut))/(Nsur+Nshar+Nin),

where Nsur, Nshar and Nin are the number of events in the categories surface, shared and incomplete.

The cut efficiency εbulk is defined as εbulk = Nbulk(t < tcut)/Nbulk, where Nbulk is number of events

in the bulk category (see sec. 5.3.1). The experimental results are discussed in sec. 5.4.

Figure 5.6: Rise time distribution for the low and high electric field case. Measured (blue his-

tograms) and simulated (red histograms) data are shown.

the charge migration processes included in the modeling tool provide an adequate descrip-

tion of the experiment. The good agreement also shows that there is a clear separation

between bulk and all other events, so that one can connect rise time from the experimental

study with event locations as presented in figure 5.4.

In order to compare the experiment and the simulation on a qualitative basis, we also

categorized the charge signals from experiment by the ionization amplitudes as presented

in sec. 5.3.1 for the simulations. The relative contribution to the different event categories

are shown in table 5.2. Especially in the low field case there is a good agreement between

simulation and experiment. In contrast to that, in the high field case the agreement is not

quite as good. Notably the number of surface events is overestimated by the simulation

and the shared and incomplete events are underestimated. As the agreement of this con-

tribution with the simulation is impressive in the low field case, we can conclude about the

origin of the discrepancy in the high field case. In the low field case the charge migration

is dominated by electrons, which show a transport anisotropy (see sec.3.3.1). Therefore,

shared event occur in the region where the electric field lines change from connecting A and
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Bulk Surface Shared Incomplete

Meas / Sim
low field 0.10 / 0.15 0.33 / 0.34 0.22 / 0.22 0.35 / 0.29

high field 0.19 / 0.21 0.53 / 0.68 0.09 / 0.02 0.19 / 0.09

Table 5.2: Fraction of events in the four event categories (Meas/Sim).

B electrodes to connecting B and D electrodes. Therefore, as this transport anisotropy of

electrons is included in the modeling, the agreement of simulation and data is very good.

For holes no transport anisotropy is included. As a consequence shared events in the high

electric field case, where charge signals are dominated by hole transport are strongly sup-

pressed by the simulation. However, holes also have a transport anisotropy. It is much

smaller than than for electrons (see sec.), wherefore it was not implemented in the simula-

tion so far. Thus, the anisotropy for holes increases with electric field and our result show

that it is not negligible and should be implemented in a future charge modeling tool.

Based on the experimental rise time distribution, we performed the same cut as pre-

sented in the last section. The results are shown in table 5.1. Obviously, the efficiency

of rejecting surface, shared and incomplete events from the bulk region is close to what is

expected from simulation. Also the amount of bulk events that is lost by such a cut is in

the same order of magnitude. The high rejection efficiencies for near-surface events (LF:

97.4 %/HF: 98.5 %) show that the rise time is an event discrimination parameter which

can be used independently from the amplitude based rejection with the FID electrodes.

An application for the FID800 detectors in EDELWEISS is presented in sec. 5.6. However

pulse-shape analysis are only efficient for signals large enough in comparison to the baseline

fluctuations and for EDELWEISS detectors typically for event with ionization amplitude

above 40 keV [96]. Furthermore the good agreement between simulation and data shows

that charge migration simulations are a very meaningful tool to test and optimize HPGe

detectors. The potential of these simulation studies will stressed further in chapter 6 by

analyzing the detector performance for the low-mass WIMP search.

5.5 Ionization signal rise time as indicator for space-charge build-up

In section 4.1.2, we explained the surface treatment for our prototype detector which is

based on a final XeF2 dry etching process in order to avoid leakage currents. In the

following, we describe the experimental verification that this surface treatment is really

necessary. We show the results of an experimental study to confirm that the rise time of

ionization signals is a good estimator for degradation and charge build-up during detector

operation.

For this study, an additional prototype HPGe crystal was used which had the same

dimensions, the same interleaved electrode design and the same net dopant densities as

the detector used for the pulse-shape analysis presented before. However it was not dry

etched with XeF2.
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Figure 5.7: Degradation of charge collection in ionization amplitude (left) and in rise time (right).

Energy deposits of 59.5 keV γ-rays from the 241Am source, facing the top surface, are highlighted by

the red dots. Energy deposit of 88 keV γ-rays are produced by three 109Cd sources facing the top,

bottom and lateral surface of the detector (blue dots). As the different types of sources are located

at different positions, trapping effects in the case of 59.5 keV and 88 keV photons create different

counter-fields, which is a possible explanation for the difference in the kinetics of degradation for

the two lines. Voltage configuration: VB = −VD = −4.0 V and VA = −VC = +1.5 V.

The experimental set-up was according to the schematic already shown in fig. 4.1. In

addition to the 241Am source emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays, three 109Cd sources were installed

facing the top, bottom and lateral surface and emitting 88 keV γ-rays. In figure 5.7 the

results for a degradation study of the ionization amplitude and rise time are shown. The

left graphic shows a clear degradation of the 88 keV-line (blue dots) after around 400 min of

measurement time. For the 59.5 keV-line (red dots) the degradation is not so easy to identify

and starts around 600 min. The comparison with the rise time for the ionization signals

of the same data set (fig. 5.7 right) shows that the degradation is more obvious in the rise

time data. In the beginning the rise time distribution extends to a maximal value around

1000 ns and then gradually broadens to values up to 2000 ns. Especially for the 59.5 keV

γ-ray interactions marked as red dots, the degradation is much more evident and already

starts at around 200 min of run time. For the 88 keV γ-ray energy deposits the degradation

was already very clear from the ionization signal distribution and is less evident in the rise

time distribution. As the observed degradation is caused by the trapping of charge carriers

leading to counter electric fields in the HPGe crystal which opposite charge migration, the

difference in the kinetics of degradation for the 88 keV and 59.5 keV line is based on the

different positions of the 109Cd sources in comparison to the 241Am source. The 109Cd

source also creates energy deposits in the lateral surface region.

As we already discussed, degradation is caused by charge trapping. However, the degra-

dation build-up was very fast and strong for our detector. Therefore, we performed further

measurements to find the reason for the degradation. We performed a degradation study

at different electrode biases and found the degradation to increase with the collecting volt-

age. In addition, we observed that the experimental platform started to heat for electrode
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Figure 5.8: Stable charge collection in ionization amplitude (left) and in rise time (right). Energy

deposits of 59.5 keV γ-rays from the 241Am source, facing the top surface, are highlighted by the

red dots. Before operation the detector was dry etched with XeF2, which was not done for the

crystal presented in fig. 5.7. Voltage configuration: VB = −VD = +50.0 V and VA = −VC = 0 V.

biases above ∆V = 10 V. Special leakage current measurements showed also increased val-

ues with electrode bias. This strongly suggested that the observed degradation correlated

with carrier injection from the electrode contacts, leading to an increased carrier injection

and stronger degradation with voltage. Therefore, a test of the detector for high voltage

measurements in order to use the Neganov-Trofimov-Luke amplification of the charge sig-

nals to lower the detection threshold for low-mass WIMP search, was not possible. Instead

we concluded that we need an improved surface treatment of the detector that resolves the

leakage current problem. This was achieved by dry etching our HPGe detectors surfaces

with XeF2. The prototype detector we used for the pulse-shape study presented here, as

well as for the study of the detector performance at high bias (see chap. 6) was dry etched

with XeF2. In figure 5.8 we show, that the performance of this detector was stable even

at high biases of ∆V = 100 V and no degradation was observed for operation times up to

26 hours.

We conclude that the XeF2 dry etching is a necessary treatment to reduce leakage

current and the rise time is a good estimator for evaluating the detector stability.

5.6 Summary and outlook: The EDELWEISS-III fast ionization chan-

nels

The pulse-shape analysis of ionization signals showed that the charge migration processes

in the HPGe detectors of the EDELWEISS experiment are well understood. Especially the

rise time distributions retrieved from simulation and data showed a good agreement. The

slight discrepancies for ionization signals dominated by hole transport could be explained

by a missing implementation of hole transport anisotropies in the simulation. In addition,

we could show that the rise time is a very sensitive parameter for detector degradation, even
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more sensitive than the ionization amplitude. Furthermore, the clear separation of rise time

for bulk and surface events supported the hypothesis that surface event discrimination is

possible with pulse-shape analysis. A rise time cut for events measured with the prototype

detector allowed us to reject more than 95 % of all non-bulk events.

The potential of pulse-shape analysis was also tested for a detector in the EDELWEISS-

III phase. Therefore, a Fast Ionization read-out Card (FIC) which allowed one a sampling

frequency of 40 MHz for the ionization channel was developed at KIT. The FIC was installed

for one of the FID detectors in the underground laboratory in Modane, providing one with a

time-resolved measurement of charge signals for two collecting electrodes of this prototype

FID800 detector. In Run 309, which lasted from April 2014 to January 2015, first data

were taken in a calibration run with a 133Ba source. Analog to the pulse-shape analysis

presented in this section, the rise time of the ionization signals was extracted. A surface

discrimination cut based on the rise time was defined and allowed us to a reject of 95.6 %

of the surface events, while only 5.75 % of actual bulk events were also rejected. Further

analysis of the rise time data in comparison with charge migration simulations based on

the software presented in chap. 3 even allowed one to extract the event position along the

z-axis of the detector with a precision of ∆z = 0.28 cm. Assuming a realistic improved

noise level in the FIC channels, a precision of ∆z = 0.05 cm should be in reach. The

development of the fast ionization channel, as well as the analysis of the rise time data was

performed in the frame work of a PhD thesis and the details of this work can be found

in [98].
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In December 2016, the next phase of the EDELWEISS dark matter experiment started,

operating the HPGe detectors at high electric fields (up to 100 V/cm) in order to lower the

detection thresholds for recoil energies below 1 keV increasing the sensitivity for low-mass

WIMPs with mχ < 5 GeV/c2. With this, EDELWEISS enters a new regime for the opera-

tion of its detectors. The original FID800 detector design was developed for an operation

at low electric fields (≈ 2 V/cm). The hybrid detection of ionization (electron/hole-pairs)

and heat (phonons) allowed a powerful discrimination of electron recoils (γ-, β-background)

and nuclear recoils (WIMPs, neutrons) sincce in the low field case, the heat energy is

approximately proportional to the recoil energy Erec and therefore the ionization yield

Q = Eion/Erec depends on the recoil type. In addition, the FID interleaved ring elec-

trode design, based on two collecting and two veto electrodes, allowed to reject surface

events based on the independent measurement of the ionization signals on this four sets

of electrodes. Surface events are critical as the charge collection efficiency for electrons

and holes created in the surface regions is often decreased due to trapping and recombina-

tion effects. This leads to a reduced measurement of the ionization energy and can cause

misinterpretations of electron recoils as nuclear recoils.

By increasing the bias field of the detector, its performance changes as the heat signals

start to be dominated by secondary phonons produced by drifting electrons and holes

(Joule heating [140]). Nowadays this heating is known as the Neganov-Trofimov-Luke

(NTL) effect [65, 66] based on the observation that the amount of secondary phonons

produced by a drifting charge carrier linearly increases with the operation voltage. The

additional heating has two effects: It allows to amplify the charge signals linearly with

the applied voltage in the heat channel and provides very low detection thresholds. Tests

of the CDMS collaboration with a HPGe detector have reached a detection threshold of

56 eVee [47]. On the other hand, the discrimination power of the hybrid detection of heat

and ionization signals is lost as both signals are now determined by the migration of charge

carriers. Furthermore the surface event discrimination based on ionization signals is lost for

low energy recoil events since the detection threshold of the ionization channels is typically

limited to a few 100 eVee. Beside a slight improvement on the charge collection efficiency,

the higher electric field has no significant effect on the ionization energy threshold.

Therefore, especially for the operation of FID800 detectors at high electric fields, the

question arises, how they should be optimally operated to still allow a proper energy cali-

bration, although the ability to discriminate electron and nuclear recoils as well as surface

events is not provided any more. In addition, due to the interleaved ring electrode design,

the detectors could be affected by leakage currents between neighboring electrodes. First

results from Run 309, which was finished in March 2016, showed that the EDELWEISS

detectors could hold voltages up to 100 V without any measurable effect of leakage cur-

rents. In addition, the analysis of heat data from a calibration experiment with γ-rays

83
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showed the expected linear NTL amplification of the heat signal with increasing electrode

voltage. Furthermore, already an energy threshold of 150 eVee could be achieved for one

of the detectors [98].

Based on these promising results for the EDELWEISS detectors, we performed an ex-

tensive calibration experiment with an EDELWEISS-type prototype detector aiming to

understand and optimize its performance for this new operation mode. As the heat sig-

nals caused by drifting charge carriers are heavily affected by the transport properties of

electrons and holes in the HPGe crystals, we made use of the comparison of hot carrier

transport simulations with data. This allowed us to evaluate and understand the influence

of charge carrier trapping which compromises a full signal measurement and a proper en-

ergy calibration of the detector. Especially, we will show that the electrode geometry has

a huge impact on the detector performance and that simpler electrode designs are favored

at high electric fields.

This chapter is structured in the following way: The experimental set-up for the cali-

bration experiment in the ground laboratory at CSNSM is described in sec. 6.1, followed

by a presentation of the software tool (sec. 6.2) used for data processing and analysis. The

prototype detector had the same interleaved electrode design as the FID800 EDELWEISS

detectors with a set of 4 interleaved ring electrodes A,B,C,D which in general allowed us

to discriminate surface events for recoil energies in the keV-scale. As the surface dis-

crimination is not available any more for recoil energies far below 1 keV, we performed

measurements with electrodes operated in a planar mode with VA = VB and VC = VD

for neighboring electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces. The calibration process for an

operation in planar mode and possible challenges based on the interleaved electrode design

are presented in sec. 6.3.

After verifying that the NTL amplification of the charge signals in the heat channel

increases as expected linearly with voltage (sec.6.4), a detailed analysis of the detector

performance at low and high electrode biases is presented in sec. 6.5 and 6.6. The analysis

includes a characterization of the charge migration processes in the detector based on the

comparison of simulation and data. In addition, heat-only events are discussed, which are

at the moment the limiting background in EDELWEISS-III and their origin is not known

so far. We present a very practical approach to reject these events based on a pulse-shape

analysis of the heat signals.

In sec. 6.7, we show that the hot carrier transport simulation tool used in this thesis

provides an adequate description of electron and hole propagation in the EDELWEISS

detectors. In addition, we show that the operation of the prototype detector at high

voltages is limited by carrier trapping at surfaces uncovered by electrodes. In sec 6.8, we

discuss strategies to reduce the effect of surface trapping. We use the charge migration

simulation tool to optimize the electrode configuration. The results are summarized in

sec. 6.9.
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6.1 Description of the experimental set-up

The experimental set-up was already described in chapter 4 and the schematics of the

set-up were presented in fig. 4.1. The detector was equipped with an 241Am source which

faced the top detector side covered by the A and B electrodes. There were no 109Cd sources

installed. In order to read out the heat signals a NTD Ge thermistor was used. It was glued

on the center C electrode which was located at the bottom of the detector. In contrast to

the data used for pulse-shape analysis of the ionization signals, the data for this part of

the work were recorded as continuous stream for all five measuring channels (4 ionization

channels A,B,C,D + 1 heat channel).

The sampling frequency was chosen to be 20 kHz. Therefore one data point was taken

every 50µs. This sampling frequency was high enough to resolve the pulse-shapes of the

heat signals, which have a typical rise time of 10 ms and a decay time of 20 ms. As the

rise time of the ionization signals is much faster, with a maximal transient time around

1µs (see chap. 5), it can not be resolved by a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. However,

the reconstruction of the signal amplitudes of the ionization channels is perfectly feasible.

These amplitudes are the necessary parameters for the analysis performed in this work. In

addition, a sampling with 20 kHz kept the amount of data stored per measurement on a

practical level, not exceeding 2 Gbit per run.

6.2 Description of a software tool for processing streamed data

The data processing is done using a software tool developed at CSNSM in Orsay, France.

This software is also used for data analysis within the LUMINEU experiment which studies

the neutrinoless double β-decay. A detailed description of the software tool can be found

in [141]. In the following an overview of the functionality of the program is given. As an

example the data processing for the heat signals is described, although the same processing

is performed for the charge signals of the A,B,C and D electrodes. For this kind of study

always triggering on the heat signal was used, as especially in case of high electrode biasing

a much lower energy threshold can be achieved for the heat channel in comparison to the

ionization channels.

6.2.1 Triggering on the heat channel

In this work, triggering on the heat channel was chosen, as it allows a lower energy threshold

and allows to study heat-only events (see sec. 6.5.3), with no signal above the baseline noise

in any of the the four ionization channels, typically Eion < 3 keVee.

The triggering process involves the following steps:

1. Reference pulse: The user manually scans the streamed data file and selects about

30 pulses on which the software builds a mean pulse. An example for a typical mean
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Figure 6.1: Blue: Reference pulse. Left: A typical heat pulse is shown. The definitions for

amplitude, rise and decay time are shown. Right: The reference pulse before and after applying

the Gatti-Manfredi filter is shown. The amplitude of the pulse is given as the maximum of the red

curve. Figures from [141].

pulse is shown in figure 6.1 left. The rise time of the signal is determined by the

thermalization time in the calorimetric detector and the decay time by the coupling

between detector set-up and thermal bath (see sec. 2.4).

2. Noise power spectrum: The user selects parts of the streamed data without signal

and the software algorithm builds a noise power spectrum.

3. Optimal filter: The triggering algorithm as well as the analysis algorithm presented

in the next section are designed to provide an optimal extraction of the amplitude

of a pulse. Therefore a Gatti-Manfredi-filter [142] is used. This filter is a so-called

matched-filter, which is based on a Fourier transformation algorithm, which reduces

the noise contribution to the amplitude extraction process, but does not affect the

pulse amplitude. The basic input parameters for building this filter are the reference

pulse and the noise power spectrum. In fig. 6.1 right the red curve represents the

filtered reference pulse. The amplitude of the signal is then defined as the maximum

of this curve.

4. Trigger threshold and baseline resolution: The trigger threshold is chosen to

be typically between 3σ and 5σ of the baseline resolution. The baseline resolution is

determined by selecting again parts of the data stream without pulses. A Fast Fourier

Transformation is performed with the selected data and subsequent the optimal fil-

tered reference pulse is fitted to the transformed data. The amplitude spectrum is

distributed around zero and fitted with a Gaussian function. The baseline resolution

is calculated independently for all 5 channels (4 ionization channels + 1 heat channel)

before triggering.

5. Triggering and pulse-shape analysis: A step wise optimal filtering is performed

on the complete heat data stream. Structures with an amplitude above the trigger

threshold are fitted to the filtered reference pulse and the correlation between this
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pulses is calculated. The correlation parameter c is sensitive to the shape of the

filtered pulses and in case c → 1 the shape of the actual pulse and the reference

pulse match very well. For correlations c→ 0 the pulse shape do not match. In our

experiment, c→ 0 can be caused by pile up pulses, where a second pulse occurs while

the first has not relaxed yet, or by high energy deposits caused by cosmic rays, which

lead to a signal that is out of the voltage range of the data acquisition system. Other

events with a low correlation parameter are heat-only events and will be discussed

in section 6.5.3. The software tool allows us to set either a fixed correlation value,

above which the signal is accepted and triggered or leave the correlation variable. In

the latter case the user can manually decide if the shape of a pulse is matching the

reference pulse. The software adjusts then the c value according to the decision, and

afterwards only pulses with c values above that value are accepted. The positions of

the maximal heat amplitude of triggered pulses in the heat data file is stored to the

so-called trigger file. The position in the data file also allows to reconstruct the real

time at which the event was triggered.

6.2.2 Evaluation of triggered pulses

After the triggering the positions of the signals in the streamed data were known and the

analysis algorithm included in the software could be used to evaluate the properties of

every triggered pulse. The algorithm evaluates the data streams of the channels separately

and as input it needs the reference pulse and the noise power spectrum for every channel

(4 ionization channels + 1 heat channel) and the trigger file. For the ionization channels,

the data streams have to be synchronized with the heat data stream. The ionization

signals are much faster than the heat signals. Therefore they are expected to reach the

data acquisition system earlier. However, this difference in the timing manifests itself as a

constant offset between the pulse positions for heat and ionization channels. Thus, before

evaluating the ionization signals according to the heat trigger file, the user has to define

this offset. As the offset can vary slightly the user defines a fixed offset plus a range of

typical 3 data points around this offset position, in which the algorithm then searches for

the maximal amplitude in the filter data stream. Actually, the algorithm looks for the

maximal amplitude or the minimal amplitude and choses which absolute value is larger, as

the sign of ionization signals depends on the type of charge carriers an electrode collects.

For the heat channel the pulses are always positive.

The output parameters of the triggered pulses are explained in the following, mentioning

only the parameters used for this work:

1. Trigger position: Position of the triggered pulse in the stream data file.

2. Raw amplitude: Maximum or minimum of the raw pulse.

3. Filtered amplitude: Maximum or minimum of the filtered pulse.

4. Fitted amplitude: The unfiltered reference pulse is plotted against the triggered
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pulses and a linear function is fitted to this plot. The slope of this linear fit defines

the signal amplitude.

5. Correlation parameter: Correlation between reference and triggered pulse.

6. Rise and decay time of the pulse: These parameters are defined as shown in fig. 6.1

left.

7. Baseline resolution: Gaussian fit to filtered amplitude spectra of a part in the stream

without any signal. It is determined directly from the streamed data before the

triggering and therefore independent of the triggering process.

6.3 Calibration of data from the prototype detector operated at high

biases in planar mode

The aim of an operation of a HPGe detector at high electrode biases is to lower the

energy threshold. In general, this implies that a low signal regime is entered, where the

energy resolutions on the ionization channels are not good enough to measure any signal.

Therefore, an operation of the electrodes in a veto mode with a bias difference between

veto and collecting electrode, which is normally used to discriminate surface events (see

sec. 2.2) based on the ionization signals, can not be used for surface event discrimination

any more. As a consequence, the prototype detector studied in this thesis was operated in

planar mode. The A and B electrode on the top surface were biased with the same voltages

and the C and D electrodes on the other site with the opposite values. In this case only

one NTL amplification factor occurs and leads to an uniform amplification of the charge

signals in the heat channel. A discussion on the biasing of the electrodes in veto mode can

be found in section 6.8.1.

The experiment was equipped with an 241Am source. Therefore, energy deposits in the

detector were mainly caused by 59.5 keV γ-rays. The advantage of this source was, that the

recoil energies cause by the γ-rays were high enough to be detectable with the ionization

and the heat channels. As the ionization signals contain a lot of information about the

charge transport in the HPGe detector, the analysis presented here is based on all detection

channels. However, our final conclusions take into account that in a real low-mass WIMP

search experiment, the signals on the ionization channels are too small to be detectable.

In the following the procedure for calibrating the prototype detector in a planar mode

is shown, using as an example a measurement where the electrodes were biased with VA =

VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V. This was the highest bias we could apply to the prototype

detector with VA > 0 V (see sec. 6.4). For the opposite polarization, a stable detector

performance was also possible for voltages up to VA = −50 V.
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Figure 6.2: Calibrated ionization amplitude spectra for the four ionization channels A, B, C, D.

The prototype was operated in planar mode with a high bias configuration: VA = VB = −VC =

−VD = +50 V.

6.3.1 Results from the calibrated ionization amplitude spectra

In fig. 6.2 calibrated ionization spectra for the four electrodes A,B,C,D are shown. The

calibration was performed by fitting a Gaussian function to the filtered amplitude spectra

retrieved from the software presented in sec. 6.2.2. The different signs for the 59.5 keV-peak

originate from the fact that the A and B electrodes collected electrons and C and D collected

holes. The fitting results for baseline resolution and resolution on the 59.5 keV-peak are

summarized in tab. 6.1. We find that the baseline resolution and the resolution on the

59.5 keV-peak are in good agreement, differing maximal up to 30 %. That means our the

experiment was mainly limited by electronic noise. Charge migration processes as trapping

played a minor role. The prototype experiment was located at ground level and was not

optimized for an actual WIMP search. Therefore the baseline resolutions are clearly higher

than the resolutions achieved with the detectors installed at the Modane underground

laboratory. Still the resolutions were sufficient to study the detector performance and

charge migration properties at high biases.
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Figure 6.3: Calibrated charge spec-

trum after summing up the signals

from the four ionization channels:

(A+B-C-D)/2. This is the best es-

timator for signals with full charge

collection.

Channel A B C D ABCD

FWHM(59.5 keV) 3.536 3.225 2.824 3.300 3.450

in keVee ±0.095 ±0.418 ±0.128 ±0.232 ±0.008

FWHM(0 keV) 3.201 2.386 2.381 2.400 2.593

in keVee ±0.082 ±0.059 ±0.065 ±0.042 ±0.071

Table 6.1: Results the energy resoultions in the ionization channels A,B,C and D in planar mode

with VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V. ABCD marks the summed ionization channel as defined in

eq. 6.1.

The double peak structure around zero reflects the baseline fluctuations and is expected

to be a single Gaussian with mean 0. However, we observe a dip at zero which has a simple

technical reason: For pulse triggering we used the heat channel. Hence, as described in

sec. 6.2.2, the timing of the pulses in the data streams of heat and ionization channels is

different, we had to synchronize the channels. The synchronization process includes the

definition of a fixed range in which the software searches for the maximal or minimal signal

amplitude in case the heat channel triggered a pulse. In case, the actual ionization signal

is zero the software still searches for the maximum or minimum, resulting in the observed

dip at zero. For our purpose the double peak structure at zero ionization amplitude is not

important as the baseline resolution is determined any way on pure baseline data before

the triggering process (see sec. 6.2).

The calibrated ionization spectra already allow us to draw some general conclusion

about charge collection in the detector. First of all, the majority of events (≈ 38 %) with

an energy of 59.5 keV are collected on th A and C electrodes. This results from the fact that

the 241Am source is installed above the A center electrode causing a lot of energy deposits
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located below this electrode. Secondly, the amount of events with ionization amplitudes in

the range |Eion| ∈ [15,55] keVee is ≈ 30 % for the C and D channels and therefore higher

than for the A and B channel with ≈ 14 %. This is a clear sign for charge transport effects.

The energy deposits occur close to the top surface covered by the A and B electrodes.

Therefore electrons are collected after migrating a short distance, whereas holes migrate

through the whole crystal and can either be trapped or partially be collected on the C and

D electrodes. A third interesting group of events are interactions with negative amplitudes

in the A and B channels (≈ 5 % of all events), which are not consistent with baseline

fluctuations (Eion < −8 keVee). In section 6.7 we will show that these events have reduced

ionization signals in C and D and are connected with trapping.

The top electrodes A and B, as well as the bottom electrodes C and D are biased with

the same voltage. Thus, generally, charge sharing can occur. In order to identify events

with full ionization amplitude, we defined a new estimator for the energy collected in the

ionization channel by summing up the ionization amplitudes via

ABCD =
A + B− C−D

2
, (6.1)

where A,B,C and D are the ionization amplitudes measured at the four electrodes, taking

into account the polarity of the signals.

The resulting ionization spectrum is shown in figure 6.3. A comparison with the spectra

of the individual channels in figure 6.2 shows: For channel C and D, about ≈ 30 % of the

measured events have an amplitude in the range |Eion| ∈ [15,55] keVee, whereas for ABCD

only 13 % occur in this range. Therefore we can already conclude that there exists charge

sharing. In addition, events with reduced ionization amplitude in the ABCD channel are

likely originating from trapping effects.

6.3.2 Heat signal calibration based on event categories defined by charge sig-

nals

In the last section, we showed the ionization amplitude spectra for the prototype detector

equipped with an 241Am source. In this section, we describe the calibration process for

the heat channel for the same measurement with a planar voltage configuration at the

electrodes: VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V.

In figure 6.4 we present the uncalibrated heat spectrum. The peak at an amplitude

of ≈ 2500 a.u. corresponds to the 59.5 keV-peak and shows a clear broadening, especially

when zooming into its region as shown in fig. 6.4 right. Its shape can be understood as two

overlapping peaks at slightly different positions. By using the ionization amplitude spectra,

we could analyze this structure in more detail. First of all, we defined events present in the

5σ region around the position of the 59.5 keV peak in the summed ionization amplitude

spectrum ABCD as events with full charge collection. This means all electron/hole-pairs

created by an interaction of an 59.9 keV γ-ray in the detector were collected. Secondly, we

selected all events which fulfilled the same 5σ criterion in the ionization amplitude spectra
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Figure 6.4: Spectra of the uncalibrated filtered heat amplitudes based on a measurement in planar

mode with VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V. Left: Overall spectrum. Right: Zoom into the region

of the 59.5 keV-peak originating from the 241Am source. The overall spectrum is shown in black.

The blue curve represents events which show full charge collection on the A and C electrode. The

red curve stands for all other events with full charge collection with various combinations of the

A,B,C,D electrodes (for further explanation see text).

of the A and C channels. The blue curve in fig. 6.4 represents all events, that fullfill the

full charge collection criterion on the summed signal ABCD and the individual criteria

of full charge collection on the A and C electrode. The red curve marks events with full

charge collection events according to ABCD, but not on the A and C electrode. Clearly,

the 59.5 keV-peak in the total heat amplitude spectrum splits into two peaks with different

positions and different resolutions.

An explanation for the different positions of the two peaks can be that the NTL factor

varies for the electrodes. This is at first sight quite unexpected, as all electrodes were

supposed to be biased with the same absolute voltage of V = 50 V. A reasonable explana-

tion assumes that there is a resistance leak of one of the electrodes to ground. A detailed

description will be given in section 6.3.3. For the calibration of the heat spectrum, we

took this electrode-dependent NTL factor into account by calibrating the heat spectrum

according to event categories defined by the ionization amplitudes.

Event categories based on the charge signals

It was described before, that the NTL amplification factor was not uniform for all events

and therefore the heat spectrum differed for events collected at different combination of

electrodes. The calibration process of the heat spectrum was adjusted to this behavior

by categorizing all events according to all possible combinations of charge collection on

the set of the four electrodes A,B,C and D. Afterwards the heat spectrum was calibrated

independently for all event categories. In total there are 10 event categories which are

listed in tab. 6.2. If we compare these 10 event categories with the heat spectrum shown

in fig. 6.4 right, the blue curve describes the events that belong to the first category (AC).

The red curve is a joined spectrum of the categories 2 to 9.
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Category Logic Nj FWHM(59.5 keV)

in keVee

1: AC ABCD ∧A ∧ C∧ !B∧ !D 3211 5.886± 0.383

2: BD ABCD ∧ B ∧ D∧ !A∧ !C 1554 3.949± 0.711

3: AD ABCD ∧A ∧ D∧ !B∧ !C - -

4: BC ABCD ∧ B ∧ C∧ !A∧ !D - -

5: A(C+D) ABCD ∧A∧ !B∧ !C∧ !D 1278 4.727± 1.125

6: B(C+D) ABCD ∧ B∧ !A∧ !C∧ !D 812 3.567± 0.423

7: C(A+B) ABCD ∧ C∧ !A∧ !B∧ !D 45 -

8: D(A+B) ABCD ∧D∧ !A∧ !B∧ !C 12 -

9: (A+B)(C+D) ABCD∧ !A∧ !B∧ !C∧ !D 965 4.562± 1.531

10: Reduced !ABCD 2773 -

All events 10650 4.864± 0.004

Table 6.2: Description of the 10 event categories based on ionization amplitudes. The logic

characters represent full charge collected on electrode X. Full charge means, the amplitude of an

event falls into the 5σ region of the 59.5 keV-peak of the specified channel X. The table also lists the

number of events Nj in the different categories for a measurement with VA = VB = −VC = −VD =

+50 V. The values for the FWHM(59.5 keV) refer to the energy resolution of the 59.5 keV-peak

in the heat channel for the various categories 1 − 9. Categories with too few events (3,4,6,7) and

events with reduced ionization amplitude (10) are finally calibrated with an effective calibration

factor ceff (see eq. 6.2).

After calibrating the heat amplitude spectra individually for all event categories, they

were superimposed in one spectrum. However, the number of events in the AD, BC,

B(C+D) and D(A+B) categories were too small to be calibrated individually (see tab. 6.2).

In addition, events with reduced charge collection could not be classified any further.

Therefore an effective calibration factor ceff was used for these events with

ceff =
∑

j

cj ·
Nj

Ntotal
, (6.2)

where Nj is the number of events in one category j and Ntotal the total number of events

that deliver full charge on the sum of the charge signals ABCD.

The results for the heat spectrum calibration are shown in table 6.2. Events categories

with low statistics and the events in the reduced charge collection category were calibrated

using the calibration factor defined in eq. 6.2. In sec. 6.2 we explained that the baseline

resolution of the channels is retrieved from intervals in the data streams without pulses.
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Figure 6.5: Calibrated heat spec-

trum. The outer graph shows the

overall spectrum up to 65 keV and

the inner graph a zoom into the re-

gion of the 59.5 keV peak.

The baseline amplitude spectrum is distributed around zero and the resolution can be de-

termined by fitting a Gaussian function to it. For the heat channel, the baseline resolution

FWHM(0) was calibrated with the effective calibration factor ceff calculated via eq. 6.2.

We find

FWHM (0) = 212 eV ± 1 eV . (6.3)

The overall calibrated heat spectrum is shown in fig. 6.5. No double peak structure as in

fig. 6.4 is visible. The results from a Gaussian fit to the 59.5 keV-peak show a resolution of

FWHM(59.5 keV) = 4.864 keV± 0.004 keV (see also tab. 6.2) which is around 15 % better

than the resolution of the 59.5 keV-peak in the uncorrected spectrum presented in fig. 6.4.

We remark that the baseline resolution (eq. 6.3) of the heat channel is around a factor

14 better than the resolution on the 59.5 keV-peak, which opens the question why the

peak resolution is so enhanced in comparison to the baseline. In addition, we observe that

the peak resolution in the heat channel is worse than the peak resolution in the summed

ionization amplitude channel ABCD, FWHMABCD(59.5 keV) = 3.450 keV± 0.008 keV (see

tab. 6.1). As the heat signal at high biases is dominated by phonons created by drifting

charge carriers, the resolution of the heat channel should be limited by the charge migration

properties of electrons and holes. Therefore the peak resolution in the heat channel should

be at least as good as the resolution in the ABCD spectrum. Both observations point in

the direction that this behavior is connected to the calorimetric part of the detector and is

not a charge transport issue [143]. Actually, a study of the heat signals performed for the

FID800 detectors in EDELWEISS showed that the simple thermal model of a calorimetric

detector, presented in sec. 2.4 is not valid for these detectors [69]. The thermal model

which actually describes the heat pulses is based on a 6 body system, which is affected by

a huge parasitic heat capacity, which causes 76 % of the deposited energy of an interaction

to be undetectable with the NTD Ge thermistors. A detailed study on this additional heat

capacity is on-going and likely explains also our increased heat resolution.
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Figure 6.6: Simulated heat spec-

trum for a voltage configuration with

VA = +50 V, VB = +45 V, VC =

VD = −50 V. The black curve rep-

resents all simulated events, the blue

curve marks events with full charge

collection on the A and C electrode

and the red curve represents all other

events with full charge collection.

We further remark that the peak energy resolution for events in the AC category is

significant worse than for the other channels. This may be related to the loss of phonons

to an additional NTD Ge thermistor, which was glued on top of the A electrode, but could

not be read-out due to a problem with the cabling.

6.3.3 Discussion of different NTL amplification factors in planar mode

A straightforward explanation for the broadening of the 59.5 keV-peak in the heat spectrum

caused by different NTL factors for charge collection on the various electrodes (see fig. 6.4)

is that the electrode biasing is actually not planar and one of the electrodes is biased with

a voltage V < 50 V.

This assumption was tested by using the hot carrier transport simulation tool presented

in chapter 3. The results from the heat spectrum showed that the NTL amplification

factor was higher for AC events. Therefore we assumed the voltage drop to occur at the

B electrode leading to an actual bias of VB = +45 V. For the simulation we assumed the

source to be monoenergetic, and to emit γ-rays isotropically, leading to energy deposits of

59.5 keV according to a penetration depth of 1 mm in the HPGe (see sec. 3.4.7). The output

of the simulation contained the ionization amplitudes as well as the NTL amplified heat

amplitudes. The simulated events were categorized according to the ionization amplitudes

into two groups as for the spectra shown fig. 6.4 right. The first category contains all events

with full charge collection on the A and C electrodes, the second category all other events

with full charge collection. The heat spectra for both event categories were smeared with

the experimental resolution of the 59.5 keV-peaks with FWHMAC = (6.5± 0.3) keVee and

FWHMothers = (3.5 ± 0.1) keVee. In fig. 6.6 the simulated heat spectrum is shown. The

blue curves mark the events in the AC category and the red curve all other events. The

amplitudes were scaled to match the uncalibrated experimental heat spectrum in fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic view of the elec-

trode bias circuit. In case of a resistance

leakage R′ to the ground, the applied volt-

age V0 is different from the actual voltage

V at the electrode on the detector. RL is

the load resistance of an electrode.

Clearly, there is a good agreement of simulation and data (see fig. 6.4) for the 59.5 keV-

peak (see fig. 6.6 right). Therefore, we can confirm that the shape of the 59.5 keV peak in

our experimental heat spectrum is caused by an reduced voltage on the B electrode.

The scheme in fig. 6.7 represents a bias circuit for the electrodes which can explain an

unexpected voltage drop on one of the electrodes. At the level of the batteries, the same

voltage V0 is provided and measured for all electrodes. As the biasing is actually achieved

by using a load resistance of RL = 150 MΩ, a leakage resistance R′ to the ground would

cause a voltage drop at the stage of the electrodes. Therefore, V depends on the leak

resistance to ground and can be calculated via

V =
V0R

′

(R′ +RL)
. (6.4)

To get an idea how the leakage resistance influences the electrode bias, we assume a realistic

leakage of R′ = 2 GΩ. For an applied voltage of V0 = 50 V, eq. 6.4 predicts a voltage at

the electrode V = 46.5 V. This is very close to the value we used for the B electrode,

VB = 45 V, to reproduce the experimental heat spectrum with the simulation. Therefore

the leakage resistance to the ground is an appropriate explanation of the phenomenon of

having two NTL amplification factors in a mode that is otherwise expected to be planar.

6.4 Linearity of the NTL amplification factor

The first step, in order to analyze the performance of the HPGe prototype detector towards

high voltages was to evaluate the linearity of the NTL effect and study the behavior of the

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). As a reminder, we chose a planar voltage configuration for

all measurements in order to have only one NTL amplification factor.
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Figure 6.8: Left: Amplitude of the 59.5 keV-peak in mV versus electrode bias ∆V. The blue

curve and dots mark the amplitudes of the 59.5 keV-peak expected from a linear NTL effect (see

eq. 2.4) extrapolating from the peak measurement at ∆V = 6 V. The red and green dots represent

the actually measured positions of the 59.5 keV-peak at the given biases. Right: Signal-to-Noise-

Ratio (SNR) versus electrode bias ∆V . The blue curve connects the data points. In both plots

the red dots represent measurements with VA = VB > 0 V and the green dots measurements with

VA = VB < 0 V. The uncertainties of the data points are dominated by the uncertainty in the

electrode bias described in sec. 6.3.3. For the measured amplifications, the error bars are smaller

than the marker size.

The left plot in fig. 6.8 shows that the 59.5 keV-peak amplitude in the heat channel of our

prototype detector is linearly amplified according to our expectation from the NTL effect

up to an electrode bias of ∆V = 100 V. There is a trend that the actually measured heat

amplitudes of the 59.5 keV-peak (green and red dots) are higher than expected from the

extrapolation of the measured peak position at ∆V = 6 V (blue curve and dots). This can

be explained by the uncertainty of the actual electrode bias described in the last section.

The measured 59.5 keV-peak amplitude at ∆V = 120 V is the first data point with a

lower value as expected from the linear extrapolation from the measurement at ∆V = 6 V.

This is caused by a starting break down of the detector originating from the build-up

of leakage currents between the electrodes. It becomes obvious by analyzing the SNR

as shown in fig. 6.8 right. The SNR increases as expected with the electrode bias up to

∆V = 100 V. For the next higher electrode bias ∆V = 120 V, the SNR is reduced by more

than a factor of 2 in comparison to ∆V = 100 V, although the NTL amplification factor

is only slightly reduced in comparison to the linear expectation. We conclude that the

SNR is a much better indicator for a starting break down of the detector than the NTL

amplification factor.

The SNR does not show a pure linear behavior as noise levels differ from measure-

ment to measurement and experimental conditions are not exactly reproducible. In these

measurements no significant difference for the linearity of the NTL effect and the SNR

was observed by changing the polarity on the detector from VA = VB > 0 V (red dots) to

VA = VB < 0 V (green dots).
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Figure 6.9: Ionization yield Q ver-

sus heat energy in keVee for a low

electric field configuration with VA =

VB = −VC = −VD = +3 V. The

three colored boxes mark the main

structures of events in this plot. 1

/ red: Events with full charge col-

lection, 2 / green: Events with in-

complete charge collection, 3 / blue:

Events with no charge signal above

the baseline noise.

6.5 Study of the detector performance for a low electric field configura-

tion

By using the FID800 EDELWEISS detectors in an operation mode with high electric fields,

the experiment enters a complete new area of detection. First tests with these detectors

showed promising results, as the NTL amplification showed a linear behavior and some

detectors could hold voltages up to ∆V = 100 V [90]. The aim of this work is to get a

deep inside in the detector operation at different voltages, including the analysis of charge

transport effects as well as developing pratical solutions to identify and eventually suppress

the unknown heat-only event background.

Therefore the detector was first studied in case of a low electric field with an electrode

bias of VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +3 V, where the expected performance is close to the

standard operation mode in EDELWEISS.

6.5.1 Ionization yield in the low electric field limit

In sec. 6.4, we showed that the NTL amplification behaves linearly as we expected. Based

on these results, a more detailed analysis of the detector performance was performed at

different electrode biases.

The study of the performance of the prototype detector at an electrode bias of VA =

VB = −VC = −VD = +3 V is based on the analysis of the ionization yield Q, which is

the ratio of the measured ionization signal Eion and the recoil energy Erec (see sec. 2.1).

As the detector was operated at a low electrode voltages the NTL amplification factor

was small and the energy measured in the heat channel H is approximately proportional

to the recoil energy Erec of an interaction (see eq. 2.3). In addition, our experiment was

equipped with an 241Am source emitting γ-rays which cause electron recoils in Ge and
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create more electron/hole-pairs than nuclear recoils, originating from neutrons or WIMP

candidates with the same energy. In general, the ionization yield is normalized to the

number of e−/h+-pairs created by electron recoils. Therefore, as in our case the detector

was irradiated with γ-rays, we expect an ionization yield Q = 1.

The results for the ionization yield Q in the studied low electric field case is shown in

fig. 6.9. It is defined as the ratio of the calibrated summed ionization amplitude spectrum

ABCD and the calibrated heat spectrum according to section 6.3.2. Clearly, not only

events at Q = 1 but also at Q < 1 show up.

The large majority of events occurs at Q ≈ 1 as highlighted by the red box. The actual

elliptical shape of the distribution is caused by the energy resolutions in the ionization and

heat channels. The majority of events in the red box have an energy of H = 59.5 keVee as

expected for γ-rays from the 241Am source. Events with Q ≈ 1 deliver the same amount

of energy in the heat and ionization channel, which means all created e−/h+-pairs are

collected at the electrodes. Therefore we can classify the events marked by the red box

as events with full charge collection. There are additional events outside the 59.5 keVee

region which also have Q ≈ 1 and therefore are also events with full charge collection.

These event originate from γ-rays that already lost some of their primary energy in other

parts of the detector before they interacted in the sensitive area or from events which only

deposited parts of their energy in the sensitive area and then escaped.

The green box marks all the events, where the ionization amplitude is reduced in com-

parison to the heat amplitude. These events are clearly connected to the phenomenon of

charge trapping, where electrons and holes created in the primary interaction are either

bound to impurities on their way to the electrodes or reach surface regions which are not

covered by an electrode. This hypothesis of charge trapping will be discussed in detail and

verified in sec. 6.5.2 by comparing the experimental results to the output of the charge

migration simulation tool explained in chap. 3.

There is a third group of events which is highlighted by the blue box. These events

have very low Q-values which are consistent with no signal amplitude larger than the

baseline noise for the ionization channel ABCD (Eion < 3 keVee), whereas the heat signal

amplitude clearly exceeds the baseline noise. These events are so-called heat-only events, as

they deliver only a signal in the heat channel. The origin of these events is not understood

so far and represents one of the main background sources in the EDELWEISS experiment

in the Modane underground laboratory (see sec. 2.6.4). Although we could not find the

origin for these events either, we made use of the analysis tool presented in sec. 6.2.2. We

found that the shape of the heat-only signals differs from the shape of heat signals that

also showed a significant signal on at least one of the ionization channels. Based on the

shape parameters of the heat signals, we could discriminate the heat-only events from the

other events. The details of this analysis are presented in sec. 6.5.3.
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Figure 6.10: Left: Ionization yield Q versus heat energy in keVee. The grey dots represent the

experimental data for VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +3 V. The green and red dots mark the results

from MC simulation. Green dots highlight events with full charge collection and therefore Q ≈ 1,

red dots highlight events with reduced Q < 1 due to trapping. Right: Event locations in the upper

half of the detector retrieved from simulation. Violet and green rectangles mark the electrodes A

and B. The electric field lines are shown as solid lines. Events affected by trapping (red dots) are

located close to the surface and in-between the electrodes. For the simulation a monoenergetic

source emitting isotropically 59.5 keV γ-rays and producing single energy deposits in the crystal

was assumed. For the experimental data events which show no signal above the baseline noise in

the summed ionization ABCD (heat-only events) are not shown.

6.5.2 Qualitative analysis of charge trapping effects in experiment and simu-

lation

To confirm that the events occurring in the green box in fig. 6.9 are event with reduced

ionization amplitudes due to trapping, we performed a simulation of the experimental set-

up using the MC tool presented in chap. 3 which also takes into account the trapping of

charge carriers. In order to compare the ionization yield Q from simulation with data, the

simulated ionization and heat amplitudes were smeared with the experimental resolutions

on the 59.5 keVee-peak with σABCD = 0.78 keVee and σHeat = 1.54 keVee. In fig. 6.10 the

experimental results already shown in fig. 6.9 for the ionization yield Q (gray dots) are now

displayed together with results from the Monte Carlo simulation tool (green and red dots).

Although the assumptions in the MC tool strongly simplify the experimental set-up, e.g.

events interacting multiple times in the detector are ignored as well as events caused by

radiation that already deposited some amount of energy in other parts of the experiment,

there is a qualitatively good agreement between Q-values from simulation and data. Both

data sets show the majority of events distributed around Q ≈ 1 and heat energies around

H = 59.5 keVee, which represent events with full charge collection (green dots). In addition,

both data sets show events with reduced Q-value, which in case of the simulation (red dots)

can only be caused by trapping.
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In figure 6.10 left we classified the simulated events into two groups: Green dots highlight

events with full charge collection (Q > 0.95 ∧H > 56 keVee) and red dots highlight events

with reduced charge collection due to trapping. This allows us to identify the locations of

the events affected by trapping. In figure 6.10 right we clearly see that events affected by

trapping are located in the surface region and in-between the ring electrodes. Furthermore,

99.6 % of the events affected by trapping are located within 0.5 mm distance from the

surface. We conclude that surface trapping, caused by charge carriers that reach the

surface at regions which are not covered by an electrode, is the dominant process leading

to reduced ionization amplitudes and therefore reduced Q-values.

A closer look shows that the experimental data extend to much lower ionization yields Q

than the data retrieved from MC simulation. It looks like trapping effects in the experiment

are stronger than expected from simulation. This is likely the case as the simulation does

not treat charge build-up and detector degradation: For every event, the electric field

configuration is assumed to be only defined by the voltages applied on the electrodes.

Charged impurities caused by trapped charge carriers are not considered, however the

reduced ionization and heat amplitudes caused by the stopped charge carriers is taken into

account (see sec. 3.3.4). In the experiment the charged impurities should by avoided by a

proper reset of the detector (see sec. 4.5). However, even after a long regeneration there

are still some charged impurities remaining and an operation of the detector at low electric

field favors a fast build-up of charged impurities.

There is an additional group of events in the experimental data which does not occur in

the simulation. For these events Q ≈ 1 holds, but the heat energy is below 59.5 keV. These

events are simply not considered in the simulation as they originate from radiation that de-

posited some energy via Compton scattering in other parts of the set-up before interacting

in the sensitive area or only deposited parts of their energy and escaped afterwards.

Furthermore the results from simulation show that no heat-only events are expected for

interactions caused by a γ-ray source. Therefore we can conclude that the heat-only events

are not caused by charge migration processes in HPGe detectors and the origin of these

events must lay somewhere else. The heat-only events are discussed in the next section.

6.5.3 Investigation of discrimination of heat-only events

Up to now the origin of heat-only events in the EDELWEISS-III detectors is not known.

However, they are the dominant background and studies are on-going to clarify their origin

(see sec. 2.6.4). Heat-only events are not exclusively connected to the EDELWEISS-III set-

up as our experimental results (see fig 6.5.1 blue box) also showed a significant population

of heat-only events. However, in contrast to the set-up in the Modane underground labora-

tory, our data acquisition system allowed a sampling frequency of 20 kHz and provided us

with the required resolution for the shape of the heat signals. Based on shape parameters

provided by the analysis framework presented in section 6.2, we developed a method to

discriminate heat-only events.
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Figure 6.11: Top left: Uncalibrated heat amplitude spectra, the blue is based on the maxima of

the filtered pulses, the green is extracted from a linear fit of the filtered pulses against the reference

pulse. Top right: Ratio of filtered amplitudes to fitted amplitudes, red represents Hfit / Hfilt > 0.9

and blue Hfit / Hfilt ≤ 0.9. Bottom left: Correlation of filtered pulse to reference pulse, red marks

c > 0.9 and blue c ≤ 0.9. Bottom right: Ionization yield Q versus heat energy in keVee, red dots

mark events after applying a cut with Hfit / Hfilt > 0.9 ∧ c > 0.9, blue dots mark the remaining

events.

As already explained in sec. 6.2 the signal amplitudes for the measured pulses are

determined in different ways. The heat amplitude parameter we have used so far is the

filtered heat amplitude Hfilt, which is retrieved from an optimal filter. As discussed before,

the optimal filter used here, maximizes the signal to noisr ratio and is rarely affected by

the shape of the heat pulse. The analysis tool provides a second method to extract the

heat amplitude by plotting the reference pulse against the actual pulse, and fitting a linear

function to this plot. The slope of this linear function then defines the fitted heat amplitude

Hfit of the pulse and is clearly affected by the agreement of the shapes of the two pulses.

In fig. 6.11 upper left, the heat amplitude spectra for the filtered Hfilt and fitted heat

amplitudes Hfit are shown. A clear shift of the 59.5 keV-peaks of the two spectra can

be observed. By plotting the ratio Hfit / Hfilt (upper right graphic), this shift can be

identified as a two peak structure describing two event populations with different pulse-
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Figure 6.12: Ionization yield Q

versus heat energy. The grey dots

represent all events where the ion-

ization amplitude ABCD is smaller

than the baseline amplitude spec-

trum with (ABCD < 3.0 keVee). The

blue dots mark events that are not re-

jected by Hfit / Hfilt > 0.9∧ c > 0.9.

The rejection efficiency for heat-only

events is 95.6 %.

shape parameters. In order to discriminate heat-only events, we defined a cut accepting

all events with Hfit / Hfilt > 0.9 (red line) as regular pulses and rejected the other events

as being from type heat-only (blue line).

We studied a second pulse-shape parameter, which is the correlation c between a trig-

gered pulse and the reference pulse. It is calculated for every triggered pulse and converges

to c = 1, in case the pulse-shape of the single pulse and reference pulse are in good agree-

ment. The lower left graphic in figure 6.11 shows the distribution of the correlation c for

the measured pulses. We observe two contributions, one with c close to 1 and another

extending down to c = 0.1. For our analysis we accepted all heat signals with a correla-

tion c > 0.9 as regular pulses (red line) and rejected all other events as being from type

heat-only (blue line).

Finally we combined the two criteria and accepted only pulses that fullfill Hfit / Hfilt >

0.9 ∧ c > 0.9. With this cut we split the events in two categories as shown in the lower

right graphic of fig. 6.11. The red dots represent accepted events and the blue dots rejected

events. As one can directly see, most of the heat-only events can be discriminated by this

procedure. The fact that also some of the low energy events with a Q-value close to one

are rejected, is caused by the energy resolution in the heat channel. The smaller the heat

amplitude of a pulse is in comparison to the amplitude spectrum of the baseline noise, the

less sensitive is any pulse-shape parameter as the shape of the pulse is dominated by noise.

Consequently, in our case we can define our pulse-shape based heat-only discrimination

method as efficient for energies above 10 keVee.

The efficiency of our heat-only event rejection method is shown in figure 6.12. The

events marked by the gray dots were selected based on the ionization amplitude ABCD.

They are classified as heat-only events as their ionization amplitude ABCD is smaller than

3.0 keVee which is the FWHM of the baseline amplitude spectrum. After applying the cut

presented in this section, all events but the events marked by the blue dots are rejected,

illustrating a rejection efficiency for heat-only events of 95.6 %.
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Figure 6.13: Ionization yield Q versus heat energy for two voltage configurations, left: VA = VB =

−VC = −VD = 25 V (∆V = 50 V), right: VA = VB = −VC = −VD = 50 V (∆V = 100 V). The blue

vertical lines are explained in sec. 6.6.2.

This study makes clear that the recording and analyzing of the full shape of the heat

signal can be a very helpful tool to lower the effect of heat-only background events. A

possible rejection method for heat-only events is not limited by only considering the two

pulse-shape parameters presented here. There are additional parameters like the rise and

decay times of the signals, which are also sensitive to the pulse-shape and could help to

improve the rejection method.

6.6 Study of the detector performance for high electric field configura-

tions

In the last section we showed that the ionization yield Q is a good parameter to characterize

the detector performance in our calibration experiment, showing that the major limiting

effects on its performance are caused by charge trapping and heat-only events. In this

section we focus on the detector performance with increasing voltage. We will show that

especially the interpretation of the Q-value changes and is not a good estimator for the

detector performance any more.

6.6.1 Ionization yield in the high electric field limit

In fig. 6.13 the results for ionization yield Q versus the heat energy for two voltage con-

figurations are presented. The left graphic shows the results from a measurement with an

electrode bias of ∆V = 50 V and the right one for a measurement with ∆V = 100 V. We

clearly see that the distribution of Q-values is more narrowed around 1 when increasing the

electrode bias, which owes to the fact, that the energy resolution improves with increasing

bias as charge collection is more efficient for higher electric fields.
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If we compare the ionization yield Q shown in fig. 6.13 with the results for the mea-

surement at low electric field presented in fig 6.9, we mark two differences: In the high

electric field configurations the two populations with Q < 1 are missing in contrast to the

low electric field case were we associated these populations to events affected by charge

trapping and heat-only events. Actually, these populations did not really disappear but

the interpretation of the Q-value changes dramatically for high voltages.

As already explained in sec. 2.3 with increasing electrode bias the heat signal is more

and more dominated by the phonons produced during the drift of the electrons and holes

(NTL effect) than by the phonons created in the primary interaction. Therefore the relation

between heat signal and recoil energy H ≈ Erec does not hold any more and has to be

replaced by H ≈ Eion. With increasing electric field the Q-value converges then to 1 for all

interactions and events that are affected by charge migration will also have a Q-value of 1.

Thus, interactions where trapping was involved do not disappear but show up at smaller

heat energies in the Q-plot, as the heat amplitude per unit energy deposit is reduced in

comparison to events with full charge collection.

In conclusion, for high electric fields the ionization yield Q can not be used to study

charge trapping effects. However, trapping is very critical for the detector performance

and can lead to a misinterpretations of the recoil energy. Therefore we used a different

approach to study charge trapping at high electrode biases based on the MC simulation tool

for charge migration in HPGe crystals presented in chap. 3. The fact that charge trapping

effects are represented in an adequate way in the simulation was already shown for the

low electric field case (sec. 6.5.2). For high biases, trapping will be discussed in sec. 6.7.3,

as it is a very important background and has to be considered for the optimization of the

detector performance (see sec. 6.8).

In fig. 6.13, we saw that apparently also the heat-only event populations are missing

for the high electric field cases. This is caused by the operation of the detector in the NTL

amplified mode and will be discussed in the next section.

6.6.2 Heat-only events in the case of high electric fields

In order to explain the missing population of heat-only events in fig. 6.13, we analyzed the

data of a measurement at medium electrode bias with ∆V = 35 V. The results for the

ionization yield Q are presented in figure 6.14. We see a population of heat-only events,

although their maximal heat energy is below 15 keVee in comparison to the low electric

field case, where we found events with heat energies up to 70 keVee (see fig. 6.9).

This artifact is caused by the fact that the measured heat signal per unit deposited

energy H/Erec in case of a proper interaction in the detector, producing electron/hole-pairs,

depends on the electrode bias via H/Erec = (1 + ∆V/ε), with ε = 3 for electron recoils

(see sec. 2.3). In contrast to that the signals of the heat-only events are not amplified by

the electrode bias since no ionization is produced. To show that this explains the missing

heat-only event population in the high electric field cases, we present a simple example:
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Figure 6.14: Ionization yield Q

versus heat energy for VA = VB =

−VC = −VD = 17.5 V (∆V = 35 V).

Few events are located in the blue

box where heat-only events are ex-

pected to occur. For details see

sec. 6.6.2.

In the low electric field case presented in fig. 6.9, the heat energies of heat-only events

with a significant statistic range up to around 50 keVee (blue box). Based on the NTL

amplification factors fNTL = (1 + ∆V/3) for ∆V = 6 V with fNTL1 = 3 and for ∆V = 35 V

with fNTL2 ≈ 12.7, we can calculate the expected upper energy bound for heat-only events

for ∆V = 35 V via 50 keVee · fNTL1/fNTL1 ≈ 11.8 keVee. A box with an upper limit of

11.8 keVee is drawn in fig. 6.14 and clearly marks the population of heat-only events. We

can now calculate the upper bound for heat-only event amplitudes expected at ∆V = 50 V

and ∆V = 100 V and we get upper bounds to be about 4.4 keVee and 8.5 keVee. These are

represented by the lines in fig. 6.13. As the resolution of the ionization yield Q is mainly

defined by the ionization amplitude resolution and this only slightly improves for high

biases according to the more efficient charge collection, the heat-only events are hidden in

the wide distribution of Q-values at low heat amplitudes. In the case of ∆V = 50 V we can

still classify a few events as heat-only with very small Q-values but not for ∆V = 100 V.

In order to test the heat-only event rejection method presented in sec. 6.5.3, we applied

the same rejection criteria to the events measured at ∆V = 35 . In fig. 6.14, we see that

the accepted events (red dots) are free of heat-only events.

Eventually, our observations of heat-only events support the statement that heat-only

events are not events affected by poor charge collection. They are either produced by inter-

actions outside the HPGe crystal, e.g. the NTD Ge thermistor or they are not connected

to particle interactions at all. In case their origin can not be found, a pulse-shape analysis

is a viable tool to reduce the effect of these background events on low-mass WIMP searches

with the EDELWEISS detectors.
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6.7 Charge transport and charge trapping in a HPGe detector at high

electric fields

In order to optimize the EDELWEISS detector for the operation with high electrode biases,

it is very important to have a good understanding of the detector performance. Since at

high electric field the ionization signals as well as the heat signals are determined by the

charge transport of electrons and holes, the key to optimize the detector performance is to

understand the charge transport. Especially charge trapping is a limiting factor and leads

to miscalculation of the primary recoil energy by an interacting particle.

In order to evaluate our understanding of charge migration in the prototype detector,

we analyzed the detector for different high bias conditions using the persuasive power of a

comparison of simulation and data. An important tool for our analysis are the event cate-

gories based on the ionization amplitudes presented in sec. 6.3, as they contain information

about scattering, trapping and transport anisotropies of electrons and holes.

The calibration experiment was equipped with an 241Am source, which produced near-

surface interactions. Therefore we could study the individual charge migration properties

of electrons and holes in different measurements by simply switching the polarity of the

electrode biases. The results are presented in sec. 6.7.1 and sec. 6.7.2. In addition, the

nature of trapping effects is analyzed in section 6.7.3.

6.7.1 Detector signals in case of long electron tracks

The analysis results presented in this section make use of all 5 detection channels (4 ioniza-

tion channels + 1 heat channel), as especially the ionization amplitudes contain valuable

information about the charge transport in the detector. For this study we focused on ex-

perimental and simulated data with an electrode bias of VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V.

The 241Am calibration source (see fig. 4.1) faced the top surface of the detector covered

with the A and B electrode. It emitted 59.5 keV γ-rays which mainly interacted close to the

surface of the detector and produced e−/h+-pairs close to the A and B electrode. Hence,

VA = VB = −50 V, holes are collected quickly at the A and B electrodes and the charge

transport for this experiment is dominated by electrons, which have to migrate through

the whole crystal and are collected at the bottom electrodes C and D. The electric field

lines for such an operation in planar mode are shown in fig. 6.17.

Qualitative comparison of simulated and experimental ionization amplitudes

The first step of our analysis was to compare the ionization amplitudes on the four sets

of electrodes retrieved from simulation and data for the calibration experiment with a

monoenergetic source emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays.

The results for the signal amplitudes on the four ionization channels A,B,C and D are

shown in figure 6.15. We clearly see that the main structures in the experimental data are
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Figure 6.15: Left: Ionization signals of channel A versus channel B. Right: Ionization signals of

channel C versus channel B. The signs of the signal amplitudes indicate the carrier type which is

collected. A and B collect holes and the signals have negative amplitude. C and D collect electrons

and the signals have positive amplitude. Special events with an ionization signal opposite to the

expectation from the carrier type to be collected are marked by red dots. The figures at the top

show the results from experiment, the bottom figures from simulation. The voltage configuration

was VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V. For explanations see sec. 6.7.1.

reproduced in the simulation and we mark 4 dominant populations of events:

1. Events with a maximal ionization amplitude around −59.5 keVee in the A or B chan-

nel1 and events with a maximal ionization amplitude around 59.5 keVee in the C or

D channel.

2. Events with an ionization amplitude in the A and B channel (events along the line

connecting ionization A ≈ −59.5 keVee / ionization B ≈ 0 keVee and ionization A

≈ 0 keVee / ionization B ≈ −59.5 keVee) and events with an ionization amplitude in

1The negative sign here contains the information about the charge of the collected carries. In this case

the electrode bias was VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V and therefore the A and B electrodes collect holes

and the ionization amplitudes on these electrodes are negative.
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the C and D channel (events along the line connecting ionization C ≈ 59.5 keVee /

ionization D ≈ 0 keVee and ionization C ≈ 0 keVee / ionization D ≈ 59.5 keVee). We

note that the population of events with shared signals on C and D is larger than the

population of events with shared signals on A and B.

3. Events with an ionization amplitude larger than 0 keVee on A or B, which is surprising

as A and B collect holes, which create negative signal amplitudes. These events show

a reduced signal amplitude in the C and D channel and are marked by the red dots.

4. Events with ionization amplitudes along the zero axis of ionization amplitude A and

B, as well as C and D. This event population does only appear in the experimental

data.

Since we know the properties of electron and hole transport in the HPGe crystal which are

implemented in the MC charge transport model, we can characterize the 4 main popula-

tions:

1. All electrons drift either to the C or D electrode and all holes drift either to the A

or B electrode according to our expectation from the shape of the electric field lines

(see fig. 6.17 top left).

2. Electron collection is shared between the C and D electrodes and hole collection is

shared between the A and B electrodes. The population of shared events on the

C and D electrode is larger than for A and B as electrons have a strong transport

anisotropy (see sec. 3.3.1) and are drifted in an angle of 35 ◦ to the electric field. In

contrast to that, in the simulation, no transport anisotropy is implemented for the

holes and they drift strictly along the electric field lines.

3. The events marked as red dots in fig. 6.15 are caused by charge carrier trapping.

These events deliver a shared signal on the C and D electrode, which is in total smaller

than 59.5 keV. The C and D electrode are biased with a voltage VC = VD > 0 V.

Therefore, they collect electrons and the trapped charge carriers are electrons. While

charge carriers drift through the crystal, they induce charge on all electrodes and

the induced charge signal is larger the closer to an electrode the charge carriers are

migrating (see sec. 3.4.2). In our case, the charge carriers are produced close to

the A and B electrodes and therefore electrons induce a large signal with positive

sign on the A and B electrode. In case of full charge collection the contribution of

induced charge to the net ionization amplitude on the A and B electrodes is zero as

the induced signal returns to zero after the electrons are collected on the C and D

electrodes. In our case parts of the electrons were trapped and therefore the induced

part of ionization signal on the A and B channels did not return to zero. A net

ionization amplitude with a sign opposite to the expectation from hole collection

remains. We did not find events with negative ionization amplitudes on C and D, as

holes are drifted far away from these electrodes and therefore even in case trapping

occurs, the induced charge signal on the C and D electrodes was negligible.
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Figure 6.16: Number of events

in event category Ncategory normal-

ized to the total number of events

with full charge collection Ntot. The

voltage configuration is planar with

VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V,

which means signals are mainly influ-

enced by electron migration. The red

dots represent the results from exper-

iment, the blue dots the results from

simulation. The statistical uncer-

tainties are smaller than the marker

sizes.

4. Events with ionization amplitudes along the zero axis of the ionization amplitude A

and B, as well as C and D. These events are also characterized by full charge collection

on the A and B, C and D electrodes but they do not originate from primary interaction

with an energy deposit of 59.5 keV. They are mainly caused by γ-rays from the
241Am source, which already deposited energy in other parts of the detector before

they interact in the HPGe crystal or deposited part of their energy in the detector

and then escaped. Other contributions to this population of events originate from

background radiation caused by radioactive materials in the experimental set-up, as

well as from cosmic muon backgrounds. Thus, these interactions are not considered in

the simulation, where we assumed a monoenergetic source emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays,

this event population did not show up in the simulation.

The ionization amplitudes for our calibration experiment retrieved from experiment

and simulation agree very well on a qualitative basis. Therefore we conclude, that the MC

simulation tool for charge migration contains the main properties of electron transport in

HPGe crystals also for rather high bias fields. This is not surprising since the simulation

already described well the case for low fields, where trapping issues are more prominent

than in high field configurations. The next step was then to study the charge migration

processes on a quantitative level, as we finally wanted to use the charge migration tool to

optimize our detector performance.

Quantitative comparison of simulated and experimental ionization amplitudes

After giving a general description of the effects of charge migration processes in Ge for the

detector performance at high electric fields, in the following we present the results from a

quantitative analysis of the detected events originating from our 241Am source. It is again

based on the comparison of simulation and data.
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Figure 6.17: Simulation results for the locations of energy deposits in the prototype detector facing

an 241Am source. Left: Electron transport dominates charge collection as VA = VB = −VC = −VD =

−50 V. Right: Hole transport dominates charge collection as VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V.

Top: Events with full charge collection. The color of the dots marks the event categories to which

the events belong: AC blue, BD red, A(C+D) green, B(C+D) yellow, C(A+B) dark yellow, D(A+B)

cyan, (A+B)(C+B) magenta. Bottom: Events with full charge collection are shown as gray dots.

In addition, events with reduced charge signals due to trapping are represented by the red dots.

In section 6.3 we discussed that the interactions caused by the 241Am source can be

categorized according to the ionization amplitudes on the set of the four electrodes A,B,C

and D, leading to 10 different event categories. In this section, we discuss the categories 1

to 9, which are characterized by full charge collection on the summed ionization amplitude

ABCD. In our experimental set-up the 241Am is approximately a monoenergetic source

for γ-rays with an energy of 59.5 keV, full charge collection is defined by events with an

ionization amplitude in the 5σ region of the 59.5 keVee peak in the ionization amplitude

spectrum. The category 10, which is connected to charge trapping, is discussed in sec. 6.7.3.

The first step of this analysis was to extract all events with full charge collection on

ABCD. This was done for the simulated data as well as for the experimental data. After

extracting the number of events with full charge collection Ntotal, the events were further

classified and the number of events in every category Ncategory was determined. The results
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for the relative contributions of events in the various categories Ncategory/Ntotal retrieved

from simulation and experiment are shown in figure 6.16. We see, that the number of events

in the different categories extracted from data (red dots), are in general in good agreement

with the simulations blue). Therefore we can conclude, that the charge migration processes

included in the simulation provide an adequate description of the experimental set-up.

Slight variations between simulation and experiment are not surprising as the simulation

was very simplified only taking single energy deposits into account and also no noise was

included in the analysis of the simulated data set.

Based on the good agreement between event categories from experiment and simulation,

we can now discuss the charge migration processes for electrons in more details. In fig. 6.17

top left, the simulated locations of energy deposits caused by 59.5 keV γ-rays are presented

and the colors mark the events according to the category to which they belong. The

different categories are discussed in the following:

1. The majority of events belong to the event categories AC or BD. In this case the

interaction took place close below the A or B electrodes and the created electrons

and holes were drifted to the C or D electrode, as expected from the shape of the

electric field lines (blue and red dots).

2. Another large population of events belongs to the A(C+D) or B(C+D) event category.

The simulation shows, that in this case the interaction are located in-between the A

and B electrodes (green and yellow dots). As the transport anisotropy of the electrons

is affecting the charge collection and electrons drift in an angle of 35◦ to the electric

field, especially in this case, it is very likely that electrons created in one interaction

are partially collected on the C and D electrodes. However, simulation and data show

the same trend for the populations of theses categories, the simulation overestimate

the number of events in theses categories. This will discussed in bullet 6.

3. As neither the shape of the electric field lines nor the transport anisotropy of electrons

lead to pure charge collection on the A and D or B and C electrodes, no events

contribute to the categories AD and BC.

4. Events in the categories C(A+B) and D(A+B) do not show up for two reasons.

Electron hole pairs are created close to surface covered by the A and B electrodes,

so holes have a minor effect on the ionization amplitude spectra as they only drift a

short distance and are collected very quickly.

5. The simulation shows, that events in the category (A+B)(C+D) are located very

close to the middle in-between the A and B electrodes (magenta dots). According to

the simulation, electrons and holes are created in a finite volume(see sec. 3.1). In this

case, e−/h+-pairs are partially created in the area were the electric field lines connect

the A and C electrode and in the area were they connect the B and D electrode. In

this way, the simulation allows shared collection of holes on the A and B electrodes.

However, the simulation underestimates the number of events in this category and is

discussed in the following.
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Figure 6.18: Number of events

in event category Ncategory normal-

ized to the total number of events

with full charge collection Ntot. The

voltage configuration is planar with

VA = VB = −VC = −VD = +50 V,

which means signals are mainly in-

fluenced by hole migration. The red

dots represent the results from exper-

iment, the blue dots the results from

simulation. The statistical uncer-

tainties are smaller than the marker

sizes.

6. The simulation underestimates the number of events with shared charge collection

on (A+B)(C+D) and overestimates the amount of events in category A(C+B) and

C(D+B). These are the first hints for a missing implementation of a hole transport

anisotropy, which will be discuss in detail in sec. 6.7.2. In the simulation the holes

strictly follow the electric field lines and therefore even if they occur in-between

electrodes, shared collection on A and B is strongly suppressed. If we assume a small

transport anisotropy, especially the events with e−/h+-pair production in-between

electrodes will be affected. These events belong to the categories A(C+D), B(C+D),

(A+B)(C+D) (green, yellow, magenta dots in fig. 6.17 top left). The hole transport

anisotropy enhances charge sharing on A and B. Thus, more events show up in

category (A+B)(C+D) and less in the categories A(C+D),B(C+D) is reduced, which

is consistent with the experimental data. However, the hole transport plays a minor

role for electron dominated charge signals.

The event categories based on the ionization amplitudes are a very powerful tool to

analyze the effect of charge transport in Ge on the detector performance, especially when

comparing data with simulation based on hot carrier transport. We saw that when the

detector response is dominated by the charge collection of electrons, the electron trans-

port anisotropy favors shared charge collection on at least 3 electrodes. We will see in

section 6.7.3, that this also favors electron trapping at the surfaces and is therefore a

fundamental limit for the charge collection in a FID detector.

6.7.2 Detector signals in case of long hole tracks

In the following the results from an analysis of our calibration experiment, equipped with

an 241Am source emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays with an electrode bias VA = VB = −VC = −VD =

+50 V is presented. In this case, as the energy deposits are located close to the A and B

electrodes, the detector signals are dominated by the charge migration of holes.
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In figure 6.18 the results for the number of events in the different event categories

is shown, retrieved from simulation and experiment. Similar to the analysis of electron

transport, we focus here on events with full charge collection. Thus, we focus on events

where the summed ionization amplitude ABCD falls into the 5σ region of the 59.5 keVee-

peak. We note that the populations of the different event categories do not agree as well as

in the case where the charge transport was dominated by electron transport (see sec. 6.7.1).

The results presented in fig. 6.18 show significantly less events that delivered full charge

on the AC and BD electrodes as predicted from simulation. In addition, the simulation

predicts no events with shared charge collection on the C and D electrode (event categories

A(C+D), B(C+D) and (A+B)(C+D)), which are clearly observed in the experiment. Fi-

nally, events with shared charge collection on A and B (event categories C(A+B), D(A+B))

are expected by the simulation and are not measured in the experiment.

We can interpret this discrepancy in the populations of events in the different categories

by comparing it to the case where electrons dominated the charge collection. We see in

fig. 6.17 top right that the events which belong to the event categories A(C+D) and B(C+D)

are located in-between the electrodes and favor charge sharing on the C and D electrode.

This follows from the electron transport anisotropy which causes the electrons to migrate

in an angle of 35◦ to the electric field lines. In the case of hole transport no transport

anisotropy is included in the simulation. Therefore also holes created in the region in-

between the A and B electrodes strictly propagate along the electric field lines and charge

collection is favored on the electrodes A and C or B and D. However, the experimental data

show a significant amount of events with charge sharing on the C and D electrodes and as

in case of electron transport charge sharing is caused by electron transport anisotropy, we

can conclude that the hole transport anisotropy plays an important role for our detector.

Hence, it is not implemented in the simulation, we well understand the difference between

simulation to data.

To conclude, although the transport anisotropy for holes in Ge crystals is much smaller

than for electrons - the drift velocity for electron varies more than 100 % for an electric field

along the [100]-direction of the crystal in comparison to the [111]-direction (see sec. 3.3.1),

whereas it only varies around 30 % for holes (see sec. 3.3.3)- it has a measurable effect on

the detector signals in our FID prototype detector. Therefore it is planned in a next step

to implement the hole transport anisotropy in the hot carrier transport simulation. An

approach, how this can be done, is found in [144] and is considered for further developments

of the hot carrier transport simulation tool used for this thesis.

6.7.3 Effect of charge trapping on the detector signals

In the sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.2, we discussed the detector performance resulting from charge

migration in HPGe crystals and found that especially in the case signals are dominated by

electron transport, the hot carrier transport simulation tool used for this thesis provides

an excellent description of our experimental set-up. Therefore, for the discussion of the
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Figure 6.19: Heat energy

spectrum in keVee for a planar

high voltage configuration with

VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V.

The black curve describes the experi-

mental data, the red curve the simu-

lation. The simulated spectrum was

smeared with Gaussian noise based

on the 59.5 keV-peak resolution in

the experiment σ = 2.30 keVee and

scaled to the experimental data

according to the maximal height of

the 59.5 keV-peak.

effect of charge trapping on the detector performance, we will focus on simulation and

data, retrieved from an electrode biasing with VA = VB = −VC = −VD = −50 V, where

the charge collection is dominated by electron tracks. However, all results also apply to

the case where hole tracks dominate the signals, especially as we found that the amount of

events affected by trapping in the simulation only varies slightly from 15.4 %for electrons

to 12.9 % for holes.

Thus, the transport anisotropy of electrons in Ge crystals favors shared charge collection

on the C and D electrodes, it also favors trapping on the crystal surfaces, as electrons much

more easily drift to surfaces which are not covered by an electrode. The effect of charge

trapping is discussed based on the heat amplitude spectrum. Eventually for high biases, in

order to detect recoil energies below 1 keV, it would be the only detection channel, because

the ionization channels are limited by read-out noise in combination with the low statistics

for the created e−/h+-pairs.

In figure 6.19 the black histogram represents the heat energy spectrum measured with

an electrode bias of ∆V = 100 V. In addition to the 59.5 keVee peak there are events

leaking down to energies around 1 keVee which is the heat trigger level. In the following we

will analyze this spectrum in comparison to the results from simulation. The heat energy

spectrum based on the simulation of a monoenergetic source emitting 59.5 keV γ-rays is

represented by the red line. The simulated heat energy spectrum is smeared with the

energy resolution on the 59.5 keV-peak in the experimental spectrum. The scaling of both

spectra is performed according to the maximal height of the 59.5 keV-peak in simulation

and experiment. This scaling procedure is appropriate, as we showed in the section 6.7.1

that the event categories in simulation and data based on the ionization amplitudes for

events with full charge collection agree very well.
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In figure 6.19, we see that the simulated and experimental heat energy spectrum agree

very well down to heat amplitudes of 25 keVee. Thus, the only effect that can lead to a

reduction of the heat amplitude implemented in the simulation is trapping, we can conclude

that at least down to 25 keVee charge trapping explains the shape of the experimental

spectrum. Furthermore, bulk trapping depends on the electric field and is negligible at

an electrode bias of ∆V = 100 V (see fig. 3.7). Therefore the only reason for trapping

that is implemented in the simulation is surface trapping. The positions of the primary

interactions in the detector, where the created e−/h+-pairs are affected by surface trapping,

are shown as red dots in fig. 6.17 bottom and support the hypothesis of surface trapping.

These events are located in-between the electrodes and in combination with the transport

anisotropy favor charge trapping at an uncovered free surface of the detector.

An obvious explanation for the discrepancy of the heat amplitude spectra from simu-

lation and experiment at amplitudes lower than 20 keVee is the fact that primary energy

deposits below 59.5 keV are not taken into account for the simulation. Actually, γ-rays

emitted by the 241Am source can scatter in other parts of the experimental set-up before

they interact in the sensitive region of the detector. In addition the trigger level was set

very low and therefore the peak in the experimental spectrum near zero is likely caused by

triggering on baseline fluctuations without any signal.

We state that in our calibration experiment with an 241Am source, which creates mainly

interactions in the near-surface region below the A center electrode, 21.1 % (Sim: 15.4 %) of

the events in the energy range from 20 keVee up to 70 keVee are affected by surface trapping.

At an eventual operation of the detector for low recoil energies, no discrimination of surface

events will be possible. Therefore events with reduced amplitudes due to surface trapping

will lead to a misinterpretation of the primary energy deposit of an interaction and provide

a fundamental limit for the detector performance. Therefore, the optimization of the

detector design in respect to surface trapping is important for the next generations of low

threshold dark matter detector. Hence, trapping is well included in the simulation tool,

we can use the simulation tool to find an optimal detector configuration, providing as little

surface trapping as possible. The results of these studies of different detector geometries

for the massive HPGe detectors of EDELWEISS are presented in the next sections.

6.8 Optimization of the detector configuration at high electric fields

The analysis of results from the calibration experiment presented in the last sections made

use of the advantage that our calibration experiment hosted a source producing γ-rays

causing energy deposits, which were large enough to be detectable in the heat and the

ionization channels. It allowed us to verify that the MC simulation tool for charge transport

in HPGe crystals provides an adequate description of the experimental set-up. In addition

it showed that surface trapping limits the charge collection at high electrode biases and

reduces the quality and reliability of the resulting heat amplitude spectrum.
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Figure 6.20: Heat amplitude

spectrum (black) from simula-

tion with VA = −VC = −35 V and

VB = −VD = −50 V. The input en-

ergy deposit distribution was based

on a mono- energetic source, emit-

ting 59.5 keV γ-rays. The colored

histograms represent contributions

based on the charge amplification

from different electrode biases:

∆VAC = 70 V (blue); ∆VBD = 100 V

(red); combination of A,B, C and

D (green); charge amplification

reduced by trapping (yellow).

In this section we use the charge migration simulation tool to study strategies to reduce

surface trapping and to find an optimal detector configuration. For the optimization, we

made use of the full information retrieved from the ionization and heat channels, but also

considered that eventually the Germanium detectors are operated at high electrode biases,

allowing to detect recoil energies below 1 keVee in the heat channel, whereas the signals

are too small be detectable in the ionization channel.

6.8.1 FID detector operated in veto mode

Actually, the FID detectors in EDELWEISS-III were designed to be able discriminate

surface events. Therefore a straightforward question is whether there is a way to profit

from a FID detector at high electrode biases operated in a veto mode with VA 6= VB,

although finally we will not be able to detect any ionization signal at the electrodes for

very small signals.

The primary idea of such a detection mode would be that the charge signals of events

at the surface are amplified by a smaller NTL amplification factor, based on the smaller

difference of the electrode bias ∆VAB � ∆VBD with an ultimate amplification being so

small, that the resulting heat signal is below the detection threshold.

Therefore a large difference for the NTL amplification for the neighboring electrodes

A,B and C,D is favored. As the maximal voltage difference will be limited by leakage

currents between the neighboring electrodes, we tested our prototype and found that the

maximal voltage difference without leakage in our experiment for VB = VD = −50 V was

∆VAB = ∆VCD = 15 V, which is consistent for measurements with the FID800 detectors.

An example for a simulated heat spectrum in an veto mode, caused by a source emitting

mono energetic γ-rays as presented in the last section, at high bias VA = −VC = −35 V
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Figure 6.21: Left: 2-D projection of event locations simulated in a HPGe detector with a FID-

type electrode design (interleaved electrodes are marked by the magenta and green rectangles). The

interaction points were assumed to be distributed uniformly in the detector in order to study effects

from surface trapping from all regions of the detector. Events were simulated in layers with different

distances from the surface (blue boxes). The gray dots mark all locations of events, which are not

affected by surface trapping and the red dots represent events affected by surface trapping. Right:

Amount of trapped charges for interactions located in layers with different thickness and distance

from the surface (blue boxes in the left graphic). The labels on the x-axis represent different layers

with 0: 200 nm to 1µm; 1: 1µm to 40µm; 2: 40µm to 1 mm; 3: 1 mm to 4 mm; 4: > 4 mm.

and VB = −VD = −50 V is shown in figure 6.20. The contributions from the different

NTL amplification factors based on charge amplification by the different electrodes A,B,C

and D are shown. In contrast to our assumption, the heat spectrum does not split up

according to the NTL amplifications ∆VAB = 15 V and ∆VBD = 100 V. The two peaks we

observe belong to the NTL amplifications ∆VAC = 70 V and ∆VBD = 100 V. Therefore

with this configuration, we can not discriminate surface and bulk events. In addition,

events with mixed amplification (green histogram) occur and make the heat spectrum

quite complicated. A proper energy calibration would be hard here and so far we can not

recommend an operation in this veto mode.

An operation at higher voltage differences between A and B is not possible at the

moment due to leakage currents. In addition it would oppose the primary idea to have a

large difference in the NTL factor for surface and bulk events. Therefore, in the following we

focus on detector configuration that are simpler and do not involve different NTL factors.

6.8.2 FID detector operated in planar mode

In case of a low-mass WIMP search, where the detection threshold is lowered to recoil

energies below 1 keV by using the NTL effect, signals from low energy background radiation

will also be detected with higher efficiency. Hence, the absorption depth for radiation

originating for any type of background particle decreases with energies, most of these

particles from external background will interact in the near-surface region of the detector.
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Therefore, their signals will be strongly affected by surface trapping, making it very hard

to reconstruct the recoil energy of an interaction.

The aim of this section is to quantify the effect of surface trapping in dependence on

the absorption depth of background electron recoils for a FID-type EDELWEISS detector

operated in planar mode with ∆V = 120 V. This voltage configuration was chosen based

on the results from high voltage tests with the EDELWEISS-III detectors, allowing the

detectors to be biased up to ∆V = 100 V without being affected by leakage currents. The

results which are presented in the following hold for all electrode biases in the same order

of magnitude.

In order to study the effect of surface trapping, we performed a simulation, where

interaction points were chosen to happen in various layers with various distances from the

detector surface. The decision for the thickness of these layers and the distance from the

surface was based on the already known EDELWEISS-III background from the natural

decay chain of 210Pb (see sec. 2.5). We simulated interactions in 5 layer with the following

dimensions: 0: 200 nm to 1µm; 1: 1µm to 40µm; 2: 40µm to 1 mm; 3: 1 mm to 4 mm;

4: > 4 mm.

The layer closest to the surface of the detector (layer 0) starts at a distance of 200 nm

and represents the minimal distance between an electron or hole and the surface before

it is treated as already collected at an electrode or the surface. For each of these layers

an uniform distribution of interaction positions in the detector was assumed. In addition,

all interactions are treated as single energy deposits with a fixed amount of energy. In

general, the primary energy affects only the size of the creation volume(see eq. 3.2) for

electron/hole-pairs and is chosen to be 10 keV.

In figure 6.21 left the center positions of the creation volumes of the simulated e−/h+-

pairs for all simulated events are shown. The red dots represent events, where some elec-

trons and holes were trapped on the way to the electrodes. Events are defined as influenced

by surface trapping according to the heat amplitude spectrum. Thus all interactions have

a primary energy of 10 keV, the heat amplitude spectrum has a peak at 10 keVee. Finally,

events are classified as influenced by surface trapping if they have a heat amplitude smaller

than the 5σ region of a Gaussian fit to the 10 keV-peak. The gray dots mark all events that

are not affected by surface trapping. We observe that the number of events affected by

trapping increases strongly with decreasing distance of the energy deposits to the detector

surface. In addition, also events in the bulk region are affected by trapping, especially

along the z-axis and in-between the ring electrodes. This clearly shows the large influence

of the electrode design on the charge collection.

In figure 6.21 right we present the number of events with reduced heat amplitude due

to trapping according to the 5 different layers with different distances to the surface. The

relative number of trapped events Ntrapped/Ntotal is defined independently for every layer,

based on the total number of simulated events in this layer Ntotal. We clearly see that

the closer an interaction is located to the surface, the more likely parts of the produced

electrons and holes are trapped. For the layer closest to the surface, we find that 87 % of
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Figure 6.22: Left: 2-D projection of event locations simulated in a HPGe detector with planar

electrode design (green rectangles). The interaction points were assumed to be distributed uniformly

in the detector in order to study effects from surface trapping from all regions of the detector. Events

were simulated in layers with different distances from the surface (blue boxes). The gray dots mark

all locations of events, which are not affected by surface trapping and the red dots represent events

affected by surface trapping. Right: Amount of trapped charges for interactions located in layers

with different thickness and distance from the surface (blue boxes in the left graphic). The labels

on the x-axis represent different layers with 0: 200 nm to 1µm; 1: 1µm to 40µm; 2: 40µm to

1 mm; 3: 1 mm to 4 mm; 4: > 4 mm.

the events are affected by surface trapping. If we combine the results from all simulated

layers, we still end up with 42.3 % of the detector volume leading to events being affected

by surface trapping.

The results from the analysis of surface trapping in case of near-surface background

interactions strikingly shows the problematic, which occur from an operation of a FID

detector in planar mode. It is thus obvious that an optimized detector design significantly

reducing surface trapping, has to be different as will be presented in the next section.

6.8.3 A new planar electrode design based on two electrodes covering top,

bottom and lateral surfaces of the detector

Based on the results from the last section, we present another possible design for a mas-

sive HPGe detector, which provides a much better detector performance in the terms of

surface trapping. Instead of an interleaved electrode design, a configuration with only two

electrodes covering the top and bottom surfaces is chosen (see fig. 6.22). This design has

the clear advantage that surface trapping caused by uncovered areas at top and bottom

surfaces of the detector are excluded. In order to avoid the loss of charge carriers due

to trapping at lateral surfaces, the planar electrodes are extended to the lateral surface.

Therefore only one area critical for surface trapping remains, which is the area of the gap

between the two electrodes. However, in this region occur the highest electric fields, and

therefore the gap has to be chosen wide enough to allow electrode biases up to ∆V ≈ 100 V
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without effects from leakage currents in order to gain advantage from the NTL effect. The

gap size chosen here is quite conservative with 3 mm. We expect that a detailed experi-

mental study of the leakage current in dependence of the electrode bias would likely result

in a smaller gap size.

In figure 6.22 the results of a study of surface trapping for the new planar electrode

design is presented. The simulation parameters were chosen to be exactly the same as in

section 6.8.2. The improvement in the number of trapped events at the detector surface for

this electrode configuration is large. There still exists an increase of the amount of events

influenced by trapping with decreasing distance to the surface. However, in contrast to

a FID-type detector operated in planar mode, where in the maximum case very close to

the surface 87 % of the events are affected by trapping, we only find 12 % of events to be

affected by surface trapping. If we consider all simulated energy deposits in the detector,

we find that 7.3 % of the detector volume is affected by surface trapping in comparison to

42.3 % in the case of a FID-type detector.

Therefore, we conclude that it is worth to change the electrode design to a planar

configuration with only two electrodes covering top, bottom and also lateral surfaces of the

HPGe crystal. Especially at high electrode bias, this design significantly reduced the effect

of surface trapping on the detector performance and the reconstruction of the primary

energy deposits. In addition, this new design is much simpler than the FID electrode

design and the the production process of such an detector is straightforward. For the

actual run of the EDELWEISS experiment started in December 2017, one of the detectors

is already equipped with such an electrode design and will be tested at high voltages.

Another possibility, which is very close to the approach here, are point contact detectors.

They are already used in dark matter experiments like CoGent [41] and CDEX [145], where

the recoil energies of particle are only measured via one channel, the ionization channel.

These detectors have one very small electrode, that is biased as high as possible and the rest

of the detector is covered by an electrode, which is grounded. Similar to the electrode design

presented in this work, the influence of charge trapping is determined by the dimension of

the surface area not covered by the electrodes.

6.9 Conclusion

In this chapter a detailed study on the detector performance of an EDELWEISS prototype

detector towards the operation at high voltages was presented. In order to study the effects

of electron and hole transport in HPGe crystals on the detector signals, we compared results

from a calibration experiment with a FID prototype detector with simulations. We could

show, that for electrons the transport anisotropy has a large effect on the detector signals

and is adequately implemented in the simulation tool. For hole transport, we found slight

discrepancies, which occur from a missing implementation of the hole transport anisotropy

in the simulation tool. Overall the agreement between the results of the charge transport

simulation and the experimental data was very good. This allowed us to conclude, that
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a HPGe detector at high electrode biases is mainly limited in its performance by surface

trapping caused by electrons and holes that do not reach one of the electrodes but are

stuck on the surface.

Based on the results from comparing simulation and experiment, we performed an

optimization of the detector geometry and found that a detector with full cover electrodes

reduces the amount of surface trapping and is in addition easy to handle. Another solution

which is very close to the proposed design are point-contact detectors.

Thus, the low-mass WIMP search in EDELWEISS-III showed that it was mainly limited

by heat-only events, therefore by events which did not deliver any ionization signal, we

developed a rejection method for these events. This rejection method was based on pulse-

shape analysis of the heat signals and allowed us to reject 95.6 % of all measured heat-only

events. However, in order to use heat-pulse shape analysis of heat signals from FID800

detectors, a much higher sampling frequency of the heat signal in contrast to the actual

read-out in EDELWEISS is necessary, requiring substantial changes in the read out system.
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This thesis was performed in the framework of the EDELWEISS dark matter experiment,

which searches for Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) with High Purity Germa-

nium (HPGe) detectors. Although WIMP theory favors a mass of dark matter candidates

in the range mχ ∈ [10, 1000] GeV/c2, hints of WIMP signatures close to the detection

thresholds of direct dark matter experiments like CDMS-II Si [58], CoGent [41], CRESST-

II [59] and DAMA/LIBRA [23], as well as the observation of a possible dark matter an-

nihilation signal from the Galactic Center [13] have inspired theories based on low mass

dark matter candidates. Especially low-mass WIMPs, which can have masses < 5 GeV/c2

are very promising candidates. The trend to search for low-mass dark matter candidates

has particularly affected experiments based on solid state detectors, as these detectors can

provide very low detection thresholds < 1 keV and allows us to probe WIMP masses down

to a few GeV/c2.

The core of the EDELWEISS experiment are cylindrical HPGe crystals with masses

around 800 g, which are operated in an electric field and at low temperatures, typically

T = 18 mK. WIMP dark matter candidates are expected to elastically scatter with the Ge

nuclei of the crystals, creating nuclear recoils with energies in the keV-range for standard

WIMPs and in the sub-keV-range for low-mass WIMPs. The recoiling nucleon then creates

electron/hole pairs, which are separated in the electric field and collected as an ionization

signal Eion. In addition, the recoil creates phonons and the heat signal H can be measured

as a temperature rise in the detector. If the HPGe crystals are operated at low electric

fields, typically around 2 V/cm, the heat energy is almost proportional to the recoil energy

H ∝ Erec. Since the number of created e−/h+-pairs depends on the type of the recoil,

electron recoils caused by γ- and β-background radiation produce more e−/h+-pairs per

recoil energy than nuclear recoils, the ionization yield Q = Eion/Erec can be used to

discriminate electron and nuclear recoils. Clearly, a high discrimination efficiency requires a

full measurement of the heat and especially the ionization signal. This can be compromised

by e−/h+-pairs created in the surface region, as the density of trapping centers is very

high there, and charge carriers can easily recombine or can be trapped before they are

collected at the electrodes. This leads to a reduced ionization signal and can cause a

misinterpretation of the recoil type of an event. Therefore EDELWEISS developed the Fully

Inter Digitized (FID) electrode design, which contains 4 sets of interleaved electrodes, which

can be biased and read out independently. Depending on the combination of measured

ionization signals on the 4 electrodes, this detector-type allows the rejection of surface

events and defines a fiducial volume in the bulk region of the detector, which is less affected

by trapping. The excellent performance of these detectors was proven in phase III of the

EDELWEISS experiment. The analysis of data from 24 HPGe detectors, operated well

shielded against cosmic muons in the Modane underground laboratory, has successfully set

limits on the WIMP-nucleon cross-section down to WIMP masses of 4 GeV/c2 [100, 99].
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In the current data taking phase of the EDELWEISS experiment, having started in

December 2016, the goal is to test the FID detectors in a new operation mode, where in

contrast to the standard operation of the detectors, the crystals are operated at high electric

fields up to 50 V/cm. In this case, drifting electrons and holes create many additional

phonons on their way to the electrodes and enhance the heat signal. By using this so-

called Neganov-Trofimov-Luke (NTL) effect, which is proportional to the applied electrode

bias and the number of created e−/h+-pairs, the detection threshold can be significantly

lowered. In the CDMS experiment a massive HPGe detector was tested at high bias and

could reach a detection threshold of 56 eV [47]. At high electrode biases the heat signal H is

dominated by secondary phonons, and therefore proportional to the ionization signal H ∝
Eion. In this case, the ionization yield Q can not be used anymore for the discrimination of

electron and nuclear recoils. In addition, especially for a detection threshold < 100 eV, the

baseline resolution in the ionization channels is not good enough to detect events above

baseline fluctuations. Therefore the 4 FID electrodes can not be used anymore for surface

event discrimination, and the signal channels are reduced to a single heat channel.

At low electric fields, as well as at high electric fields, the detector signals are heav-

ily affected by the charge migration of electrons and holes in the HPGe crystal. Hence,

a good detector performance is directly connected to a full charge collection and a good

understanding of carrier transport in the HPGe crystals. This thesis is dedicated to under-

standing the charge migration processes of electrons and holes in the HPGe EDELWEISS

crystals at low temperatures. The analysis presented in this work is founded on the sim-

ulation of hot carrier transport in HPGe crystals and on a comparison of simulations

with experimental data. We performed a calibration experiment with a prototype FID

HPGe detector at ground level at the CSNSM laboratory in Orsay, France. The exper-

imental set-up was equipped with an 241Am calibration source, which emits 59.5 keV γ-

rays, causing energy deposits in the near-surface region of our detector (penetration depth

λGe(59.5 keV) ≈ 1 mm). This experimental set-up was implemented in a standalone Monte

Carlo simulation package of charge transport, which was developed according to special

charge transport measurements with the EDELWEISS detectors. The main ingredients

are listed in the following: The electron transport is heavily affected by the consequences

of the band structure of HPGe. The electric field in EDELWEISS is applied along the

[100]-direction of the crystal and the conduction band minima point in the [111]-direction.

Thus, electrons do not migrate along the electric field lines but along an angle of 35 ◦.

In addition, 4 energetically equal conduction band minima occur in the 4 [111]-directions

(L-valleys). Electrons can undergo transitions between the L-valleys with the consequence

that they change the drift direction. For holes, a transport anisotropy also exists but is

much smaller and was not taken into account in the simulation tool used in this work.

An important part of the simulation code is the inclusion of trapping processes. In the

crystals’ bulk region dopant impurities with a net dopant density of ≈ 1010 cm−3 exist and

can act as trapping centers. In the surface region, additional trapping centers caused by

open bonds and dislocations occur and can reduce the ionization signals.
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The first analysis part focused on the study of ionization signals. As electrons and

holes start to drift in an electric field, they induce charges on all electrodes. This ends

when all charge carriers are collected or stopped by trapping. Therefore the pulse-shapes

of the ionization signals are a direct consequence of electron and hole migration and allow

to study charge transport properties. The prototype detector used in this thesis has the

FID electrode design and was therefore equipped with 4 sets of electrodes A,B,C,D. These

4 channels could be read out independently. We used a window triggered data acquisition

system with triggering on B and a sampling frequency of 100 MHz, which was sufficient to

resolve the transient regions of the ionization signals. We analyzed two voltage configura-

tions. In both cases the veto electrodes where grounded with VA = VC = 0 V, whereas the

collecting electrodes where biased with i) VB = −VD = −2 V and ii) VB = −VD = +50 V.

The used 241Am source led to γ-ray interactions in the near-surface region of the A and

B electrodes. Hence, the voltage configurations i) and ii) allow us to distinguish between

surface events collected on the A and B electrodes from bulk events collected at the B and

D electrodes. In addition we can study the effects of electron and hole propagation sepa-

rately as for configuration i) the bulk events are dominated by electron transport as holes

are quickly collected at the B electrodes and electrons propagate through the whole crystal

to the D electrode. For configuration ii) bulk events are dominated by hole transport. Our

pulse-shape analysis was based on the evaluation of the rise time of the ionization signals,

which was defined as the time between 10 % and 90 % of the maximal signal amplitude. Re-

sults from simulated and experimental data showed, that the rise time distributions agree

very well and therefore the charge migration processes included in the simulation provide

an adequate description of the experiment. In addition, a clear separation of rise times

for surface and bulk events occurred in the rise time distributions. Bulk events for the

low electric field configuration i) showed rise times distributed around 800 ns, whereas for

the high electric field configuration ii) the rise times were distributed around 500 ns. The

difference is caused by the increasing drift velocity of electrons and holes with the electric

field. Surface events in both cases are distributed around a rise time of 200 ns. Based on

the observation of a clear separation in rise time for bulk and surface events, we performed

a rise time cut: trise > 600 ns allowed to reject 97.5 % of the surface events for configura-

tion i) and trise > 400 ns allow to reject 98.5 % of the surface events for configuration ii).

The difference in the rejection efficiency was mainly based on the reduced effect of bulk

trapping at high fields. We found a slight discrepancy between the populations of events

categorized by the ionization amplitudes in channel A,B,C,D in simulation and experiment

for configuration ii). Events with shared charge collection on the A,B and D electrodes

were strongly suppressed in the simulation. This is connected to a missing implementation

of the hole transport anisotropy in the simulation and was discussed in more detail in the

second part of this work. In addition, we showed that the rise time parameter can also be

used to characterize the degradation and space-charge build up in the detector. It turned

out, that it is even more sensitive to degradation than the ionization amplitudes, indicating

the degradation at earlier times in the measurements.

The second analysis part of this thesis was dedicated to the study of the Neganov-

Trofimov-Luke (NTL) effect. Starting in December 2016, the EDELWEISS collaboration
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takes data with HPGe crystals biased up to 70 V, in order to search for low-mass WIMPs

with mχ < 5 GeV/c2. In this operation mode, no discrimination of electron and nuclear

recoils, as well as no discrimination of surface events is possible. Therefore it is necessary

to have a good understanding of the detector performance and the background, in order to

calibrate the detector properly. The heat signals at high biases are dominated by phonons

created by drifting electrons and holes. As a consequence charge migration processes

like trapping are influencing both ionization and heat signals. We used the same FID

prototype detector equipped with an 241Am source, as we used for the pulse-shape analysis

of the ionization signals. The 59.5 keV energy deposits caused by this γ-source result in

detectable signals in the 4 ionization channels as well as in the heat channel. Our analysis

made full use of the fact that we had 5 measuring channels, keeping in mind that for

an eventual search for low-mass WIMPs, the ionization signals would be too small to be

distinguishable from noise, and therefore only one detection channel, the heat channel,

would exist. In comparison to the time-resolved measurements of the ionization signals,

we used a data acquisition unit, which allowed us to store data continuously. We chose a

sampling frequency of 20 kHz, which was sufficient to resolve the pulse-shapes of the heat

signals1. Triggering could then be done off-line and was based on the heat channel, as it

provided the lowest energy threshold.

To allow for a uniform amplification of the heat signals H for all events according to

H ∝ ∆V , the FID detector was operated in planar mode with VA = VB = −VC = −VD and

∆V = |VB − VD|. The calibration process for the heat spectrum at ∆V = 100 V revealed

a typical challenge for a FID-type detector. In the heat spectrum, the 59.5 keV-peak was

broadened. A selection of events according to the ionization amplitudes showed that events

collected at the A and C electrodes were distributed around a center peak position 7 %

higher than all other events. We could reproduce the experimental results with the MC

charge migration simulation tool by assuming a voltage drop of 10 % on the B electrode

(VB = +45 V). This deviation from the planar mode causes different NTL amplification

factors for different collection electrodes. In addition, we calculated that a voltage drop of

10 % is consistent with a realistic leaking resistance to the ground on the order of 2 GΩ.

Based on these results, the heat signals were calibrated independently for all different

combinations of charge collection on the 4 electrodes, allowing us to narrow the FWHM of

the 59.5 keV-peak by about 15 %.

For ∆V = 100 V, we found the following resolutions in the heat channel: FWHMBF =

212 eVee±0.1 eVee for baseline fluctuations and FWHM59.5 keV = 4.864 keVee±0.004 keVee

for the 59.5 keV-peak. This clearly showed that the peak resolution at 59.5 keV was not

limited by the baseline noise. In addition, we evaluated the resolution of the 59.5 keV-peak

in the ionization channel2, which was FWHMion
59.5 keV = 3.450 keVee and better than the

peak resolution in the heat channel. We concluded that the resolution at high bias is not

yet limited by charge migration processes but by the calorimetric read-out, as otherwise

1The 20 kHz sampling was not enough to resolve the transient times of the ionization signals.
2We chose the best estimator for the ionization energy here, which is the sum of the ionization amplitudes

Eion(ABCD) = (Eion(A) + Eion(B) − Eion(C) − Eion(D)) /2.
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the resolutions of heat and ionization channels should be the same. Optimization of the

heat signals in EDELWEISS is on-going. First results already showed that the heat signals

are largely affected by an additional parasitic heat capacity, which can lead to a reduction

of the heat signals of about 76 % [69].

The measurement of the heat amplitude of the 59.5 keV-peak with increasing electrode

bias ∆V showed that it increased linearly according to the NTL effect up to ∆V = 100 V.

At ∆V = 120 V, we found a slight reduction of the 59.5 keV heat amplitude of about 5 %

in comparison to our expectation from the NTL effect. This reduction was connected to

a starting break down of the detector due to the injection of leakage currents from the

electrodes, as confirmed by the analysis of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): The SNR

increased up to ∆V = 100 V. At ∆V = 120 V, it was suddenly reduced by a factor ≈ 2 in

comparison to ∆V = 100 V. We conclude that a detector breakdown primarily manifests

itself in a large increase of the baseline fluctuations and not in a reduced NTL factor.

We started the detailed analysis of the detector performance for a low electric field

configuration in planar mode with ∆V = 6 V. At this voltage, the NTL amplification of

the heat signals is small and the heat energy H is approximately proportional to the recoil

energy Erec. Therefore a discrimination of electron and nuclear recoils based on the ion-

ization yield Q = Eion/Erec is in principle possible. As we used a γ-source, which causes

electron recoils in the HPGe crystal, we expected our detected events to be distributed

around Q = 1. The actual measurement showed a dominant event population at Q = 1,

but also additional populations with Q < 1. Events with Q ∈ [0.2,0.8] are present in both

experimental and simulated data, and we could explain this by charge trapping. The sim-

ulated data allowed us to reconstruct the locations of the primary interaction. We found

that 99.6 % of the events affected by trapping were located within a 0.5 mm distance from

the surface and especially in-between the ring electrodes. Therefore we concluded further

that they are caused by surface trapping. Surface trapping occurs when charge carriers

reach surfaces, which are not covered by electrodes and therefore do not contribute to the

ionization signal amplitudes.

The second population of events with Q . 0.2 contained typical heat-only events. The

ionization amplitudes Eion(ABCD) for these events were smaller than the FWHM of the

baseline fluctuations Eion(ABCD) < 3.0 keVee, whereas the heat amplitudes were signif-

icantly above the baseline with H > 1 keVee. Heat-only events are very critical for the

performance of EDELWEISS detectors and have shown to be the limiting background at

low recoil energies [100]. Their exact origin is unknown so far, although they are suspected

to be caused by a glued connection between the NTD Ge thermistor and the FID detector.

For our prototype FID detector we showed that a heat pulse-shape analysis could reject

95.9 % of all heat-only events. The pulse-shape analysis was based on two parameters,

where the first one was retrieved from the comparison of different methods for the heat

amplitude reconstruction and the second one was the correlation of triggered pulses with

a reference pulse. A limitation of this rejection method is of course the baseline resolution

in the heat channel.
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In a next step, we analyzed the detector performance at high electric fields, and studied

data from an operation at the maximal electrode bias of ∆V = 100 V. In this case, the heat

signal is dominated by secondary phonons, which are created along the drift of electrons

and holes, and is therefore proportional to the ionization energy, H = cheatEion. In this

case the Q-value is always 1 and can not be used to analyze events affected by trapping.

However, heat-only events should still show-up with a reduced Q-value. At ∆V = 100 V,

we found no significant population of heat-only events, wherefore we analyzed data from a

measurement at lower electrode bias with ∆V = 35 V. At this bias, we could identify heat-

only events but the population was strongly reduced in comparison to the measurements

at ∆V = 6 V. In addition the maximal energy of heat-only event at ∆V = 35 V was

16 keVee, whereas it was 70 keVee at ∆V = 6 V. This reduction is in agreement with

different NTL amplification factors for the two measurements and confirms the nature of

the heat-only events: They originate from events with no charge collection and therefore

their signals are not amplified by the NTL effect. With heat-only events spread in energy

up to around 70 keVee in the case of ∆V = 6 V, we could calculate their amplitudes at

higher electric fields according to the NTL effect. For ∆V = 100 V we expect an upper

bound for heat-only amplitudes of 4.4 keVee. At these energies the Q-value is already

widely spread according to the resolution in the ionization channel. Thus, heat-only events

are not distinguishable anymore from other events close to the detection threshold in heat.

This then explains the missing population of heat-only events. In view of the heat-only

events in the EDELWEISS WIMP search, this finding undoubtedly confirms, that heat-

only events are not accompanied by charge creation and are therefore not events whose

charge signal may have been missed.

Our next goal was to study the charge migration processes at high electric fields. We

started with the analysis of events, which delivered the full energy of 59.5 keV in the

summed ionization channel ABCD. The γ-rays from the 241Am source caused energy de-

posits in the top near-surface region covered by the A and B electrodes. Consequently, the

polarization on the electrodes defined, if either the created electrons or holes dominated

the charge collection. For VA = VB < 0 V holes drift only a short distance before they are

quickly collected on A and B, whereas electrons drift through the whole crystal to the C and

D electrodes. Obviously, for VA = VB > 0 V it is the other way around. For that reason,

we could study the detector performance separately for electron and hole transport. The

analysis was organized in the following way: Events belonging to the 59.5 keVee peak in

the summed ionization amplitude spectrum ABCD were further categorized by their signal

amplitudes in the individual channels A,B,C,D. This led to 9 event categories, which were

defined by electrodes on which the charges were collected, e.g. AC (charge collection on

A and C), A(C+D) (charge collection on A and (C+D)), etc. The population of events in

these categories was then compared to simulations.

In case of signals dominated by electron transport (VA = VB = −50 V), we found a very

good agreement between simulation and experiment. 38 % of events with shared charge

collection on C and D were measured in the experiment, and the simulation predicted 44 %.

This confirmed that the transport anisotropy of electrons, causing them to drift along an

angle of 35 ◦ to the field applied in [100]-direction, has a measurable effect on the ionization
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signal, favoring events with shared charge collection.

In case of signals dominated by hole transport (VA = VB = +50 V), the agreement of simu-

lation and experiment was not as good as for electrons. The number of events with charge

collection on C and D was strongly underestimated by the simulation, expecting only a

few events in this category (around 2 % of all events), whereas the measured population

was 40 %. As the shared events, in case of electron transport, were favored by the electron

transport anisotropy, we concluded that the missing implementation of the hole transport

anisotropy in the simulation causes the discrepancy. In the simulation, holes strictly follow

the electric field lines, and therefore shared charge collection is very unlikely. An imple-

mentation of the hole transport anisotropy in the hot carrier transport simulation tool is

planned in the future.

After analyzing events in the 59.5 keV-peak of the heat spectrum, connected with full

charge collection, we studied events with reduced heat amplitudes H < 55 keVee
3. Since

the agreement between simulation and experiment had been excellent for electron transport

(VA = VB = −50 V) and events with full charge collection, we studied this case. Note that

all results also apply to the case where hole collection dominated the signal, especially as we

found that the amount of events affected by trapping in the simulation only varies slightly

from 15.4 % for electrons to 12.9 % for holes. After scaling the simulated heat spectrum to

the experimental one according to the peak height of the 59.5 keV-peak, we found a good

agreement of the shape of the simulated and experimental spectra down to 20 keVee. In

addition, the number of events in the heat energy range H ∈ [20,55] keVee agreed rather

well: Sim 15.4 % / Exp 21.1 %. For the simulated data, we assumed a monoenergetic source,

causing single energy deposits. Thus, only trapping of charge carriers could cause reduced

heat signals. We concluded, that trapping is the reason for heat amplitudes down to

energies of 20 keVee. The simulated events clearly showed that events affected by trapping

are close to the surface area, and in-between the electrodes. As we had seen before in the

low field case, surface trapping and therefore the configuration of the detector electrodes

is limiting the detector performance. Events with heat amplitudes < 20 keVee did show

up in the experiment but not in simulation. Likely, these event are caused by low energy

γ-rays, which already deposited some parts of their energy outside the sensitive region of

the detector. Such events were not taken into account in the simulation.

Based on the finding that surface trapping limits the detector performance and that

our simulation tool describes the effects of surface trapping properly, we performed an

optimization of the detector performance using simulations.

We discussed an operation of the ring electrodes in veto mode with VA < VB, as used

at low electrode biases in EDELWEISS to reject surface events. Eventually, this is not

recommended for two reasons: Firstly, the bias difference between neighboring ring elec-

trodes is strongly limited by leakage currents. Secondly, the heat spectrum becomes much

more complex, as the NTL amplification depends on the electrode on which the charge

carriers are collected. As the ionization signals at low energy deposits < 1 keV are not

3With H < 55 keVee, events are outside of the 5σ-region of a Gaussian fit to the 59.5 keV-peak in the

heat amplitude spectrum.
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detectable anymore, no discrimination is available and it becomes very difficult to perform

a proper energy calibration of the heat channel. In a next step we investigated a planar

bias mode with 2 sets of electrodes, i.e. VA = VB = −VC = −VD. In order to find the

critical parts of the detector when operated in this mode, we simulated events uniformly

distributed in the detector in layers with different thickness and distance from the surface.

The layer dimensions were chosen according to a typical background source for dark matter

search experiments, which is the natural decay chain of 210Pb. It produces β- and α-rays,

which interact close to the surface. However our results apply to all kinds of backgrounds,

especially to γ-rays, which also interact close to the surface with decreasing energy. We

established that the limiting factor is surface trapping. In case the interaction took place

in the layer closest to the surface with a range d ∈ [200 nm, 1µm], 87 % of events showed

reduced heat amplitudes due to surface trapping. In case we considered all simulated

events uniformly distributed in the entire crystal, we found that 42.3 % of these events

were affected by surface trapping.

Based on these results, we designed an optimized electrode system, which consists of

only two electrodes, which fully cover the top, bottom and lateral surface of the detector.

The only uncovered region in this case is a small gap on the lateral surface, that separates

the top and bottom electrode. The limit for this design is then defined by the gap size,

as surface trapping can only occur there. For our simulation, we chose a very conservative

gap size of 3 mm, which was consistent with our experimental experience that it allowed

electrode biases up to ∆V = 100 V without leakage currents. The simulations showed that

with this design the amount of events affected by trapping in the layer closest to the surface

with d ∈ [200 nm, 1µm] could be reduced to 12 %. The total amount of events within this

modified geometry affected by surface trapping was reduced to 7.3 %.

The results we presented in this thesis show, how powerful the comparison of data

retrieved from hot carrier transport simulation and experiments is, especially in the case

of a well defined calibration experiment. The good agreement of rise time distributions

confirmed the proper implementation of charge migration processes of electrons and holes

in the HPGe crystals of EDELWEISS. In addition, we could evaluate the rise time as an

additional analysis parameter for the discrimination of surface events. Actually, in Run

309, which lasted from April 2014 to January 2015, the first FID800 detector in the Modane

underground laboratory was read out with a Fast Ionization Card (FIC), allowing one to

sample two electrodes with a frequency of 40 MHz. Results from calibration data, taken

with a 133Ba γ-source, allowed to reject 98.4 % of the surface events with a rise time cut.

The comparison of simulated and experimental data even allowed to extract the event

position along the z-axis of the detector with a precision of ∆z = 0.28 cm. Assuming a

realistically improved noise level in the FIC channels, a precision of ∆z = 0.05 cm should

be in reach.

The analysis of the prototype detector at high electrode biases performed in this thesis

showed that even in this new detection regime, where the detectors are operated at high

electric fields up to 50 V/cm and more, we have a good understanding of charge migra-

tion. In the searches for low-mass WIMPs with semiconductor detectors, voltage-assisted
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calorimetric amplification of heat signals will lead the path to higher sensitivity. In this

endeavor, understanding the charge transport and avoiding charge trapping becomes an

even more important issue.

In December 2016, data taking resumed in the EDELWEISS laboratory, specifically

focusing on testing the HPGe detector performance at high biases. Besides FID-type

detectors, also a HPGe crystal with our modified surface trapping reducing design was

installed. With these measurements EDELWEISS joins the new era for solid state dark

matter detectors, probing WIMP nucleon cross-sections down to masses below 1 GeV/c2.
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